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Voices for Tomorrow: Sixth International Journal of Intercultural Arts Education 
Preface and introduction 
 
The Sixth Intercultural Conference in Arts and Skills Education was held on 
October 18, 2013 at the University of Helsinki. The Conference was organ-
ised by the Department of Applied Sciences of Education, the Research 
Group for Education, and the Arts and Cultures Department of the University 
of Helsinki. The theme of the Conference was Voices for Tomorrow. The 
main areas of discussion under the theme were learning through, in, and 
about the arts, early childhood arts education and arts education in schools, 
and arts as a transmitter of cultural diversity. 
At the Conference, the 125th anniversary of Finnish kindergarten work 
and early childhood education was actively celebrated. “Voices for Tomorrow 
in Finland” was part of a larger European project initiated by the Interna-
tional Yehudi Menuhin Foundation. The actions planned within this pro-
gramme aim at changing society through arts and creativity. The purpose of 
this method is to open and broaden creative abilities through creative group 
work. Before the day of the scientific conference, multidisciplinary artistic 
workshops were organized in co-operation with the Ebeneser Foundation for 
academic teachers, doctoral students, student teachers, and day care centre 
teachers. We would like to warmly thank the Ebeneser Foundation, Finland’s 
MUS-E®, Kristi Kiilu from Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre and 
especially international YMF artists Barbara Valentino from Italy, Isabelle 
Maurel from France, and Shanglie Zhou from Belgium for their unforgettable 
arts pedagogical workshops. 
The aim of this method is to decompartmentalize, to open and broaden the 
creative abilities through creative work in groups, by respecting a few spe-
cific rules that it entails. The relationships must obey specific rules. The cre-
ative rules emphasise mutual trust and responsibility towards the group and 
its creative process. There is an agreement to be non-judgemental: nothing is 
either good or bad. One may obey creative impulses in a primordial way, not 
taking into account individual opinions. There is space for non-verbal com-
munication, but no space for polemics. One may experiment in order to de-
cide on a course of action. There may be ethereal, corporal, or sensory com-
munication. Some of the actors may find that they have put themselves in 
jeopardy, in the creative field, but that isa prerequisite; it broadens the hori-
zons of individual creativity. In this experimental setting, impermanence was 
also welcomed, ascreation is never frozen. The method is in keeping with the 
fluidity of time and form, and with the idea that a work of art can i be worked 
on ndefinitely. It is not the outcome that is important, but the creative pro-
cess, which in the course of time becomes a process of personal transforma-
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tion. There may be a period of non-production: the creation process begins, 
ideally, out of nothing and without a determined final aim other than to create 
something following the logic of the group’s entity; an individual can have 
some performances or sharing moments, but it remains a never-ending “work 
in progress”. It is essential for the creators to be adaptable as the creation of 
the group adapts itself in a fluid and immediate way to changes and unfore-
seen events, thecomposition of the group, and other external or internal ele-
ments or events.  
In the case of Sharing All Voices, this methodology is defined as a power-
ful tool to develop in the members of the group the humanist values of Ye-
hudi Menuhin, notably respect, nonviolence and fulfilment of the individual 
through artistic creation, research of a harmony with one self and the di-
versity of the world. In due course, this methodology, experimented upon in 
the microcosm of artists, creative people and children, will become a tool for 
the macrocosm that is to say at the service of human groups in society look-
ing for societal answers through creativity. 
Our keynote speakers were Professor Minna Huotilainen on the topic, 
‘Music increases the well-being of a child’s brain’; Directors Marianne Pon-
celet and Thierry van Roy from IYMF and the Voices for Tomorrow project 
on ‘Voices for Tomorrow in Europe’; Professor Géza Szilvay’s on ‘Voices 
for the Future with the Colour Strings’, and Adj. Prof. Inkeri Ruokonen, and 
artists Maria Baric and Nemanja Stojanovic on the topic ‘MUSE® in Fin-
land: Learning through music and dance in pre-school and school’. 
In this journal IYMF Executive Vice-President Marianne Poncelet’s 
greetings from YEMF and eleven peer-rated and accepted scientific articles 
are published. The articles promote the voices for tomorrow from different 
perspectives.  
The first section consists of the articles concerning early childhood educa-
tion. The article by Taina Sillanpää and Inkeri Ruokonen focuses on the his-
tory of early childhood memories and promotes the importaceof music and 
arts activities as seen in childhood memories. This also proves the importance 
of these areas to be developed in the future learning environments. Eeva-
Leena Onnismaa, Kati Rintakorpi and Sinikka Rusanen open the children’s 
voice of their culture by researching children as photographers and co-
constructors of their culture. Pei Zhao, Sara Sintonen and Heikki Kynäslahti 
compare and reflect on the early childhood educational politics and strategies 
of Finland and China.  
The second part of the journal consists of the articles that focus on basic 
education and teacher education. Antti Hilmola’s article deals with the curri-
culum as the craft teacher’s instrument. Inkeri Ruokonen, Ulla Salomäki and 
Heikki Ruismäki are researching Learning through the arts—a theme with the 
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concept of Artists Working at Schools. Articles by Marit Mõistlik-Tamm, 
Gerhard Lock, Outi Immonen, Anja Oksanen, Inkeri Ruokonen and Heikki 
Ruismäki all focus on instrumental pedagogy of teacher educational studies 
in piano playing. The first article applies the ideas of critical pedagogy in 
learning piano playing and reading new notation. The second article focuses 
on mental training in studying keyboard harmony.  
The third section of the articles promotes voices of cultural diversity. Pro-
fessor Laurie Eldridge’s article presents indigenous research methodologies 
as used in arts education research. Pisko Aunola’s article focuses on audience 
education and some new aspects of art institutions’ audience engagement and 
participation. Finally, Kristi Kiilu and Kristiine Mõttus present an article that 
promotes the power of music and its importance to cultural identity. They 
write about the meaning and phenomenon of the Estonian Song Celebration 
for Estonian children through the narratives of singers from the children’s 
choirs. 
We thank the members of the scientific committee of the journal for their 
valuable comments. We express our gratitude to the reviser Marlene Broemer 
for her work correcting articles in English. Thanks also to amanuensis Kari 
Perenius for his help in layout of the journal. We wish you refreshing and 
artistic moments with this journal. 
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Greetings from IYMF 
The International Yehudi Menuhin Foundation 
and the recognition of cultural wealth 
Marianne Poncelet 
 
 
 
“I speak to you as a born Jew, in my heart forever a Gypsy since we fiddlers are 
members of the nomadic tribe, like the Gypsies who have never experienced jus-
tice on earth. I would go as far as maintaining that our planet is not worthy to 
house humanity until the Gypsies are able to move about the earth in total free-
dom, with the freedom of the birds in the air and the fish in the waters—provided 
air and water will continue to be elements of life.” 
Yehudi Menuhin 
 
 
 
In 1991, Yehudi Menuhin, one of the greatest violinist of the 20th century, 
unparalleled visionary and humanist, created in Brussels the Foundation that 
bears his name, with the aim of giving a voice to the voiceless, especially 
children, artists and the cultural minorities present in Europe.  
Throughout his life, he defended the cause of cultural minorities and in 
particular the Roma, as he admired the cultural wealth of these people who 
throughout history and life’s difficulties never altered their core identity. He 
relentlessly took their defence, stressing the virtuosity of their music and the 
flexibility of their life and thought process. He therefore participated in the 
programme of Jean-Marie Cavada “la Marche du Siècle” called “I met the 
Gypsies” together with Emir Kusturica and the Taraf de Haïdouks. He was 
the guest of honour at the 1997 international Roma seminar in Barcelona, 
which gathered Roma delegations from all over Europe.  
He dreamt of setting up an ‘Assembly of Cultures’ where the voice of 
each cultural minority present in Europe would be heard. This is why, since 
its foundation in 1991, the International Yehudi Menuhin Foundation follows 
the same path by associating with artists from all cultures to its various lines 
actions, and who shared their voices during concerts, which were genuine 
voyages to the heart of cultural diversity.  
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This cultural diversity is exemplified in the memorable “From the Sitar to 
the Guitar” concert presented by Yehudi Menuhin and Ravi Shankar at the 
Cirque Royal in Brussels in 1995. “All the World’s violins” with Stéphane 
Grappelli or “Voices for Peace” with Miriam Makeba and Noa and “Menu-
hin’s Dream” with Marcel Marceau, “Travelling Voices” with the warm 
voices of Hanna Schygulla, Esma Redzepova, Loreena McKennitt are all 
other concerts that have been inspired by Menuhin. A recent concert pre-
sented at Flagey in 2012 called « Voices to Share » gathered on stage women 
from various horizons inspired by the music of travel such as Vaya con Dios, 
Maurane or Iva Bittova. 
 
The MUS-E® programme  
The MUS-E® programme has been coordinated by the Menuhin Foundation 
in 12 countries for many years and aimed at children from all cultures in the 
primary schools where artists work on a regular basis in order to provide 
them the innovative tools of social inclusion through art. As of 2013, the 
programme is active in Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany Hun-
gary, Israel, Italy, Kosovo, Portugal, Spain and Switzerland. Around 1,000 
artists work on a regular basis in more than 400 primary schools in Europe. 
The principles of the programme are clear: focusing on the collaboration of 
artists external to the school who propose artistic activities and are able to 
implement them in a participative structure with children. In this context, the 
artisst can chose their methodology, inspired by their personal research and 
practices. The artists develop a special partnership with the teacher. Children 
have a free hand in the expression of their creativity as they are the source of 
implicit knowledge. The right to refuse, to make a mistake, to dialogue, to 
have fun, to play, is highly valued in this process. Judgement and competi-
tiveness are banned. All the children are involved in the workshops and the 
minorities are valued. The different European projects lead by the Interna-
tional Yehudi Menuhin Foundation since its creation has always illustrated 
the wealth of cultural diversity and stressed the importance of dialogue. For 
example, the European project “Enfants d’ici, Contes d’ailleurs” (Children 
from here, stories from elsewhere) resulted in the publication of a series of 
Roma, Armenian, Kurdish and Berber tales in several languages. The project 
“I you we Share the World”: flagship project of the European Year of Inter-
cultural Dialogue in 2008, gave many people the opportunity to initiate a 
transnational collaboration with sevcen countries of the European Union on 
the topic of the creation of the world seen through the eyes of children and 
artists from all cultures. 
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More recently the Foundation initiated two programmes: “Sharing all 
Voices” (2008–2010) and “Voices for Tomorrow” (2011–2013) that led us to 
meet cultural minorities in various locations in Europe, in particular in Serbia 
and Slovakia, and where we proposed a collaboration with our artist-
ambassadors, carriers of the values dear to Yehudi Menuhin: sharing, respect 
for cultural diversity, intercultural dialogue, creativity, and transmission. 
These artists coming from various cultures and practicing different disci-
plines propose a double-pronged work approach: innovative concerts and 
participatory workshops with children, youngsters or adults coming from 
various cultural communities, in a spirit of sharing and collective co-creation.  
One of the missions of the Foundation in each of its aforementioned ac-
tions is to highlight the wealth of the cultures that compose the European 
mosaic and to transmit it in a creative and innovative manner through the 
medium of the artists. These will be the artists who will take centre stage on 3 
December in Brussels for the Gala of the International Yehudi Menuhin 
Foundation, to mark the closure of its “Voices for Tomorrow” programme. 
Onstage there will be several ambassador artists such as N’Faly Kouyaté 
from Guinea-Conakry, Aleksander Caric from Serbia, or the Chinese Shan-
glie Zhu, the Belgian Quentin Dujardin and the Frenchman Matthieu Saglio. 
The godmother of this exceptional multicultural evening will be the 
Sephardic singer Yasmin Levy, whose enchanting voice will take the audi-
ence from Jerusalem to Istanbul passing through Andalusia; she will later join 
all the other musicians in a hymn for peace composed by Yehudi Menuhin in 
1998, musically reinvented each year during the concerts presented by his 
Foundation. 
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Finnish kindergarten work: 125 years of children’s 
experiences in arts education 
Taina Sillanpää & Inkeri Ruokonen 
 
 
 
Abstract  
 
This article concerns the childhood experiences in arts education during the history of kin-
dergarten activity in Finland. The data of childhood experiences of arts is part of a larger 
material of kindergarten tradition collected writings by the Ebeneser foundation and the 
Society of Finnish Literature. This collection took place in 1.11.2011–31.12.2012. These 
written memories are reinforced and reflected on with some archive material of activities in 
Finnish kindergarten’s history. This article introduces some findings about music, drama and 
handicraft activities. Memorable experiences are connected with emotions and visual places 
and they can be seen as the foundation of different artistic experiences. 
 
Keywords: Childhood memories, kindergarten history, arts education, visual experiences  
 
 
 
1 Introduction 
There is no future without the past, no new ideas without learning from his-
tory. This article highlights the childhood memories from the Finnish kinder-
garten history. These memories prove the importance of arts education as 
meaningful and memorable activities for growing children.  
Hanna Rothman founded the first folk kindergarten in Finland in Septem-
ber 1888. Rothman (1856–1920) studied in Berlin and her teacher was Henri-
etta Schrader-Breymann (1827–1899), who was a student of Friedrich Froe-
bel (1782–1852). Shrader-Breymann spoke up for the poor families and pro-
moted the idea of folk kindergarten. For a long time, kindergarten teachers 
were unmarried and dedicated their lives to the children of working class 
families. This was an opportunity for them to have a public career and educa-
tion of high quality (Meretniemi, 2011). When Hanna Rothman and Elisabeth 
Alander (1859–1940) began the education of kindergarten teachers in 1892, 
the ideology of kindergartens spread throughout many regions. Since 1913, 
kindergartens have been granted state aid. When state support for kindergar-
tens was prescribed in 1927, the establishing of kindergartens started (Meret-
niemi, 2011). 
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Finnish kindergarten activity was based on the pedagogy of Friedrich 
Froebel. Froebel wanted to separate small children’s pedagogy from school 
pedagogy. Education should be carried out holistically in terms of the chil-
dren. Children were seen as active learners. Like Pestalozzi, Froebel emphas-
ised things rather than words and doing rather than talking and memorizing 
(Kinchin, 2012). In Froebel’s opinion, adults should live with the children, 
not above them. Froebel thought that education should be seen as permissive 
and flexible, not done by patterns (Froebel, 1826, translation in Finnish: 
Helenius, 2012). Froebel believed that singing, direct observation of nature, 
and above all, play with real objects stimulated the most effective learning 
(Kinchin, 2012).  
The activity of kindergartens in Finland was based on monthly subjects. 
According to Lujala (2007), children got an opportunity to concentrate and 
deepen their observations and activities through the monthly subjects. 
Monthly subjects covered play, work education and Froebelic handicraft. 
Work education was seen as a great way of developing physical strength, 
handicraft skills and spiritual growth. Each subject usually began by making 
an expedition, where children were able to have memorable experiences and 
become acquainted with the subject. The monthly subject was reinforced with 
singing, looking at pictures and storytelling (Lujala, 2007). Play was the 
major activity for small children and could not be replaced by any other ac-
tivity. Children were allowed to play daily inside as well as outside.  
It was not until the 1970s, when Froebelic methods were replaced by ex-
act goals and activity lessons. The name kindergarten was changed to day 
care centre in 1973 when the law of day care was prescribed. It was written in 
the law, that education was seen as a mediator between children and culture. 
That guaranteed equal rights for children to develop their cultural skills. 
Today early childhood education and care combines care, education and 
teaching. These dimensions of early childhood education and care are em-
phasized differently considering the child’s age (ECEC plan=Varhaiskasva-
tussuunnitelman perusteet, 2005). Caring and other situations of interaction, 
little daily chores, playing, movement, exploration and self-expression 
through different forms of art belong to children’s everyday life in day-care 
centres. When examining the history of kindergarten activity, similar meth-
ods are found. Only the focuses of the methods have changed. Today educa-
tors also have a responsibility to create possibilities for children to enjoy 
aesthetic and cultural experiences and to make it possible for children to 
create their own culture (Ruokonen & Rusanen, 2009). 
According to ESEC (2005), basic artistic experiences develop in an envi-
ronment, where children are given sufficient musical, artistic, dancing and 
drama activities. Children experience and do artistic work through exploring 
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forms, sounds, colours, scents, feelings and combinations of different senses. 
In artistic work, children have an opportunity to experience an imaginary 
world, where everything is possible and playfully true. An aesthetic envi-
ronment can as such be a work of art for a small child.  
 
2 Study design 
The aim of this article is to study childhood experiences of arts by means of 
material of the kindergarten tradition, which has been collected by the 
Ebeneser foundation and the Society of Finnish Literature. The research 
question was to determine which were the most meaningful and memorable 
childhood experiences (positive or negative) connected to the arts in the kin-
dergarten environment. 
The research data consists of writings, memorised narratives about the 
writers’ childhood time in Finnish kindergartens, and some archival material. 
The qualitative research approach of this study is narrative inquiry reinforced, 
and reinforced and reflected with the historical documents connecting to the 
memorized periods in kindergarten’s history. Narrative research, according to 
Creswell (2003) is a form of inquiry in which the researcher studies the in-
formation of lives of individuals by asking for stories or writings about their 
lives. This information is then retold or restored by the researcher into a nar-
rative chronology. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) highlight the collaborative 
narrative that means that the narrative combines views from the participant’s 
life with those of the researcher’s interpretation. In this study, the typical 
stories are reinforced and reflected through the kindergarten culture of differ-
ent times as it is seen in archive material. 
The national collection of kindergarten memory writings took place in 
1.11.2011–31.12.2012. The purpose of this national collection concerning 
memories of kindergartens was to recognize the 125 year of Kindergarten 
activity in Finland and collect recollection material from the points of view of 
children, parents and employees. Before the collection an instruction paper 
was formed, in which the content was divided into three groups: the activity 
in kindergartens and day-care centres, the environments of the kindergartens 
and day-care centres, and the relationships in kindergartens and day-care 
centres. The entire collected written material consisted of material from 104 
respondents comprising 1,056 pages. In addition to written material, people 
sent also photographs and photo albums. Ninety-one percent of the writers 
were women and 9% of them were men. Sixty-one people wrote about their 
childhood memories (63%). Some people wrote memories about both being a 
child and an employee or as a child and a parent. People working in Kinder-
gartens or day-care centres were 21% (N =20) of all writers. Employees were 
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kindergarten teachers, day care workers, assistants, trainees, directors and 
cooks. Memories as being a parent consist of 9% of the whole material. Peo-
ple recall their childhood from the 1920s to the 1990s. Memory materials 
were drawn from many different parts of Finland, but most of the memories 
were situated in Helsinki and other parts of the metropolitan area.  
This study analyses mainly the selected material of those 61 people who 
wrote about their childhood memories; inaddition, some archive material and 
teachers’ memories were part of the analysis. Collected research data has 
been qualitatively analysed and thematically classified to different periods.  
Almost all research data of this article has been collected through the 
writings of the adult writers from their childhood memories. Memorizing the 
childhood is a challenging task and it should be realized when analysing the 
material. Jones (2003) has studied the relationship of adulthood and child-
hood as articulated through memory; he discusses how this may impinge 
upon the practices of adults researching into and writing about childhood. 
Jones (2003) raises the complex question of the otherness of childhood 
through the questioning of the extent to which adults can imaginatively re-
enter their childhood. Differing forms of memory connected with emotion 
and imagination in writings about childhood are studied as a means of trying 
to make connection with the conditions of childhood. 
According to Jones (2003), adults are able to recall childhood and re-enter 
their childhood world. Mc Conkey (1996, 313) also stresses that feelings 
from childhood remain undiminished within the adult’s mind’. The age of 
remembered childhood is critical concerning the very earliest years being 
mostly lost and the middle years perhaps are the most vividly recalled (Mc 
Conkey, 1996). Naturally, there are individual differences in remembering 
and it is a question of the age of the rememberers themselves.  
There is some research on ‘memory as a methodology’ (Radstone, 2000; 
Treacher, 2000; Campbell & Harbord, 2002). In these, researching childhood 
can be seen through three Philo’s particular dynamics. First, everyone has 
been a child and and experienced childhood with its special culture, envi-
ronment, activities and feelings. Everyone has individual experiences, mem-
ories, and social and personal narratives. Secondly, as an adults remembering 
or researching childhood can involve searching for one’s own lost childhood. 
Thirdly, adults are researching children and remembering childhood from 
different point of view in adulthood. Adults are in a different place, bearing 
different pressures, and facing social and emotional challenges and from this 
place, adults can somehow idealise their childhood experiences (Jones, 
2003). 
A fundamental concept to keep in mind when dealing with knowledge of 
memories is experience. Peltonen (2009) defines experience as knowledge, 
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which is based on one’s own intuitive experiences. Experience develops from 
individual interpretation and is based on facts from one’s own way of living. 
Emotions, which emerge from the relationships between people, are closely 
connected with experience (Peltonen, 2009, 12–14). Writers of this study are 
recalling their childhood in kindergartens or day care centres in their mem-
ories and writings. With the help of these childhood memories, the child’s 
voice can be heard throughout the years and different times. When remem-
bering one’s childhood, one tries to go back to the experiences of being a 
child (Korkiakangas, 1999, Gullestad, 1996). In this article, only the aesthetic 
and artistic basic experiences are studied and analysed from the sources in the 
national writings data. Basic childhood experiences are important for lifelong 
learning because they form the foundation of children’s artistic and cultural 
preferences, valuations and artistic interests (see, Ruokonen & Rusanen, 
2009). 
When recalling childhood memories, people typically return to the ex-
perience by seeing, remembering, interpreting, and evaluating it from an 
adult’s point of view. Therefore, there are always two voices present in stor-
ies of childhood. Memories are connected with strong visual images and 
experiences. Memories are interpreted and constantly re-worked. The person 
who is recalling childhood memories is an adult although the memories are a 
child’s memories. Recalling one’s childhood can be nostalgic. A person may 
search for something that has been missing for a long time (Korkiakangas, 
1996, 33–41, Makkonen 2004, 108–109).  
In a study by Kerstin Arbaeus, the childhood memories have been divided 
into three levels. These levels can be used as an analytical frame. The first 
level is a general level of the story. It represents the official story that can be 
told by anyone. The second level consists of one’s personal memories and 
experience. The third level is not common. On this level the stories are de-
tailed and they are connected to everyday themes; they represent strong feel-
ings such as shame, fear or joy (Arbaeus, 1993, 49–51). 
In this study and especially in the case of childhood arts experiences, 
there are many memories connected with feelings. There are also many stor-
ies that are shared and represent the general level. These childhood memories 
have been reflected in the official documents of kindergarten history. 
 
3 Findings 
In this study, some basic elements of arts education in kindergartens and day 
care centres in Finland are presented through the childhood narratives of the 
collection. Some basic themes of arts education in kindergartens can be found 
by reading the memories through on the general level. These narratives have 
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been compared to the official documents of the activity of kindergarten’s 
history. At the same time, some personal memories that contain feelings are 
connected to the material as an individual level of recalling. The main activi-
ties of arts education in kindergartens found from the narratives are singing 
lessons, handicrafts, drama, celebrations and the visual environment. 
 
3.1 Singing and imaginary play 
People reported many good and joyful memories concerning the song, “Ke-
häkukkanen pieni pyörii” [Small marigold, go in a circle] which was a much-
used play song between1950 and 1960. Throughout the writings of different 
periods, the singing lessons were remembered as an everyday activity in 
kindergartens. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Singing and playing on the yard of Ebeneser house 1930s 
 
Music was mainly singing and it was always connected with play. Children’s 
play in kindergartens was divided into free and guided play. In free play, 
children were allowed to fulfil themselves. Free play had no particular goals, 
but children should have enough room, equipment, time and freedom. In 
guided play, adults planned the progress of the play. Guided play included 
singing and physical exercises with their own rules, roles and playing with 
equipment and outfits. Children were also allowed to use different instru-
ments in the singing lessons (Hänninen & Valli, 1986, 96–99). 
Musical experiences were mentioned in nearly every report. Some writers 
mention that singing lessons were carried out every day. It tells something 
about the regularity of the singing, that the writers recall singing in almost 
every memory. Singing lessons also had their place in the daily schedule in 
the formal plan of action (Ebeneser-koti[Ebeneser-home], 1923, 89–99). 
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Songs were also often connected with the monthly subjects (Ebeneser-koti, 
1923). In many memories, writers described in detail the names of the songs 
and the instructions of the plays. Writers also said that it was easy to recall 
the words of the songs even at an advanced age. 
First, there was a morning prayer in the big drawing room. In the drawing room, 
there were also all sorts of singing and playing. When there was a baby born in 
some child’s family, everybody sang: There is a baby given to us with blue eyes 
and a smile on her face; no child is finer than ours is. A girl, 1929 
Collective plays were repeated many times. In the ‘Kas metsämökin ikkunas’ song 
there was a constant choreography and certainly also in many other songs, but 
this song remained in my mind. Att Christmas time it was repeated, along with 
another song, ‘Kello löi jo viisi’, where Taavetti and Tiina were riding in the 
sleigh after washing their faces in a bowl. A girl, 1960s 
All the children were standing in a circle hand-in-hand and they were walking 
backwards and forwards to the rhythm of the song. There were many religious 
songs at that time. If I heard the songs being played now, I would be able to sing 
almost all the words of the songs. A girl, 1980s 
 
When writers recalled actions of singing and playing different roles were in 
an important role. There were strict tasks in every play and usually suitable 
clothes and accessories. Although the materials were scarce, imagination and 
empathy were important in playing the role (Finne, 1991). Another woman 
remembered these costumes: “Adults in Kindergarten made costumes and 
other accessories, like wings and headdresses”. A girl, 1950s 
The children’s developmental phase of imaginary play was present in 
these singing sessions. Narratives describe the roles and experiences con-
nected to those play song session and which still are alive in people’s mem-
ories.  
Children used lots of wonderful clothes and headbands in different songs. My fa-
vourite play was Sleeping Beauty. There were splendid crowns and clothes and an 
arched gate and plants climbing on the walls of the castle. A girl, 1950s 
I loved singing lessons. We sang a postman song ‘Pikkupoika posteljooni’ when 
someone had a birthday. The Postman brought birthday cards. We had wonderful 
plays in a circle with flowered headbands. One song, ‘Kehäkukkanen pieni pyörii’ 
comes straight away to my mind. We wore lovely marigold headbands. I also re-
member a play called ‘Kehrätkäämme silkkilankaa’. The nicest thing in kinder-
garten was to put on different kind of costumes and get into plays. A girl, 1950s 
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Singing lessons were usually usually in the kindergarten’s drawing room. 
Writers recall drawing rooms as large spaces, where there were lots of chil-
dren singing and playing at the same time. When kindergarten activity began 
in Finland, all children were gathered in singing lessons. There could be over 
one hundred children in the same room at the same time. This activity was 
called, “Singing lessons for the whole kindergarten”. In Ebeneser kindergar-
ten, the whole kindergarten joined singing lessons and in the 1950s there 
were still two to three groups together in collective singing lessons. This 
made it possible for the teachers to direct the plays and accompany singing 
(Finne, 1991, 78). Female teachers whose skills were admired accompanied 
the songs on piano. Children were also allowed to try different instruments, 
such as the 5-string kantele, which is a traditional Finnish instrument. One 
informant from the 1950s remembered,  
One of my favourite things was playing in an orchestra. There were many differ-
ent instruments. Almost all teachers could play the piano in the Kaartintorppa 
kindergarten. Music had a significant role in the daily activities. A girl, 1950s 
 
The teachers were required to have professional skills when guiding the sing-
ing lessons and giving children different roles. It was a challenge to get chil-
dren of different ages and personalities to take an active part in the singing 
lessons. The most popular roles were scarce (Finne, 1991). According to the 
memories, respondents reported, the teachers had varying degrees of success 
in their task. Some writers recall that adults had a strong leadership when 
choosing children to perform. Sometimes only the good singers were allowed 
to perform. In some memories, the writers felt that the choices were unfair or 
even scary. There was also an experience of feeling left out because the per-
son had been in kindergarten only for a short time. All the songs, games, and 
other children were unfamiliar. Strandell (1995) noticed in her study a differ-
ence between girls and boys attending activities that adults rule. Especially 
older girls followed the instructions and were eager to play along. On the 
other hand, boys stepped aside, though the gender roles were sometimes 
exceeded (Strandell, 1995, 173–175). One woman recalls, “I was never al-
lowed to be ‘Sinipiika’ [a fairy in one Finnish children’s song]. When I hear 
the song, I am still moved when I recall that I did not have a chance to be 
light and beautiful, but had to be some brown mushroom”. A girl, 1970s  
Another woman had a more detailed memory: 
At the end of being in the kindergarten, those children were chosen to plays, 
which hadn’t had a chance to get in the leading roles, like a prince or a princess. 
So I fell into a spotlight as a reluctant princess with equally unhappy and shy 
prince. The songs of sleeping beauty rang in my ears, when we tried to lead the 
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procession with the rubber bans of the crowns tightening our heads. Behind us 
walked lively strawberries and blueberries with their blue and red paper hats and 
fluent steps. A girl, 1967–68 
 
Although most of the memories written were very positive, some writers 
remember these artistic activities to have been a little bit distressing for them. 
A man later recalled, “All the plays and songs were unfamiliar to me. I 
couldn’t sing and draw in the first place–and I still can’t, although my 
mother is an art teacher/ I felt myself completely as an outsider. I can’t re-
member anything else from being in the kindergarten”. A boy, 1940s 
Some of the writers recalled that everyone had a chance to attend different 
plays. With the help of the plays, children found new friends and compatible 
company. Children noticed each other on the benches and many plays offered 
situations to make pairs, like Sleeping Beauty. 
All the children were allowed to perform and Aunt Liisa and Aunt Maija accom-
panied, when we were singing together. In the row of the group ‘forget-me-not’, I 
looked at the group of ‘Swallows’. There sat Allan, who put his mouth like kissing 
in a manly manner–I was very much in love! A girl, 1940 
 
Singing and playing are still among the main activities in day care centres. 
Today children sing in different situations and groups taking account of daily 
schedules. Singing lessons for the whole kindergarten still have their place in 
the planned activities. Children from different groups learn to know each 
other. Little children learn from the older children and are allowed to take 
part in plays and songs, when they are ready and have the courage. The 
ability to concentrate, listen to each other and wait for a turn increased. Chil-
dren shared a feeling of being together in a large group. This creates a tradi-
tion, which increases the sense of communality and creates a positive atmos-
phere. Different kinds of celebrations were also prepared in the singing les-
sons. In kindergartens, celebrations were connected to different seasons and 
national holidays or birthdays. People recalling their past memories write 
especially about Christmas parties and end of the term celebrations. Celebra-
tions were often connected with strong emotions such as sadness, joy, ex-
citement, even sorrow and shame. Children were in their best clothes and the 
atmosphere was impressive. Celebrations were planned properly; the ball-
room was decorated. Celebrations play one of the most important roles in the 
kindergarten tradition. Celebrations also called together parents, who joined 
the parties and saw the performances that had been carefully rehearsed. One 
woman who went to school in the 1930s remembered the emotions of the 
event: “The celebrations were lovely. I remember that one aunt was crying 
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when we went to school.” On the other hand, another respondent emphasized 
the festive nature of the holiday celebrations in her memories: 
In Marjala kindergarten, the teacher invested in the celebrations. We rehearsed 
many programs for the Christmas and Spring parties. Songs and plays were in an 
important role. Aunt Ami accompanied all songs on the piano. (I admired her 
ability.) The big hall was full of children and parents in the evening. The spring 
celebration was the culmination of the season and after that, we broke into a run 
and had our summer holidays. The Christmas celebration was more sincere with 
Christmas hymns and cribs. It was easy to imagine the Christmas night atmos-
phere. A girl, 1960s 
 
These stories show the power of the children’s songs in people’s memories. 
The singing culture and the role-play connected to the songs were described 
most often in the childhood kindergarten memories. It shows the importance 
of the early childhood music education and play connected activitiess in the 
early childhood pedagogy from the first beginning. 
 
3.2 Manual tasks at the table and creative activity  
A counterbalance to the extroverted singing lessons was provided by the 
different manual tasks that the children also had to learn. In kindergartens, 
activity was strictly guided by adults and carried out at a table. All children 
work with the same thing. Children practised a lot so they became trained in 
different kinds of tasks. Sometimes the tasks were very demanding. The 
childhood memories of the 1930s–1950s consist of handicraft, sewing, weav-
ing, woodwork, paper cutting, drawing and making pearl strings. In the be-
ginning of the kindergarten activity, children drew based on collective sub-
jects. The subjects were often connected with monthly themes and children’s 
experiences. Children used colour pencils as much as possible either freely or 
under the guidance of teachers (Teaching notes, 1920–30s). Manual activity 
was characterized as pedantic and it required focused, silent, stationary and 
calm work, so it was experienced as quite demanding by some children. A 
woman who went to kindergarten in the 1950s recalled, “My grandmother 
had taught me how to knit when I was five years old and I remember how 
proud I was because I was able to knit in kindergarten. Knitting was quite 
distressing for many children”. Learning new skills was also very fascinating 
and motivating in most of the memories. 
In the kindergarten, we did a lot of handicraft work. It wasn’t just keeping the 
children occupied, but real work. We wove baskets and made trays. We learned to 
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use a jigsaw. I remember a little angel that I sawed from plywood. I particularly 
strongly recall waffle cloth work and hemstitches. A girl, 1950s 
 
Because of the many-sided activity, different personalities had tasks suitable 
for them. Children that were shy and did not like performing enjoyed work-
ing quietly at the table. “I was a very shy and timid child. I preferred sitting 
by the table drawing or cutting by myself or just watching the other chil-
dren’s play”. A girl, 1953–55. 
Technical crafts was very much studied in the kindergarten teacher educa-
tion education especially in Ebeneser seminar and it was the part of the daily 
program to develop children’s hand skills through wood crafts. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Making and repairing toys 1950s 
 
In the 1970s–1980s, different materials were more freely in children’s use 
and children were allowed to make things for themselves without adult’s 
guidance. Even in the 1950s kindergarten teacher students were taught that it 
was important to let children to draw and paint freely (Student’s notes, 1951–
53).  
After the law permitting the arrangement of day care, many books were 
published for the educators and students. In those books, there was guidance 
about creative activity in day care centres. It was important to provide enough 
materials for children’s use and let the children carry out their own ideas. 
One former student recalled: 
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Inside the day care centre I remember playing daily chores and doing handicraft. 
We were breaking pencils secretly with my best friend and afterwards taped them 
back together. Sometimes we also taped our fingers with many layers of painter’s 
tape so that our fingers turned blue. We never got caught. A girl, 1980’s  
 
3.3 Imagination and drama  
During the decades activities changed more freely and activity was organized 
so that children could use their imagination more. At the beginning of the 
kindergarten physical education programme, teachers treated children’s use 
of imagination with caution. It was said that children could not divide truth 
from fairy tales and imagination could harm their development. However, the 
use of imagination was often discussed and when properly used it served 
many ethical goals. The meaning of imagination was noticed when teachers 
chose appropriate toys for children’s play. A proper toy was simple and a 
child could easily use it for different purposes (Teaching notes, 1910–1920).  
When choosing fairy tales and stories for children, teachers had to be 
careful. The basis of a story had to be true and it had to contain morals. This 
was also seen in the public conversation about children’s literature. In the 
early 1900s, children’s literature was intertwined with Christian ideology of 
education and writers framed their stories with morals (see Niemi, 1998). 
There are only few things that children enjoy more than listening to stories or 
fairy tales. Without imagination, there is nothing that can develop human thought. 
With imagination, children can express sympathy for another person’s joy or sor-
row. Imagination can also be seen as an aim to will and activity. That is why edu-
cation should support a healthy development of a child’s imagination. A good way 
to do this is to read to children good and proper stories. . . . It’s important to use 
the imagination in the right way. If a child has a lively and physically sensitive 
imagination, teachers should be very careful, when they choose stories. (Student’s 
notes, 1951–1953) 
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Figure 3. Roleplay in front of the fireplace 1960s 
 
In the 1970s, different imaginary plays and celebrations were parts of the 
memories. Children had various roles and they had more space to create their 
own play. Stories that were read to children were liberated and sometimes 
they were really exciting.  
In spring, there was a masquerade and dancing. I wanted to be a fairy. I had 
white stockings, a white shirt, a white dress, a garland with flowers and the most 
beautiful, transparent fairy wings. I was as beautiful and lovely as a little girl can 
be. I remember how we danced with Aunt Hilkka and Aunt Marjo and all the chil-
dren. It was hilarious: gnomes, goblins, bugbears, sheiks, kings, princesses, 
bears, lizards and whatever roles there were, we all danced in a circle! A girl, 
1980s 
We were not permitted to take a nap any more. Instead, Osku read us stories 
about the Knight Kaamo.… From time to time Osku took us by the river Kitinen to 
look at something that has become engraved to my memory. Waves with foam! 
The boat was so old and many metres long. I think it doesn’t operate anymore. At 
that time, it was popular and we were eager to go aboard and touch the surface of 
the river with our fingers. Alternatively, we assembled in a Laplander’s hut with 
fire and stories. I think we heard also some ghost stories. A boy, 1990s 
  
Other people rememberded different details from their times in kindergartens: 
“In the 1980s books about children’s literature, puppet theatre and drama 
were published. Drama was put to use in the 1970s, first performed by the 
adults. Children were taken along to do the framing and acting. The plays 
were dramatized after familiar fairy tales” (A director, 1970s). Another 
teacher remembered, “Puppet, table and shadow theatre were used to regen-
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erate activities. Drama as a working method increased the sense of com-
munity and helped to get through every day challenges” (Kindergarten 
teacher, 1980s). An earlier kindergarten teacher also remembered the puppet 
theatre work: “First autumn came. We made a trip to a park near us and 
collected, pressed and glued the leaves and we made an autumn picture. We 
discussed autumn and made a puppet theatre performance. There was a 
speaking horse in the leading role and it told the children how autumn came 
into nature”. Kindergarten teacher, 1973–74 
 
3.4 Interesting places offer visual experiences 
When doing research about educational institutions, the environment is an 
interesting subject. The early childhood environment consists of physical, 
psychological and social factors. This environment is made up of buildings, 
surroundings, different places for activity, materials and equipment (ECEC, 
2005, 17). People observe, interpret and name their environment. People talk 
about places that mean a lot to them. We associate human, subjective mean-
ings with places such as emotions, values, knowledge, memories, hopes and 
fears. Different places define our childhood and at the same time, a child 
defines his or her environment (Raittila, 2009, 229–230).  
Interesting places offer visual experiences: different views, shapes, 
smells, lights and shadows. There are many experiences of nature in people’s 
childhood memories, where children explore, compare, and categorize differ-
ent phenomena and materials of nature. In writer’s memories, there are smells 
of autumn, bright colours, a scent of the Christmas tree, the lights and shad-
ows of gardens and a dim candle light at Christmas. Trips and expeditions 
have been an important part of kindergarten activity already at the beginning. 
In the 1970s, it was emphasized that children, especially living in cities, 
should have an opportunity to become acquainted with nature. The main goal 
was to awaken children’s interest in enjoying the beauty, sounds and smells 
of nature. Nature inspires children to express themselves creatively (Lauk-
kanen, Lihr & Salpakivi 1979). Two different women remembered these 
adventures as follows: 
The most pleasant play was when we were explorers in the yard with my best 
friend. Our purpose was to explore all interesting things we founded. There were 
many different plants that formed different areas in the yard. From child’s point 
of view, the yard seemed to be very large and mysterious area. We found stones 
and plant leaves of different size and shape that we compared with each other. We 
imagined that some plant leaves cure particular illnesses and we categorized 
them. We imagined that the back yard was North Pole because it consisted mainly 
on sand and stones and it was usually in shade. A girl, 1970s   
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One of the most important childhood memories for me that had a great influence 
on my life was a trip to the countryside. I remember that the farm belonged to one 
of my teachers. It was autumn and there were wonderful smells and colours. It 
was great to walk along the muddy road. The sheep were sweet and soft. I think 
this was the first time I saw a sheep. We were given wool and afterwards we made 
our own sheep on the paper. A girl, 1960s  
 
Art education had an important role in a kindergarten’s and day care centre’s 
activity. Art could be seen as a communal resource and a contributor to men-
tal growth. Today artistic activities also create bridges between different 
cultures and operate as a messenger when there is no shared language.  
 
4 Conclusions and discussion 
When we discuss the development of primary education, it is recommended 
that the history of kindergartens in Finland be taken into account. We can 
divide long periods that have been rather constant. There are also periods 
such as in 1970s when changes were strong and especially the role of the arts 
educational didactics of early childhood education began to have its place in 
kindergarten teacher’s education when the first subject lecturers started to 
work in seminars, beginning with the music lecturer, Inkeri Simola-Isaksson 
in the Ebeneser seminar. 
The history of primary education, especially the history of kindergarten’s 
activities has been studied only slightly. There has also been too little discus-
sion about the development of the activity and the quality in day care centres. 
Having children work at a table and be guided by adults emphasized silence 
and kindness. When reviewing these childhood memories, it is clear that it is 
still important to offer children activities at the table so the shy and more 
silent children also have secure place in which to express themselves. It is 
still justifiable to offer different handicrafts although children are left to do 
their own designs. Creativity requires children to practice different skills. 
There is a place for singing lessons for the whole day care centre and collec-
tive celebrations. A many-sided environment with many stimuli is a key to 
imaginary play and offers children opportunities for active play. Educators 
consciously and unconsciously construct children’s relationships to cultural 
and social surroundings. When children join different occasions and they are 
offered versatile activities, activity they begin to know themselves and their 
relationships to other people.   
In order to better understand the many aspects of childhood today, people 
need some knowledge of the history of childhood and its relations to society. 
A historical point of view helps people to recognize their subjective thoughts 
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and to understand other people’s thoughts and actions. The way we have been 
raised influences the ways children are treated today. By recalling our own 
childhood memories, we become more open and sensitive to children’s 
thoughts (see Bardy, 2002, Korhonen, 2006). By being conscious of one’s 
own personal and generational history and the history of kindergartens, edu-
cators can reflect on the situation today; they can identify patterns that are not 
wanted and choose other pedagogical paths. They can also maintain traditions 
that are suitable in day care centres today and arts education is one tradition 
that should be continued. The creative development of early childhood peda-
gogy is one of the future challenges in Finnish early childhood education 
curriculum.  
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Children’s voices in the context of art education and 
circumstances for interaction 
Liisa Karlsson 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
In this article the possibilities of art and creativity in education, teaching and instructing are 
examined. The main purpose is to differentiate how to get free space for children’s expres-
sion. I analyse the theme through three different approaches. In the article, my standpoint is 
in childhood research and studies of child perspective, which has a socio-cultural perspec-
tive. I explore the Storycrafting method and other teaching methods through which children 
are given a voice. With these methods, children can gain empowerment and find new means 
for their own expression within art. 
 
Keywords: creativity; listening; children’s voices; childhood; participation ; agency ; learn-
ing; Storycrafting method 
 
 
 
1 Introduction  
In art, there is a search for free space for creating and innovating, combining 
without preconception and utilising diverse ways of human to express them-
selves besides words, sounds, chords, movements, colours, shapes, structures 
or nonverbal means of interaction. This should be included in children’s 
culture, too. Is it so in practice? What happens when education, teaching and 
instructing is integrated into art? 
Art education is part of education policy in almost all countries in the 
world (Bamford, 2006). The arts are important in their own rights for educa-
tion (Winner, Goldstein & Vincent-Lancrin, 2013). The main goal of educa-
tion and teaching is to pass the knowledge of previous generations to the 
next. In addition to learning historical background, the pupil has to learn 
cognitive skills, andhow to search for and connect information and know-
ledge. This requires creativity. Also research evidence shows that arts gradu-
ates, and probably art education, play a crucial role in innovation. For in-
stance Avvisati, Jacotin and Vincent-Lancrin (2013) conducted an interna-
tional analysis and find that arts graduates are among the most likely to hold 
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a highly innovative job when it comes to product innovation in engineering 
and computing.  
Winner, Goldstein and Vincent-Lancrin conducted a meta-analyse of art 
education research in OECD countries (2013). According to them the re-
search could show only some impact of art education on other non-arts skills 
and on innovation in the labour market. However the main justification for 
arts education is the acquisition of artistic habits of mind, i.e. skills such as 
close observation, envisioning, exploration, persistence, expression, collabo-
ration, and reflection. In other words it is the skills in thinking and creativity 
and the social and behavioural skills that are developed in the arts (Winner, 
Goldstein & Vincent-Lancrin, 2013, p. 20). 
In traditional education and teaching, the direction is taken from the Cur-
riculum and from an activity planned by a teacher that children and young-
sters put into action. Does this process have any room for children’s and 
youngsters’ views, their own innovation, artistic activity and creativity? 
The theoretical background of the article is found within childhood stud-
ies (i. e., Corsaro, 2005), studies on child perspective (Karlsson 2012), cul-
tural studies and socio-cultural perspective (i.e., Säljö, 2006; Cole, 1996; 
Wertsch, 1998; Wenger, 1998; Bakhtin, 1973; Bruner, 1996). Children’s 
culture can be divided into three sections: culture for children, culture with 
children and children’s own culture (e.g., Danbolt & Enerstvedt, 1995, p.18). 
In this article, I focus on the combination of production of children’s own 
culture and art education. The points of view I bring forward also have a 
profound effect on other areas of children’s culture through art education. 
 
2 The research problem and research questions 
For children to be able to be authentically participative and to take part as 
active actors and operators in the domain of art, information of children’s 
views and knowledge is needed. Also information about how teachers and 
other professionals should conduct with children and about children’s natural 
ways to conduct is needed. This also requires additional information besides 
adults’ knowledge from the experts of their own lives therefore children’s 
knowledge. 
In this article, I analyse the interaction in art education settings. I ask 
which are the possible ways to give voices to the children and to listening to 
the children through production of their own culture in art educational inter-
action. What kind of educational settings give space for children’s expres-
sions and taught? I focus on the quality of the interaction and its’ outcomes in 
different approaches. 
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3 Three ways of interaction with children—time and space 
for children’s expression 
I define three types of interacting in order to give space for their expressions, 
thoughts and ideas. The initial task is to ask the children questions, the sec-
ond is to discuss with children and the third is to observe and to listen to the 
children. I define what are the outcomes of these interacting manners. 
Asking children would seem like a natural method to gain information 
from them. However, familiar methods for adults are not always suitable for 
children (Karlsson, 2003; 2013a). In different institutions, in educational and 
teaching situations, adults have dominant position in interaction. The profes-
sionals also ask childrenmany questions (Gutiérrez, 2008; Gutiérrez, Rymes 
& Larson, 1995; Riihelä, 2002). An adult is usually vocal for even 70%–90% 
of time of a session or a lesson in kindergarten and school. According to 
research, questions conducted by professionals are often inauthentic. (e.g., 
Tizard & Hughes, 1984; Palincsar et al.,1993; Wertsch, 1998; Gutiérrez & 
al., 1995; Leiwo & al., 1987; Riihelä, 1996.) They do not just serve a purpose 
for discovering what children really think, but the child’s answer is also de-
sired by an adult by asking “Does the song sound sad or happy?” or “What is 
the opposite colour of red?” To these questions, adults have ready answers, 
which are expected to be said aloud by child. The meaning is to activate chil-
dren in the interaction through answering. However, it is rare for a teacher to 
try to find out what a child is wondering. Therefore, the child is used to an 
adult expecting certain answers to the questions. 
This is often true also when an adult is having a discussion with children. 
In discussions, adults easily take an initiative and a role of a leading ques-
tioner. A teacher might say, “Shall we make a mime about witches and chil-
dren? Go ahead and try! What would an angry witch express? How do you 
move when you are scared of a witch?” Research has indicated that adults 
may express during a dialog a long series of questions that a child answers 
with one or two words (e.g., Tainio, 2007; Riihelä, 1996). Often the situation 
seems forced. Even though the professional would conduct/ ask genuine 
questions, the one who asks/sets the question has the power. He or she de-
fines a topic about which thoughts should be expressed. If a child has another 
important theme, that the adult fails to mention, what happens then? 
For one to hear children’s expressions and initiatives the interaction needs 
a dialogical circumstance. In this interplay, the adult acts differently. He or 
she can listen and observe the child and use creative ways such as play, ele-
ments of art and imagination familiar to children. Then the focus of attention 
comes from what the child has to say and how he or she wants to express the 
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matter. The starting point is not asking, but inspiring and listening: “Tell 
me!”  
How can a teacher interact through a dialog with assistance from different 
methods of the art? One option is the narrative method, which derives from 
the Storycrafting method, is based on an assumption that the listener is truly 
interested in what the storyteller wants to relate (cf. Bruner, 1996). What is 
told by one person is seen as interesting and important enough to deserve 
attention. The arrangement is different: a child describes, wonders and asks. 
The educator or the teacher focuses on listening. The adult is seemingly only 
in a passive position, but in reality he or she has to be a very active and sensi-
tive listener and realiser. This requires creativity and a will to participate on 
the adult’s part. This is not one-way listening, but also partly a silent but 
interactive dialog (Karlsson 2000, 2003, 2012, 2013a). 
Children can also see that the different circumstances and contexts give 
various opportunities to expression. In his Storycrafted story about the differ-
ent sounds one can hear, seven-year-old Ramiz describes how different things 
affect what kind of telling is possible. The story is also an example about 
what the child can say with the help of the Storycrafting method. 
 
A parrot and a cat 
“Once a man went to a market and bought a parrot. He brought it home. The par-
rot got very happy, as it was cold inside and hot outside. Then the parrot sang be-
cause it got so happy. That man had also a cat. And the cat said to the parrot: 
‘Don’t sing so loudly as it disturbs people’. The parrot said: ‘My and your voices 
are different. When you sing, the sound is terrible. When I sing, the sound is 
good’. And the cat said: ‘I was born in this house and don’t dare to sing. You 
weren’t born here and dare to sing”. (Ramiz, seven years, told in Albanian, 
Storycrafting archives, Lähteenmäki 2013) 
 
During the Storycrafting method, the adult, the storycrafter, takes notes of a 
story from a child, a youngster or a group without directing the storyteller(s). 
The storyteller chooses the theme, how he or she tells and where the story can 
be used. In the Storycrafting method, the adult—the Storycrafter—says to a 
child or a group of children, “Tell a story that you want. I will write it down 
just as you will tell it. When the story is ready, I will read it aloud. And then 
if you want you can correct or make any changes”. (Riihelä, 1991, pp. 29–33; 
Karlsson, 2003, pp. 44–79).  
In the Storycrafting instruction, the storycrafter first urges the child to tell 
her or his story. In other words, the storycrafter does not ask questions be-
cause the questions would make the respondent dependent on certain alterna-
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tives. Instead, the storycrafter stimulates the storytelling by indicating his or 
her desire to listen to the child and the story. After this, the storycrafter ex-
plains to the child what he or she intends to do: to do a word-for-word record-
ing, to read the recorded story and to correct the text in the way in which the 
teller wishes it to be changed. In Storycrafting, everything is said aloud and 
done openly. The purpose of the precise instruction is to safeguard transpar-
ency and to give the child the power to create and decide. It gives the adult 
the important role of an active listener (Karlsson, 2013a). 
The children tell a story of their own choice. The adult writes the story 
down word for word, exactly as it has been told with no adult’s corrections. 
The story is written down using the words, sentence structures and the pho-
netic form the child uses and that he/she wants to have in the story. The adult 
does not ask questions, demand further explanations, or suggest improve-
ments. The adult does not evaluate the child or his/ her abilities. The narra-
tor’s own tale is fine and interesting just as it is, in the way the child presents 
it. When the story is finished, the adult reads it aloud. Now the child or chil-
dren are allowed to change the text if they so choose. Writing down the story 
alone is not Storycrafting; Storycrafting is always based on interaction, cre-
ativity and willingness of the storycrafter to listen to the teller. It is up to the 
teller to decide how the final product will be used. He or she has the copy-
right of the story (Karlsson, 2013a). 
The Storycrafting method differs from many other narrative methods on 
the grounds of five essential steps it includes. These steps are: 1) telling the 
story, verbatim; 2) writing the story in the presence of the child; 3) reading 
the written story; 4) the possibility of correcting the story by the narrator, and 
5) reading it aloud to other listeners or publishing it in one way or another if 
the storyteller agrees (Karlsson, 2012). 
In the research of Storycrafting it has become apparent that a child that 
has been regularly involved in Storycrafting is encouraged to express cre-
ativity in other story telling situations as well. A child will share his or her 
thoughts and initiatives in new situations. Through Storycrafting children and 
youngsters enforce their self-confidence and trust into their ability and per-
spectives (Karlsson, 1999, 2009). Long-time teacher Helena Korpela de-
scribes her Storycrafting experiences of many years. 
As a pupil comes to the classroom, we present a Storycrafting chair- a very spe-
cial chair. A pupil pulls it towards a computer with eyes shining. The pupil knew 
that he or she would be able to story craft and in the Storycrafting chair stories 
started to flow into the mind. We began Storycrafting by everyone first typing his 
or her name and date on a computer. It was wonderful for the children to be able 
to type by themselves and a manner to type their own names and the date also be-
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came familiar. The computer became familiar as a means for producing text, not 
just for playing games, for children who didn’t know how to read or write. At the 
same time, the world of written text became concrete and close. It was also very 
delightful to go with the teacher to get the work from the (teacher’s room) printer 
and see them printed, because that really looked like a work from a real author. 
Quite often pupils were praised by teachers in the teachers’ room, because pupils 
were keen and proud to show their work to others as well. Storycrafting increased 
their overall confidence in their skills and ability, pride in their skills, which I 
found one of the most important dimensions of Storycrafting. (Karlsson, 2013b, 
pp. 181–182) 
 
Children’s own production can be documented with other ways of expres-
sion, like documenting their chords and compositions (e.g., Storycomposing, 
Hakomäki. 2013), children’s own play (e.g., Karimäki, 2009) conversations 
or other activity involving creative work. In this publication are examples of 
the means of art as an enabler for children’s creativity. Adults can document 
children’s methods for producing art by photographing, drawings and by 
videotaping.  
The downside of the interaction based on listening is that it restricts the 
opportunity for steering. The child can tell about something in which the 
professional is not interested. Thus, the question is, how restricted or how 
flexible should the art education situations be?  
Documentation and listening to children is not sufficient on its own. 
There is room for the professionals for intensive reflections and interventions 
in their own practice and in planning the art education practices. The profes-
sional has to stop by the expression produced by children: What does the 
child try to tell us adults? By documenting children’s creative activity it be-
comes possible to not only observe how children act and how the creative 
process proceeds, but also what the children find interesting (e.g., Strandell, 
1994; Riihelä, 1996; Metsomäki, 2006). This gives us new, essential informa-
tion for future planning and actualisation of art education. 
 
4 Conclusions and discussion: from an individualistic 
perspective into a listening community perspective 
It is important to listen and observe if we want to hear children’s expressions, 
ideas and initiatives in art education. However, all the three ways of interac-
tion are needed: questioning, discussing with and listening to children. The 
goal of the art education situation is the essential standpoint for the particular 
way of conducting in the interaction. Art education needs different methods 
to access children’s world, expressions and initiatives. 
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Action and research from studies of child perspective are based on a 
community perspective instead of individualistic perspective (Karlsson, 
2012). From the children’s world the sense arises of interaction not only with 
the community, but also with parents and other adults. The community per-
spective is based on a will and means to put oneself into someone else’s posi-
tion. People involved with a certain situation and action form a special entity. 
Therefore, as an addition to common knowledge the professionals have to 
listen to the people involved with a particular task (Karlsson, 2009; cf. also 
Rusanen, 2008). For this, different means of art provide many different tools 
and avenues for expression. 
To take a child-centred or child-oriented perspective does not mean to 
forget professional expertise and perspectives. The difference between this 
perspective and the traditional manner is that children’s own voice is to be 
truly heard. In adult-centred codes of conduct, children’s voices are very 
easily drowned, even though they were meant to be heard and given a chance 
to speak.  
Therefore, bringing to light children’s creativity, expertise, knowledge, 
experiences and manners and how it can be used in practice, has to be given 
special attention. There needs to be more research about the topic and devel-
opment of new methods for interacting with children. To gain a larger per-
spective, we have to a look into history, use macro- and micro points of view 
and their combination. 
According to Winner, Goldstein and Vincent-Lancrin (2013, p. 265):  “-- 
for all children, the arts allow a different way of understanding than the sci-
ences and other academic subjects. Because they are an arena without right 
and wrong answers, they free students to explore and experiment. They are 
also a place to introspect and find personal meaning.”  
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Abstract 
 
The article explores Finnish arts education in early childhood education as an environment 
in which the voice of a child can be heard. We consider this a significant starting point, and 
link it with children’s cultural rights as well as educational equality. We discuss a photogra-
phy project implemented in a Finnish daycare centre, and analyse it as a case featuring the 
three dimensions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child: provision, participation and 
protection. We particularly focus on the character of the activities described in this case pro-
ject when children’s cultural rights are discussed from the perspective of the children’s own 
culture. Further, the enhancement of these kinds of cultural activities as a culture shared by 
children and adults is investigated.  
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1 Introduction 
The present article examines Finnish arts education as an environment in 
which the voice of a child can be heard. We consider this to be a significant 
starting point in early childhood education and link it with children’s cultural 
rights as well as educational equality.  
Children’s cultural rights are based on the United Nations Convention on 
the Rights of the Child (1989). According to Article 31, children have a right 
to leisure, play, recreational activities and free participation freely in cultural 
life and the arts. Further, children’s rights to fully participate in cultural and 
artistic activity should be respected and promoted. In addition, the General 
Comment No. 17 emphasizes that children and their communities can express 
their identity and build their worldview through culture and art (United 
Nations 2013). Cultural activities referred to in General Comment No. 17 
include dance, music, crafts, painting, animation, street art, digital platforms 
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and video. These forms of artistic expression can be engaged in at home, in 
school, and on the streets and in other public places. 
We focus on photography as a form of arts education, which is based on 
the goals of both visual arts education and media education. We pay specific 
attention to photography as a promoter of children’s culture. The concept of 
children’s culture has traditionally referred to cultural activities engaged in 
by adults and organized for children (Pääjoki, 2007). Children’s culture can 
be divided into the culture of children produced by children, and culture that 
has been produced through cooperation between children and adults (Danbolt 
& Enerstvedt, 1995; Corsaro, 2005; Rusanen, Malinen & Rintakorpi, 2012). 
Our focus is on the latter. We are also interested in the possibility of promot-
ing this kind of activity in an early childhood education environment.  
The Finnish arts education system consists primarily of general arts in-
struction in both basic education and early childhood education. Furthermore, 
basic education in the arts as well as artistic leisure activities is part of the 
Finnish arts education system, and form a cultural service available to all 
children. In Finland, almost all children of school age participate in basic 
education (primary and secondary level), close to 70% of 3–5-year-olds at-
tend day-care, and 97% of 6-year-olds participate in pre-school education 
(Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, 2012), whereas basic education in the 
arts as well as artistic leisure activities reaches only 10–11% of the children 
(Anttila & Rensujeff, 2009; Seirala, 2012). 
Basic education as well as early childhood education can be considered 
the most comprehensive childhood institutions in Finland because they are, 
according to the legislation, available to all children. The educational goals of 
day care have been briefly defined by the Act on Children’s Day Care (1973) 
and specified further by the memorandum “Educational Goals of Children’s 
Day care” (Committee memorandum 1980:31) as well as the national docu-
ment “Curriculum Guidelines for Early Childhood Education and Care in 
Finland” (CGECEC) (National Institute for Health and Welfare 2003/2005; 
Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, 2004.) Additionally, six-year-olds 
have had since 2000 the right to free preschool education for one year before 
regular school begins. According to a report from experts nominated by the 
Ministry of Education and Culture in 2013, a preschool year should be made 
compulsory (Kinos & Palonen, 2013.) 
Early arts education is administered in accordance with two national 
documents: the CGECEC and the Core Curriculum for Preschool Education 
in Finland 2000 (CCPE) (National Board of Education 2010). The latter is 
officially adhered to while the former offers recommendations. Additionally, 
the National Institute for Health and Welfare has published a guidebook for 
early childhood arts education (see Ruokonen, Rusanen & Välimäki, 2009). 
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Both national documents mention the forms of arts education. They also 
describe the significance of artistic activities and experiences with respect to 
the growth, development and learning of the child. Artistic expression and 
experience are seen as conducive to the wellbeing of the child, and wellbeing 
is presented as one of the central goals of early childhood education. As well, 
the culture of children is described as the meaningful experiences that form 
the basis of artistic activity. Furthermore, the cultural role of an educator is 
presented as one of cooperation with cultural organizations. According to the 
CGECEC document, early childhood education should ensure that children 
can develop an aesthetic and cultural relationship with their environment. 
Moreover, children should be given an opportunity to express themselves 
creatively. The CGECEC document states that it is based on the CRC docu-
ment, and according to the artistic and cultural goals of both it would appear 
that children’s rights are taken into consideration rather well in Finland, at 
least at the official level. 
 
2 Photographing with children–a case description 
Through a case study, we attempted to identify viewpoints central to a con-
sideration of the cultural rights of a child. Our empirical data consist of 
documentations of a photography project carried out in a private kindergarten 
during a one-year period. The kindergarten specializes in arts education, and 
has the same financial resources and responsibilities as the municipal day 
care centres. However, it has better qualified personnel than the municipal 
day care centres, and different working methods. 
A group of seven children participated in the project directed by a kinder-
garten teacher who is one of the authors of this article. The kindergarten 
teacher collected the data as part of her everyday work with the children. The 
project ran from February 2011 to May 2012. All children had been born in 
2007, meaning that they were four and five years old during the research 
period. Throughout the period, effort was focused on how to increase the 
participation of the children (see Shier, 2001; Reunamo, 2007; 2009; Hague 
& Grant, 2009). A holistic approach (see Hedegaard, 2008) formed the back-
ground of the pedagogical planning and documentation with photographs and 
recorded notes. 
Although the children in the group were alert, most were shy and had dif-
ficulty expressing their thoughts verbally. First, the aim was to make each 
child’s uniqueness visible in a positive way and to foster his or her wellbeing, 
self-esteem and the uninhibited expression of feelings and ideas. In the work-
ing process, both the children and their families were considered. Second, the 
teacher endeavoured to open an avenue through which the parents could 
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participate in their child’s life in the kindergarten and involve themselves in 
the practices of early childhood education. The photographs were used as 
mediating artefacts between the home and the kindergarten. Third, the aim 
was to increase the teacher’s knowledge and comprehensive understanding of 
each child in the group. 
The objective of the project as a whole was to use photography to identify 
the children’s experiences, thoughts, preferences and feelings. At the begin-
ning of the project, the children and their families were asked to bring photo-
graphs from home to the kindergarten. These had been taken by adults, 
mostly the parents, but in some cases professional photographers. In the kin-
dergarten, other photographs were taken by digital camera by either the chil-
dren or the teacher. The children also took pictures at home according to the 
themes defined by the teacher. 
The process commenced in February 2011. The grandparents were asked 
to send in their childhood photographs and stories for the Kalevala Day 28.2. 
celebration in the kindergarten. The personnel made an exhibition of posters 
where the photographs and grandparents’ stories were installed together with 
current pictures of the grandchildren. During the celebration, the grand-
parents and children visited the exhibition together. Later the children ex-
plored the photographs and discussed among themselves the appearances, 
clothing and toys of the people in the pictures.  
In August 2011, after the summer holiday, the examination of the photo-
graphs continued. The children were asked to bring to the kindergarten a 
photograph of their best holiday memory. The parents were advised to look at 
the holiday pictures at home together with their child and discuss the choices. 
The children brought pictures about themselves swimming, visiting funfairs, 
and even travelling abroad by airplane. With the help of the pictures, even the 
shyest children were able to say where the picture was taken and why they 
felt good in that place. The photographs were hung in the learning envi-
ronment, which made it possible for the children to look at the pictures later 
and to talk about them spontaneously. 
In September 2011, the parents and children were asked to bring a family 
photograph to the kindergarten. These pictures were also installed in the 
learning environment. In addition, the family pictures and e-mail addresses 
were added to the web blog of the group (with the agreement of the parents) 
so that the families could get to know each other better and contact each 
other. 
In October 2011, the children, at home and guided by their parents, chose 
a baby photo of themselves. The teacher as well brought her baby photo to 
the kindergarten. The children and teacher showed their pictures to each other 
and a baby poster was installed. The aim was to make each child’s develop-
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ment and history visual and to reflect on issues pertaining to growing and 
learning together. The baby poster also fascinated other children and the staff 
in the whole kindergarten (see Figure 1). 
Beginning in October 2011 the children photographed objects they had 
chosen by themselves in the kindergarten. The memory card of the camera 
saved many pictures of the physical environment as well as photos of friends. 
The children’s perspectives and appearances differed from the pictures taken 
by the adults. At the beginning, the children were bolder in the role of both 
photographer and photographer’s subject. They made faces, screamed, 
laughed loudly and burrowed into strange and cramped places. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. The children discuss their baby photo 
 
The photographers pursued their targets with the camera and gave them sug-
gestions such as “show me your bottom”. The children were interested in 
unusual things and explored them with the camera. At the same time, they 
were somewhat concerned about the teacher’s reactions and glanced surrepti-
tiously towards her. As the process went on, their ‘rebelliousness’ subsided, 
and the children began taking more considerate pictures. Some focused on 
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the tiny details of things and others were more interested in taking close-ups 
of faces see Figures 2 and 3). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Children were interested in photographing close-ups of faces 
 
 
 
Figure 3. The kindergarten environment also interested children 
 
From January to March 2012, the children took photographs of what they 
thought was the best place at home, with the help of their parents. They made 
their own decisions about what were the most meaningful places and their 
parents documented their explanations. In all pictures, the best place was 
either in the living room or in the child’s own room. In many pictures, toys or 
the child’s own bed featured most prominently. The grey carpet in a living 
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room, for example, was chosen to be the best place because “it is the best 
place for playing”, and the sofa because “one can build a nest on it”. The 
pictures described each child’s home environment and gave rise to extensive 
conversation between the children (wee Figures 4 and 5). The pictures were 
put into a folder available to all of the children, who expressed a good deal of 
interest in the pictures. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Grey carpet, the best place at home 
 
 
 
Figure 5. The child’s own bed, the best place at home 
 
In May 2012, the children were asked to take a picture of their best friend in 
what they thought was the kindergarten’s best place. The purpose was to give 
to the children an opportunity to take a picture by themselves. It turned out to 
be exciting for the children to ask their best friend to pose for the picture. 
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Choosing a best place was difficult for the children, who mostly took the 
pictures in random locations (see Figure 6). 
 
 
 
Figure 6. My best friend in the kindergarten 
 
3 Reflecting on the photography project from the 
perspective of the rights of the child  
We reflect on the photography project with three dimensions presented in the 
document CRC. They are the rights for provision, participation and protec-
tion. Our focus is to analyse the character of the activities described in our 
case when children’s cultural rights are discussed from the perspective of the 
children’s own culture. Further, we tried to determine how these cultural 
activities can be enhanced as a shared culture of children and adults.  
 
3.1 The dimension of provision 
The dimension of provision concerns children’s rights to the equal provision 
of education and culture in society. Finnish early childhood education policy 
provides for arts education in which photography is featured. When using 
photography as a way to support children’s growth, development and learn-
ing, the kindergarten teacher must have the relevant ability and expertise. 
Only when this expertise is available can children express meaningful issues 
through this means. In our case, the ability to use photography as a profes-
sional tool was reinforced in a development project for practitioners in the 
same day care centre some years earlier. The kindergarten teacher also had 
updated her education. High quality arts education requires a wide range of 
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expertise from both the individual kindergarten teacher and the entire profes-
sional community. 
According to new research kindergarten teachers with a Bachelor’s level 
background (i.e., university level teacher training) find that their training as 
arts and cultural educators is essential to their professional identity (Onnis-
maa, Tahkokallio, Reunamo & Lipponen, 2013; Rusanen, 2013). Neverthe-
less, earlier research has emphasized the dearth of professional arts education 
expertise in staff working in early childhood education (Ruokonen, 2009; 
Collanus, Kairavuori & Rusanen, 2012). If early childhood education is to be 
understood as both a pedagogical and a cultural phenomenon, it should offer 
equal opportunities to all children in terms of their cultural development. In 
recent years, cultural equality in Finland has diminished while the focus has 
instead been on developing basic education in the arts or artistic leisure ac-
tivities as services subject to a charge. Artistic ability has become higher, but 
among increasingly fewer children.  
Children are in danger of being divided into two groups: those who re-
ceive private lessons in schools of the visual arts, music or dance, and those 
who are exposed to arts only in public day care centres. Therefore, arts edu-
cation in day care centres should be improved, which would lead to lower 
stress among parents who would feel less compelled to arrange extra-
curricular activities for their children. Then the better-quality arts education 
might have a positive influence on the cultural differences and socioeco-
nomic backgrounds of the children. However, it must be remembered that if 
the parents do not use their right to day care services a considerable number 
of children will remain outside of the cultural activities. 
 
3.2 The dimension of participation 
The children’s photos showed that photography is a good means of making 
visible the diverse aspects of their cultures. The children had access to the 
photos, which had been taken by parents, professionals and day care staff. 
Through these pictures, the children learned to interpret the expressional 
means of photography.  
The children’s own culture became visible in many ways. The children 
photographed the phenomena that were meaningful for them and made these 
visible, thus increasing the mutual communication between them. As active 
photographers, the children made many decisions that expanded the scope of 
their participation. The photography activated the peer culture and made it 
visible and increased interaction within the group.  
Earlier research has shown that children experience barriers andlong for 
more opportunities to be heard; they have expressed their desire to have more 
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influence on their everyday lives (see Arponen, 2007; Anttila & Rensujeff, 
2009; Karlsson, 2012). When arts education is of a high enough quality then 
children can engage in both individual and social activities and actively ex-
press themselves.  
The photo project can be considered as something through which adults 
with expertise offered a means for children to express their own ideas con-
cretely. These ideas can be seen as part of children’s own culture, where the 
emphasis is on three points. Firstly, the children made visible the issues that 
were personally meaningful to them. Secondly, the children had an oppor-
tunity to share their individual and common experiences. Thirdly, they were 
able to see themselves as valued members of their own peer group. This is 
important in terms of supporting their abilities with respect to social devel-
opment and interaction (see Timonen, 2005; Rautamies, Laakso & Poikonen, 
2011). The photographs can also be seen as a means of creating a shared 
culture between the children and adults.  
Normally, adults organize and control children’s culture and activities. 
They also hold a power position in defining their culture, because they either 
pay attention to it or ignore it. In our case, the kindergarten teacher supported 
children’s own culture by focusing on the children’s ideas. The photo project 
presented an opportunity to go deeper into the ways children think, act and 
communicate. Different types of participation were facilitated, and the forms 
of equal interaction were enhanced. The project made it clear that the culture 
of children does not arise without adults who want to help children to pro-
duce it. It was also possible to enhance the culture shared between adults and 
children in which the initiatives come from both sides. The aim of cultural 
encountering of this kind is to widen the bridge of interaction between the 
culture of children for children, and the shared culture of children and adults. 
 
3.3 The dimension of protection 
The dimension of protection is linked to the ethics of education in which the 
children’s right to expressions of their own culture should also be taken into 
consideration. The type of children’s images and interpretations that are dis-
played in public is an important ethical question as well.  
The children were interested in photographing unusual objects or situa-
tions and their perspectives differed from the perspective in the adult’s pic-
tures. Although they were mindful of the teacher’s reactions, they had the 
courage to express their own ideas and to explore their limits. This aspect of 
the project can be interpreted as an act of enhancing the children’s own cul-
ture, yet it carries with it a certain tension: in order to understand childrens’ 
perspective, the adults are required to respect the children’s experiences and 
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ways of understanding the world. Only this can allow children to participate 
in a way that they can see that their world has been understood. It requires 
that the children be able to mediate their experiences, thoughts and feelings 
by using various forms of expression, also in cooperation with adults. In any 
case, children typically have a tendency to protect their own spaces from 
adults or other children. Children should also be allowed to keep certain as-
pects of their lives private, and we may well ask whether it is always neces-
sary to make all aspects of their lives and learning visible (see Pramling 
Samuelsson & Sheridan, 2003; Corsaro, 2005; Waller & Bitou, 2011). 
The second aspect of protection is that during the documented action pe-
riod the children developed abilities in photography that can also be inter-
preted as media skills. These skills can help the children to become aware of 
how media works. Children’s participation in the present digital culture has 
transformed their roles. Global and commercial media culture appears to 
carry uniform meanings and to tell the same stories everywhere. Children as 
users of media should be aware of what kind of media stories are circulated, 
who produces them, and to whom they are targeted. If we consider children 
as “diginatives” (see Sheridan & Gardner, 2012), the adults’ role as gate-
keepers has also changed with respect to creating filters for children and 
maintaining cultural conventions concerning acceptable forms of the chil-
dren’s culture. Adults can also point out alternatives to the commercial cul-
ture and by doing so support the creation of local traditions, as were created 
in the ‘Kalevala Day’ celebration in our case description. The task of educa-
tional institutions as users of media should also be to suggest alternatives to 
the uniform stories that are circulated by commercial media (see Timonen, 
2005). If the present commercial culture offered to children maintains its 
dominant position, children’s awareness of the arts and culture may be dimin-
ished. 
 
4 Discussion 
It is a commonly believed that children’s rights are well-fulfilled in Finland 
and such related problems exist only in third-world countries. Finland has 
ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), and, consequently, 
all steering documents concerning early childhood education have been 
drawn up with the CRC document taken into consideration. Children’s cul-
tural rights, however, have been realized unevenly and cuts in municipal 
budgets further threaten the fair realization of children’s arts education in 
public educational institutions. 
Cultural participation and cultural wellbeing are intertwined and the chil-
dren’s own culture has a dominant role in fostering them. The children’s own 
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culture needs to be supported by the adults who work with them as well as by 
the administration of educational services. Children’s culture should also be 
mentioned in early childhood education steering documents, because, if it is 
not defined, it has no official status. Continuous financial resources and re-
search are required, as well as when supporting children’s own culture, 
otherwise the innovations and ideas of development projects will not become 
established (see Anttila & Rensujeff, 2009; Karlsson, 2012). 
Children themselves have recognized their ostensible possibilities to af-
fect issues that are meaningful to them in their everyday lives, as well as to 
be better heard in decisions concerning them (Arponen, 2007). Our study 
supports the notion that children’s expressions can be made visible in every-
day early childhood education. In our case example this was accomplished by 
means of photography. A competent kindergarten teacher is needed, one who 
is also equipped with a professional ability in arts and cultural education. 
However, it remains a misperception that arts education is a ‘nice extra’ to be 
included in the curriculum, as opposed to being a necessary ingredient of a 
better education (see Buck, 2012). 
Arts education can offer children a platform for expressing, sharing and 
participating, despite their various skills, languages or family situations. We 
are aware that not all children receive public early education, whether in 
Finland or in other countries. However, we think that experiences, knowledge 
and understanding that have been gained in institutional early childhood 
education can be applied beyond the Finnish institutional context. In particu-
lar, we wish to draw attention to children in all countries that have been 
forced to leave their home country because of war or poverty. They are, in 
fact, in the weakest position. When they have been compelled to suspend 
their schooling, their possibilities to experience of art and culture are dimin-
ished and in many cases non-existent. This is a serious problem in terms of 
the cultural rights of children and worth further discussion. 
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Reflecting on early childhood education policies and 
strategies from Finland to China 
Pei Zhao, Sara Sintonen & Heikki Kynäslahti 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Finnish education has being attracting attention from around the world, owing to excellent 
performances in the PISA survey. However, this success did not come overnight. It has 
come from the Finnish cultural background and outstanding educational system. Early 
childhood education is the foundation of all education. Successful early childhood education 
in Finland has become the learning template in some developing countries, like China. Since 
2010, early childhood education in China has experienced reforms. It is an opportune mo-
ment to promote early childhood education exchange and cooperation in China and Finland. 
This article reflects on early childhood education policies and strategies from China and Fin-
land. The Chinese and Finnish governments’ policies on early childhood education will be 
compared from the point of view of education system, goals, management, and the future. 
Finally, based on the reviews, the paper also outlines the reflection on early childhood edu-
cation policy-making from Finland to China. 
 
Keywords: early childhood education, Finland, China, reflection 
 
 
 
1 Introduction 
Early childhood education has an important position in education. According 
to the report for discussion at the Global Dialogue Forum on Conditions of 
Personnel in Early Childhood Education, early childhood education is im-
portant because investing in young children is both the right and the smart 
thing to do. Learning begins before a child first walks into a classroom, but 
policy-makers, especially in developing countries, have long ignored early 
childhood education. With the development of the economy and society, 
more and more developing countries, including China, are promoting the 
development of early childhood education.  
Finland, like other Nordic countries, takes the lead in early childhood 
education development. Finland, as a typical Western country, has an excel-
lent education system and theory, including early childhood education. In the 
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last 10 years, Finnish students have performed well in the PISA survey, 
which is conducted by the OECD. The Finnish government and educators 
have consistently attached great attention to early childhood education in 
Finland. Teachers Union-OAJ’s president Olli Luukkainen said that, “We all 
know that in early childhood education we can influence a child’s whole 
education career and smooth the social effects of a disadvantaged social 
background”. In 2013, the Finnish National Board of Education published a 
report called “Learning and competence in 2020”. In the report, the purpose 
of early childhood education in Finland is to contribute to life-long learning 
and increase the joy of learning. 
The Chinese government has long been involved in education develop-
ment and the increase of people’s innovative abilities. Since 2011, new edu-
cation reform has been set up and more and more Chinese educators are con-
cerned about early childhood education. Liu & Liu (2008) stated that building 
a harmonious ECEC is good for sustainable development in China. However, 
in early childhood education, some differences exist. Education development 
relies on policies and strategies made by governments. The article studies the 
reflection on early childhood education policies and strategies from Finland 
to China. Zhening Xu (2007) from the Shanghai society science institution 
analysed two early childhood education systems in Western countries: one is 
the social factory in the US and the UK, which has the aim to make every 
child gain an equity education; the other is open and multi-cultural education 
in Italy and other countries in Europe, which has the aim to encourage chil-
dren to keep their own individuality, and provides an environment for chil-
dren. Xu also mentioned that it is beneficial to learn them critically. 
In this paper, we reflect on Chinese and Finnish early childhood education 
in order to illustrate the similarities and differences in early childhood educa-
tion national strategies and policies. The results will promote understanding 
of early childhood education development in China and Finland, and espe-
cially progress the development of China’s early childhood education through 
the enlightenments of the Finnish system. 
 
2 Literature Review 
Improving the quality of children’s early life is now an international and 
national priority and early childhood education is the main theme. L. Calman, 
L. and L. Tarr-Whelan (2004) stated that according to the Perry study, ex-
ploring the lives of African-American children over a 40-year period, the 
main difference between success and failure in American society is childcare 
and education. Many governments, organisations and institutions have their 
own definitions of early childhoodand early childhood education. The United 
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Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child (2006) gave the definition of 
early childhood as the age of “all young children: at birth and throughout 
infancy, during the preschool years, as well as during the transition to 
school”. It also clearly defines that early childhood education means educa-
tion for children below the age of eight years. 
 
Early childhood education strategies in Finland 
As early as 1979, Alastair Heron studied developed countries and developing 
countries’ early childhood education, and pointed out that the plan of early 
childhood education in developing countries needs to follow these principles: 
the education of young children has acquired new and positive significance, 
especially within the framework of local community involvement in meeting 
the requirements of family life. In 2006, UNESCO reported that early child-
hood policies are related to young children’s physical and psychosocial 
growth; social and cultural perspective; political and economic perspective, 
and human rights.  
Traditionally, as a typical Western country, Finland thinks highly of early 
childhood education. Finland was the first Nordic country to offer day care 
for children, and now it has the best childcare and education system in the 
world. Finnish educational theories, creative cultivation and respect for each 
child, has been fully integrated into early childhood education. These theories 
have been reflected in the country’s policy and strategies. 
In Finnish, the term for education is kasvatus. Heikkila (2004) explained 
that kasvatus in Finnish also means care and teaching. The meaning of kasva-
tus covers all educational fields in Finland, including early childhood educa-
tion. The core role of early childhood education in Finland is to promote 
children’s favourable growth, development and learning opportunities. Early 
childhood education in Finland covers children from zero to six years old, 
before they begin pre-elementary school study. Heikkilä (2004) stated that 
the national curriculum guidelines on early childhood education and care 
from National Research and Development Centre for Welfare and Health 
(STAKES) in Finland stated that early childhood pedagogy combines teach-
ing, education, and care, which are realized in their daily activities. In Fin-
land, pre-school education, for children between six and sevevn years old is 
an optional part of education. In the learning and competence 2020 report 
from the Finnish National Board of Education, the strategic objectives for 
early childhood education and care are to reinforce opportunities for learning, 
to reinforce motivation and joy of learning, to create capabilities for lifelong 
learning, and to enable individual solutions for families.  
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Early childhood education formulation in Finland is based on the United 
Nations Convention on Rights of the Child, which is to enhance children’s 
right to participate in proceedings that affect them and to participate freely in 
cultural life and the arts, and to ensure that they receive the necessary protec-
tion and care. Like the governments in other Nordic countries, the Finnish 
government has begun to develop its early childhood system since the 1950s. 
According to an introduction from John Bennett in 2008, the Nordic count-
ries of Norway (2005) and Sweden (1996) have transferred the responsibility 
of early childhood education to the education ministries;. In 2013, a remark-
able change in Finnish early childhood education policy occurred when the 
responsibility of early childhood education in Finland was transferred from 
the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health to the Finnish Ministry of Educa-
tion and Culture. The legislation also governing ECEC is also currently being 
reformed. Furthermore, the Core Curriculum for Pre-Primary education is 
being revised as part of the ongoing curricular reform in basic education 
(Finnish National Board of Education 2013). 
Every child has the legal right to receive early childhood education in Fin-
land. Finnish national regulations and policy documents cover: legislation on 
child day care and pre-school education; national policy definition on early 
childhood education and care; national curriculum guidelines on early child-
hood education and care, and core curriculum for pre-school education in 
Finland. There are two kinds of day nurseries or other playgroups on a full 
day and part-time basis. Considering part-time early childhood education, the 
Trade Union of Education in Finland (OAJ) advised that children who stay at 
home should also have access to part-time early childhood education. Ac-
cording to the research in STAKES, Heinämäki (2008) concluded that there 
are four kinds of early childhood education for children before preschool 
education. They are private day care; municipal day care; preschool educa-
tion for 6-year-old children, and child home care provided by the parents 
themselves. Parents could help children to choose which kind of education 
they prefer. 
The high quality of early childhood education in Finland is epitomized by 
the high level degrees held by teachers in the day care centres and kindergar-
tens. OAJ has regulated that teachers who work in kindergartens should ob-
tain a Bachelor’s Degree in Education, especially in the field of early child-
hood education.  
There have been numerous changes in Finnish educational law in the past 
decade. In 2003, the Finnish government issued a national policy definition 
on early childhood education and care. It defines early childhood education in 
Finland as children’s educational interaction in different settings with the aim 
of fostering their healthy growth, development and learning. In 2004, Matti, 
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Heikkilä translated the Finnish National Curriculum Guidelines on early 
childhood education and care showing that it covers two aspects: the day care 
needs of children under school age and early childhood education. They are 
also the content of early childhood education in Finland. They were to deter-
mine the form of law, which ensures children’s rights to be educated.  
Another important feature in Finnish early childhood education is that 
parents play a vital role. Anupama (2010) found that the communication 
between parents and day care staff is open, and all parents are requsted to be 
active. The ECEC has solid cooperation with parents in the field of early 
childhood education.  
Speaking in general, early childhood education in Finland emphasises 
care, teaching, education and communication with parents. Children in 
kindergartens or at home are taught how to learn, but not what learning is. At 
this stage of education, children are encouraged to learn culture and arts, and 
learn how to play. In Finland, culture and arts institutions often set up work-
shops for early childhood education to encourage children to develop practi-
cal skills. 
 
Early childhood education strategies in China 
Unlike Finland, which is a relatively young country with a small population 
and a social democratic government, China is a huge country with a history 
of more than 5,000 years. The two countries have very different education 
styles and policies. Traditionally, education before school was just pre-school 
education in China, and the government and educators did not have many 
ideas on early childhood education. Today, early childhood education is an 
emerging field in China. Chinese educators and the government attach great 
importance to early childhood education and some progress has been made in 
the field of early childhood education. However, it is undeniable that early 
childhood education in China is still not perfect and could be greatly im-
proved.  
In China, early childhood education is regarded as the foundation of 
school education and life-long education. China has a long history of educa-
tion, including early childhood education. In ancient times, educators edited 
“?? (three character premier)” and “??? (book of family names)”, 
which were good books for children from 3–6 years old, before they went to 
schools. In 2001, the Chinese government released the guidelines of early 
childhood education in the kindergarten. It adjured early childhood education 
should respect every child, offer qualified care and education, and link to 
primary education. 
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However, systematic early childhood education has developed slower in 
China than that in developed countries. As an official guideline, early child-
hood education should link to primary school education, but people overly 
focus on children’s reading and counting skills. It also leads to early child-
hood education for 0-3 year-old children in China is blank. According to the 
report from UNESCO in 2007, the Chinese government has set up a pro-
gramme to expand the early childhood education system to cover the 0–3 age 
group, because even in the developed areas of China, early childhood care 
and education only meets the needs of the 3–5 age group children. In 2010, a 
study from KPMG, stated that early childhood education and pre-school 
education in China focus on children in the 4–6 age group.  
In the 1990s, American educators had set up projects to investigate early 
childhood education in China. Vaughan (1993) concluded that due to Confu-
cian traditions and the one-child policy, early childhood education was tar-
geted at a whole group, and had a teacher-directed emphasis, rather than the 
use of individual choices and creative self-expression. He also pointed out 
that with the emphasis on creativity and autonomy, early childhood education 
has experienced reforms. 
In a survey written by Luo R. et al. (2011), they concluded that there is a 
serious gap between rural areas and urban areas in terms of early childhood 
education in China. They stated that the score of children’s readiness in urban 
areas is 100, but that score in rural areas is 6. From 2011, local governments 
have set up projects to reduce the gap in rural and urban areas. For example, 
in 2011, the Hubei government has started the “??” (National training 
program) to improve the quality of teachers in rural areas’ kindergartens.  
After reform and an opening up in 1978, childhood education policy in 
China extended to children before 3-years old and after 7-years old. Early 
childhood education policy and outlines have sprung up. The main features 
include: 
• Legalization of Early Childhood Education: In 1989, the Ministry of 
Education issued the Regulations of Kindergarten, and it was the first 
document focusing on early childhood education in China. After-
wards, the Law of the Teacher in 1993, the Education Law in 1995, 
and the Privately-Run Education Law in 2003 regulate early childhood 
education in China; 
• More attention has been paid to child protection and child self-
protection. In 1980, the health care system in kindergartens was the 
main regulation to protect children. In the twenty-first century, more 
and more accidents in pre-education urged government issued regula-
tions to protect children’s safety. In 2007, the Ministry of Education 
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released the notifications on improving school bus service in rural 
areas and enhancing the management of privately-run kindergartens; 
• Outlines and curricula on early childhood education: Outline of 
China’s national plan for medium- and long-term education reform 
and development (2011–2020), a 10-year plan (2001–2010) for chil-
dren’s development, and an outline of child development in 2010 in 
China. 
 
In China, early childhood education organisation is increasingly becoming 
market-oriented. According to figures from the Chinese Ministry of Educa-
tion, in 2010, almost 30 million children were being taught, among them, 14 
million children, or 47%, are educated in privately run kindergartens. A high 
rate of privately run schools in early childhood education is common in other 
East Asian countries, such as Japan and South Korea. A market-oriented 
early childhood education system has brought about the prosperity of early 
childhood education. However, privately run kindergartens are difficult to 
manage. In the new outline of the education reform from 2011 to 2020, one 
of the main targets of early childhood education is to popularise publicly run 
kindergartens.  
The Chinese government has set the school curriculum standards for early 
childhood education in accordance with children’s age and situation. The 
main aim of early childhood education in China is to link to primary educa-
tion. Therefore, in China, most kindergartens teach children common sense, 
reading and arithmetic. Meanwhile, it requires that early childhood education 
also consider children’s physiological and physical health and combine edu-
cation with recreation. 
After reforming and opening up education, great importance has been 
continuously attached to the healthy growth of children in China. In 2010, the 
Chinese government issued an Outline of China’s National Plan for Medium- 
and Long-term Education Reform and Development (2011–2020). This plan 
is the National Plan for Education Reform during 2011–2020 for all levels of 
education. The direction of early childhood education has been explained 
deeply. Firstly, the goal is to make early childhood education more interna-
tional; secondly, the Plan is designed to clear the responsibility of every level 
of government, and finally, to strengthen early childhood education in rural 
areas. In China, different regions have different conditions, where early 
childhood education is dealt with according to circumstances. 
In 2001, the Chinese government made a 10-year plan (2001–2010) for 
child development with regard to four aspects: health, education, legal pro-
tection and the environment. It made a great contribution to children’s educa-
tion, including early childhood education. By 2010, the enrolment of children 
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in kindergarten was 56.6%, whereas in 2000 it was 35%. In 2011, the Chi-
nese government made a 10-year plan (2011–2020) for child development. 
The goals for early childhood education were to raise the enrolment of chil-
dren one year before schooling to 95%, and the enrolment of children three 
years before schooling to 70%. Furthermore, the plan hopes to increase the 
quantity of kindergartens in urban areas and to establish kindergartens in 
rural areas where they are needed. Early childhood education in China has the 
aim to educate children from three to six years old. In the new plan, the main 
measures are to increase the quantity of kindergartens and enrolments in both 
urban and rural areas and to encourage early childhood education for disabled 
children. In summary, from 2011 to 2020, early childhood education is to 
experience reform and these 10 years are to be seen as the “Golden Age” for 
early childhood education development in China. 
In China, there are 35 provinces and special areas, and 56 nationalities. 
Each has its own regulations on early childhood education. For example, in 
Shanghai, there is the Shanghai New Three-year Plan of Early Childhood 
Education (2011–2013). The Shanghai government has finished the draft of 
Rules of Early Childhood Education in Shanghai, and will release it soon. 
Quality-oriented education in China has also affected early childhood 
education. It has claimed some remarkable successes, but it still has plenty of 
room to improve. The ways in which early childhood education can be im-
proved would be one of the main themes in the development and reform of 
early childhood education in China during the second decade of the twenty-
first century (2011–2020). 
Traditionally, education is the responsibility of schools and teachers. 
However, the role of familyin early childhood education cannot be ignored. 
The Rule of Pre-school Education in Beijing regulates parents ‘roles in early 
childhood education. However, the rule is the only regulation related to par-
ents’ responsibility in early childhood education.  
Early childhood education in China is in its preliminary stage. The Chi-
nese government is trying to develop early education for all children from 
three to six years old. In addition, the Chinese government also prefers to 
improve the percentage of children that go to kindergarten, and to protect 
children’s safety at this stage. In China, early childhood education is not 
underpinned by a clear theory. The Chinese government has spared no efforts 
in building a brilliant and bright environment for early childhood education. 
In January 2013, the Chinese Ministry of Education set up 14 pilot kindergar-
tens in Shanghai and Beijing to explore how to carry forward early childhood 
education for children from zero to three years old in China. In addition, the 
Ministry of Education is encouraging the building of early childhood centres 
and increasing the education for children from zero to the age of three. In 
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May 2013, the Chinese Ministry of Education and UNESCO co-founded the 
programme “National Early Childhood Education Awareness Month”. In 
addition, the Chinese government has vowed to build public facilities for 
early childhood education, improve the educational requirements for teach-
ers, provide funds for early childhood education institutions in rural areas, 
and support privately-run early childhood education institutions.  
 
3 Method 
The project analysed the early childhood education policies in Finland and 
China based on the Finnish and Chinese administrative documents and a 
literature review. Data consist of formal records, informal communications 
and personal papers. Qualitative content analysis was employed to analyse 
the data. 
In the project, the research aim is to determine what the Chinese gov-
ernment should learn from the Finnish government in the field of early child-
hood education policy-making. Firstly, Finnish policies and strategies have 
been analysed, and secondly, Chinese policies have been analysed as well. 
The article studied the Finnish early childhood education policy and system, 
and analysed the current situation of Chinese early childhood education.  
 
4 Results 
According to the literature review on Finnish and Chinese policies on early 
childhood education above, it is found that both the Chinese and Finnish 
governments think highly of children’s care, teaching and education in early 
childhood education. However, there are still some differences between them, 
which have been listed in the following table. 
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Table 1. Comparision of Chinese and Finnish early childhood education 
 
 China Finland 
Early childhood 
education system 
Early childhood education is not 
compulsory, but the government 
plans to popularise 6–7 year old 
children’s education nationwide, 
3–6 years old children’s educa-
tion in developed areas, and 
develop 0–3 years old children’s 
education. 
Early childhood education covers 
all children from zero to six years 
old. This education is voluntary. 
Early childhood 
education goals 
Children are well developed in 
moral, intellectual, physical, 
aesthetics and labour education. 
Meanwhile, early childhood 
education should link to primary 
education.  
Promotion of personal well-
being; reinforcement of consider-
ate behaviour and action towards 
others; gradual building of au-
tonomy. (ECEC principles and 
curriculum) 
Early childhood 
education main 
characters and 
ideas. 
Traditionally, early childhood 
education is to teach children to 
read. Currently, there is no clear 
early childhood education theory 
or idea, especially for children 0–
3.  
Taking care of a child’s well-
being; integrating care, education 
and teaching; assessing and 
developing educator’s action; 
Considering environment of 
ECEC; respecting the importance 
of joy of learning; knowing and 
using the important role of lan-
guage/interaction,  
and respecting a child’s way of 
acting 
Early childhood 
education man-
agement  
Privately run education organisa-
tions dominate the early child-
hood education market. The 
government plans to make public-
run early childhood education 
organisations as the majority.  
ECEC has been managed by the 
Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Health (MSAH) in Finland. Since 
2013, the ECEC has been in 
charge of the Ministry of Educa-
tion in Finland. 
Local early child-
hood education 
policy  
Every province and city has its 
own early childhood education 
policy. 
The Uusimaa region has its own 
policy on early childhood educa-
tion in Uusimaa. 
Early childhood 
education and 
social service 
No independent system for early 
childhood education and policies 
are scored. 
ECEC is the authority system that 
covers serious policies and strat-
egies to protect children’s rights. 
Early childhood 
education in the 
future 
Build a perfect early childhood 
education system (ECCE) in 
China allow children become 
educated. 
Enhancing the opportunities for 
learning, motivation and joy of 
learning and the capability for 
lifelong learning.  
Early childhood 
education 
national frame-
work 
Early Childhood Care and Educa-
tion. (ECCE). It is a new system 
in China. 
Early Childhood Education and 
Care. ECEC was set up in 2002, 
and has four perspectives: soci-
ety, children, parents and staff. 
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Based on the comparison table above, it is easy to see that the major dif-
ference between Chinese and Finnish early childhood education is that early 
childhood education in China is still in the early stages; it is trying to cover 
children from three to six years old. However, in Finland, all children from 
zero to six have been included in the early childhood education system—
ECEC. Besides this, the targets of early childhood education are different. In 
Finland, early childhood education mainly promotes children’s lifelong learn-
ing skills, improves children’s joy of learning and enhances family particpa-
tion. Chinese early childhood education should link to primary school educa-
tion, and therefore, children are required to learn readiness. 
We can consider two reasons that cause these performance differences. 
Firstly, in Chinese culture, education is aimed to teaching children to read, 
but it ignores children’s practical and innovation capability before the age of 
three. Secondly, China is a less-developed country, where people’s income 
and the social welfare system are still at a low level. Therefore, general early 
childhood education in China can still be developed.. The Chinese gov-
ernment put forward the strategy for building an innovation-oriented country, 
to improve people’s ability to innovate. Education, especially early childhood 
education, has received more attention. However, owing to a lack of early 
childhood education theory, China has been crossing this river by gently 
feeling the stones. Compared to it, Finland is a leader in early childhood 
education. Finland has a clear idea on early childhood education, and an 
excellent system to protect children’s rights.  
 
5 Conclusion 
Based on the policy reviews and comparison of Chinese and Finnish early 
childhood education, we may say that the Chinese and Finnish governments 
regard early childhood education as the foundation of education. However, 
owing to different cultural backgrounds and development stages, they have 
different policies and strategies.  
In Finland, early childhood education development is relatively advanced. 
Child enrolment is at a high level, and the welfare system guarantees chil-
dren’s rights. Finnish strategies on early childhood education are to explore 
children’s practical capabilities, and respect each child’s individuality. In the 
next ten years, strategies of early childhood education in Finland are to re-
inforce opportunities for learning and the motivation and joy of learning; to 
create capabilities for lifelong learning, and to enable individual solutions for 
families. In China, more and more policies concern child safety in kindergar-
tens and child enrolment improvement. Since 2010, education in China, in-
cluding early childhood education, has undergone reform. The objectives of 
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early childhood education in China are to improve enrolment and children’s 
safety. As for early childhood education content in China, the target is to link 
it to primary education. At present, childhood education for those between 
zero to three years of age does not exist. Nowadays, many early childhood 
education centres in China introduce Western style education for very young 
children. The Finnish method is popular and famous in the field of early 
childhood education in China. In Guangzhou, “Quanyoujia” the early child-
hood education centre, provides Finnish-style early childhood education.  
 
Recommendation and Future Research 
In the future, much research also remains to be done on topics with regard to 
the hierarchy, such as elicit preference and distributed computation of out-
comes. More specific research topics will be the processes, like reflection, of 
using ICTs in early childhood education from Finland to China; comparing 
teaching and the education environment of early childhood education in Fin-
land and China, and the gap between children’s practical ability in Finland 
and China. Even so, the readiness of Chinese children is at a high level, so it 
will be valuable to investigate readiness in both Finland and China in the 
future. 
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Abstract 
 
This article, part of the theme Voices for Tomorrow, is connected to efforts by the Finnish 
National Board of Education in preparation for the national reform of the curricula. This ar-
ticle revisits the 2010 national assessment (FNBE) of the subjects of Arts and Crafts from 
the viewpoint of the craft teachers’ opinions on the curriculum. In crafts, 257 craft teachers 
have answered the survey questionnaire. The teachers were asked about different items 
which were connected to the curriculum. There are two items in the national assessment data 
of the craft teachers that have not been reported earlier. These items are: “Have you partici-
pated in the process of creating the local curriculum?” and “How much do you use the local 
crafts curriculum when you plan your teaching?” The answers to these questions are de-
pendent on the teachers’ background. 
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1 Introduction 
This article is written in connection with the theme Voices for Tomorrow, 
with the aim to help prepare the Finnish National Board of Education in its 
national curricula reform. The reform will be transferred to the local level of 
basic education during 2014. This article revisits the 2010 national assess-
ment (FNBE) of the subjects of the Arts and Crafts from the craft teachers’ 
viewpoints. This assessment wasspecifically directed toward teachers who 
are teaching those subjects on the upper level of comprehensive schools. In 
crafts, 257 craft teachers have responded to the survey questionnaire. The 
teachers were asked different questions about issues that were connected to 
the curriculum. 
The theoretical purpose of this article is to describe the concept of the cur-
riculum in general. The empirical purpose of this article is to answer two 
questions that are connected to the relationship between the craft teachers and 
a local curriculum. These questions are, “Have you participated in the process 
of creating the local curriculum?” and “How much do you use the local crafts 
curriculum when you plan your teaching?” The information from these ques-
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tions is based on the data of national assessment, which has not been reported 
earlier. The curriculum reforms are based on information collected through 
national assessment projects.  
 
2 Curriculum 
Curriculum is an international concept, which is integrally related to school, 
teaching and learning. Curriculum can be understood in many different ways, 
and it does not have any general or unique definition. Usually there are as 
many definitions for curriculum as there are research workers, partly because 
the definition of curriculum is based on the viewpoint that has been chosen. 
The following chapters give a general view of several international defini-
tions for curriculum. 
Curriculum could be defined as a working plan that has been made in ad-
vance, or as a written document that is affiliated with school. It contains en-
tailments that are essential to achieving objects and aims (Ornstein & Hunk-
ins 2004, 10). On the one hand, a curriculum consists of requirements and 
goals that are needed for assessment of pupils in school and, on the other 
hand, curriculum is a collection of subjects for teachers to apply. Conceptual 
differences in this analysis are based on the divergence between aims and 
meanings that are presupposed in education (Posner, 2004, 5). 
According to Marsh (2004), it is difficult to define the concept of curricu-
lum because there are more than 120 definitions in the scientific literature. 
Marsh has defined curriculum in the following ways: Curriculum is an estab-
lished collection of particular school subjects. These subjects include the 
essential information that is needed and could be adapted in present-day liv-
ing. Curriculum is also a plan of teaching. School is responsible for following 
this plan in its activities. Curriculum is an aggregate concerning the learning 
experiences that school has to offer to pupils. Learning experiences are the 
basis for achieving common and versatile skills and knowledge. Present-day 
curriculum also includes learning with the help of information technology. 
Curriculum is an entity that includes examination about authority questions 
and complex human views (Marsh, 2004, 3–7). In addition, curriculum in-
cludes the learning experiences to carry out the objects of teaching (Wiles & 
Bondi, 2002, 31). 
At school, working in practice, the curriculum could be divided into three 
levels: 1) advance planning, 2) curriculum that is realized in teaching in the 
classroom, and 3) curriculum that pupils have experienced. Advance planning 
is a document that will control the teaching in the schools. Curriculum, which 
is realized in the classroom, means that advance planning and teaching in 
practice have correlated with each other extremely well. In other words, does 
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the teacher do his/her teaching in the classroom according to the objects of 
the written curriculum? Curriculum that pupils have experienced indicates 
those things that pupils have really learned in the teaching and learning pro-
cess (Lahdes, 1997, 68). It is a “hidden curriculum” if the connection be-
tween these three levels work. A hidden curriculum indicates the kinds of 
influences that affect teaching in schools without advance planning. These 
influences have not been designed to function in teaching in practice. Teach-
ers use the self-evident terms of a curriculum’s contents and objects, but they 
do not use the curriculum in their teaching in the classroom. Rather, they base 
their teaching on their own experiences and intuition. In the worst case, it 
means that the teachers consciously and very deliberately avoid using the 
curriculum in teaching in the classroom (Heinonen, 2005, 17). 
How might the curriculum’s contents and objects be better realized in the 
future than at present? The starting point is in curriculum reform, which has 
to be planned and managed carefully. When the new local curriculua for 
schools have been finished there is a risk that there will be no changes in 
teaching practice, or that the changes will be very limited. There will not be 
considerable changes in teaching without the careful leading and commitment 
of teachers to the reform process of the curriculum. Teachers must also be-
come accustomed to the new curriculum. The leading of the curriculum’s 
reform process should not be considered as only a single and formal part of 
the school’s activity in the leadership of the school; it should be a continual 
and integral part of the whole activity in school organization (Heinonen, 
2005, 20). 
 
3 Curriculum design in Finland 
In Finland, the Basic Education Act is the highest administrative document 
that determines the national curriculum. It is an administrative basis for plan-
ning the teaching in comprehensive schools. According to the Basic Educa-
tion Act, the National Board of Education in Finland constitutes the authority 
that determines the essential objectives and contents in the National Core of 
Curriculum in Finland. However, the Basic Education Act does not determine 
the content of teaching in comprehensive schools. By this Act, the National 
Board of Education in Finland is designated as the governmental organ that 
composes the National Core of Curriculum in Finland for the Finnish com-
prehensive school. Therefore, the mission of the National Board of Education 
in Finland is to control and develop teaching in Finnish comprehensive 
schools by the National Core of Curriculum in Finland (Haaparanta, 2005, 
10). 
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In practice, there is a norm for drawing up the curriculum for the Finnish 
comprehensive school, and it is based on legislation. The norm defines how 
to proceed with the design of the curriculum. It is mentioned in the Basic 
Education Act how the organizer of education at the local level should accept 
the curriculum. This organizer of education is a local authority. By way of the 
Basic Education Act, the local authority should be responsible for providing 
an acceptable local curriculum for all comprehensive schools in its own 
commune or town. The local curriculum should be made in accordance with 
the National Core of Curriculum in Finland. Thus, the curriculum is a 
“frame” to which all teaching in comprehensive school should be linked by 
the Basic Education Act. The National Board of Education in Finland, which 
has published the National Core of Curriculum in Finland (Haaparanta, 2005, 
11), controls the coherence of teaching in comprehensive schools, in fact. 
The National Core of Curriculum in Finland defines exactly the gov-
ernmental apportionment of school lessons. In this apportionment, there is a 
decree of the subjects to be taught in comprehensive school. There is also a 
decree of the number of lessons per week for a school year. Besides this, it 
defines the role, contents, objective and evaluation guideline for each subject 
in comprehensive school. Further, the school’s values and comprehension of 
learning have an essential role in the Finnish curriculum design. Therefore, 
there are the governmental and pedagogic starting points side by side in the 
Finnish curriculum design. 
This kind of governmental curriculum design is called a normative curri-
culum, which makes a school’s curriculum similar to the others. There is also 
a kind of dual necessity for a curriculum’s existence: It is the connecting 
tissue between many school subjects and, on the other hand, the curriculum is 
a directive that also controls how to teach the school subjects in a certain and 
a coherent way (Goodson, 1997, 28). 
When the Finnish design pattern is considered from the viewpoint of 
teaching and learning, the importance of a school-based curriculum becomes 
obvious. What is the aim of the local curriculum for a school? Teachers in 
comprehensive school in Finland do not have enough information about mak-
ing a local curriculum for the school, and they need further training. In many 
schools, the materials and instruments of learning have served as the basis for 
planning and shaping the local curriculum (Heinonen, 2005, 243–244).  
Moreover, only 28 per cent of all teachers in the Finnish comprehensive 
school use the local curriculum very often in their own teaching work and 19 
per cent of all teachers use it once or not at all during the school year (Haa-
paranta, 2005, 109). However, the result of the research of Atjonen et al. 
(2008) is somewhat different. According to them 23 per cent of the teachers 
usually thought that, in planning for teaching, the curriculum carries an ex-
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tremely high degree of significance (Atjonen et al., 2008, 195–197). On the 
other hand, according to Niemi (2004), just 13 per cent of the mathematics 
teachers thought that they received much support from the local curriculum 
when they planned their teaching. In addition, nearly 23 per cent of the math-
ematic teachers had not participated at all, and less than nine per cent of them 
had participated in the process of creating the local curriculum (Niemi, 2004, 
160). Furthermore only eight per cent of the craft teachers (technical work) 
totally agreed when they were asked a question about their use of the local 
crafts curriculum when planning teaching, although about 66 per cent of them 
had participated in the process of creating the local curriculum (Hilmola, 
2009, 207).  
 
4 Crafts curriculum in Finland 
According to the National Core Curriculum for Crafts in Finland, the basic 
value of crafts teaching is the appreciation of work and hands-on doing. This 
includes the values related to ethics, ecology, aesthetics, economy, safety at 
work, sense of responsibility, consideration of another person and students’ 
versatile development. The learning objective in crafts is to assume, appreci-
ate and develop the crafts’ tradition and culture. This also means that the 
teacher and students have to accept these values in their planning and work. 
According to the curriculum, the crafts in practice produce functional pro-
ducts, which also includes choosing and working with several materials in 
various processes. In crafts, the purpose is to assume various working tech-
niques and to implement those techniques in practice. In crafts, the purpose is 
also to have knowledge about servicing, repairing, and protecting workers in 
a technical environment. This means that students must develop their plan-
ning and problem solving in project-related learning. In this sense, students 
should show more initiative in assuming traditional and technological skills 
for crafts. The essential concept in crafts teaching is the subject matter teach-
ing, which is a particular way to teach crafts. In the subject matter teaching, it 
is not that essential to learn the specific skills of making single articles. In 
this teaching, the main point is the environment around the product that gives 
it a meaning. Thus, the subject of crafts is expected to advance the students’ 
problem solving and reasoning skills (Opetushallitus, 2004). These argu-
ments are the starting points for the local crafts curriculua in Finland. 
During the national assessment of arts and skills, the craft teachers re-
sponded to fifteen statements about the realization of the local curriculum 
such as teaching resources, the pupils’ attitudes towards the crafts, the pupils’ 
readiness for learning, the adequacy of the number of crafts lessons, and the 
position of crafts as a school subject. According to the craft teachers’ re-
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sponses, they have enough teaching materials and teaching tools and they 
have good teaching premises. Moreover, pupils are motivated to learn the 
crafts and there are no problems in the crafts lessons. However, the pupils’ 
skill differences, special pupils, those who have been integrated into the 
teaching groups and the different learning difficulties complicate teaching. 
The goals and contents of the local curriculum are not in balance with the 
number of craft lessons. Based on the responses, the resources for teaching 
and the pupils’ attitude support the realization of the local curriculum in the 
teaching of the crafts, but the difference between the teaching groups and the 
number of crafts lessons does not meet the preconditions for reaching the 
contents and goals of the curriculum (Hilmola, 2011, 166–167). 
 
5 Data and methods 
The empirical information is based on the data of national assessment, which 
the Finnish National Board of Education (FNBE) has carried out during the 
spring of 2010. The main purpose of that assessment was to assess the learn-
ing outcomes in crafts, visual arts and music in the final ninth grade of basic 
education. Data was collected through a stratified sampling from 152 com-
prehensive schools representing a thorough cross-section of different prov-
inces and municipalities. A specific part of this assessment was directed to-
ward teachers who are teaching those subjects in the upper level of compre-
hensive schools. In the craft subjects, 257 craft teachers (139 female, 118 
male) have completed a survey questionnaire. The craft teachers were pre-
sented with different statements, related to the curriculum, about the planning 
of their teaching. 
From the fifteen statements that are related to the realization of the local 
curriculum, five factors were formed by the hierarchical cluster analysis (Fig. 
1). The factors are, national time allocation and curriculum,the crafts in 
workday of the school,the resources of the crafts teaching,the pupils’ motiva-
tion to study the crafts, and the effect of the pupils on the teaching. In addi-
tion, the craft teachers responded to two statements that are related to the 
meaning of the curriculum. The statements were, “Have you participated in 
the process of creating the local curriculum?” and “How much do you use the 
local curriculum of the crafts when you plan your teaching?” These state-
ments are the main research questions of this chapter. Likert scale statements 
were used. There were five alternative answers to choose from, and the alter-
natives ranged from a negative opinion to a positive opinion.  
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Figure 1. H
ierarchical cluster analysis 
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The background grouping is used as a methodological solution. The back-
ground groups are age, formal competency, gender, a background in educa-
tion, municipality, and geographical location. The dependence of both the 
participation in the process of the local curriculum and the use of the local 
curriculum to the background groups are tested by a Chi square test 
(Crosstabs). The connection between both the participation in the process of 
creating the local curriculum and the use of the local curriculum to the above-
mentioned factors is tested by a One-Way Anova test. The coefficient of the 
determination has been determined with Spearman’s rho. 
 
6 Results 
In this section, the craft teachers’ opinions that are related to the local curri-
culum are examined first, according to two fundamental questions. These 
questions are, “Have you participated in the process of creating the local 
curriculum?” and “How much do you use the local curriculum of the crafts 
when you plan your teaching?” These questions have been cross-tabled with 
the craft teachers’ background information (Table 1). After that, the connec-
tion between factors that help to realize the local curriculum at schools and 
the above-mentioned questions are examined (Table 2). 
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T
able 1. C
entral results betw
een different groups of the craft teachers 
 
According to the whole sample (N=257), it seems that two out of three (66%) 
craft teachers have participated in the process of creating the local curriculum 
and a third of them (34%) have not participated. In terms of the local curricu-
lum work, the group of teachers that did not participate is moderately large. 
The craft teachers in the different groups have participated in helping to cre-
ate the local curriculum according to the following descriptions. 
According to the results of the questions about the age groups, it seems 
that the young teachers’ participation is minor. Only one in four crafts teach-
ers (25%) under 30 years of age has participated in the process of creating the 
local curriculum. In addition it seems that among the over-40-years-old craft 
teachers, the participation is more general than among the younger craft 
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teachers. Especially more than four of five (81%) 51- to 60-year-old craft 
teachers have participated in helping to create the local curriculum. This 
participation appears to be dependent on the craft teacher’s age. The variation 
between the age groups is significant statistically.  
According to responses about the craft teachers’ formal competency, the 
difference is clear between teachers who have a teaching degree and those 
teachers who do not have this degree. Nearly three of four (71%) craft teach-
ers who have a teaching degree (formal competency) to teach crafts have 
participated in helping to create the local curriculum. In the group of craft 
teachers who have no teaching degree, the corresponding number of partici-
pants is fewer than four of ten (38%) craft teachers. The participation in help-
ing to create the local curriculum is thus dependent on the craft teacher’s 
formal competency. The corresponding variation between these two groups is 
extremely significant statistically. 
According to results of the questions about the craft teachers’ gender and 
subject matter background, there is no variation between the female and male 
craft teachers; likewise, there is no variation between teachers of textile work 
and technical work. Thus, the participation in the process of creating the local 
curriculum is not dependent on the craft teacher’s gender or the type of sub-
ject matter background, whether textile or technical. In neither of the group 
types was a statistically significant variation perceived. 
According to the results of the responses to the question about craft teach-
ers’ municipality type and geographical location, there is no statistically sig-
nificant variation between the different municipality types. There is, how-
ever, considerable variation between the groups of geographical location. It is 
noteworthy that more than four out of five (81 %) craft teachers in Eastern 
Finland and nearly three out of four (71 %) craft teachers in Western Finland 
have actively participated in the process of developing the local curriculum. 
Correspondingly a little over half (55 %) of craft teachers in the area of Oulu 
in Northern Finland and distinctly fewer than half (43%) of craft teachers in 
Northern Lapland have intervened in the local curriculum. This participation 
is dependent on the craft teacher’s geographical location. Indeed, it is shown 
that the variation between these groups of geographical location is significant 
statistically. 
According to the whole sample (N =257), it appears that nearly half 
(44%) of the craft teachers use the local curriculum of the crafts somewhat 
much or extremely much when they plan their teaching and fewer than every 
fifth (17%) of them do not use the local curriculum at all, or use it very little. 
The local curriculum does not engage all the craft teachers. The unengaged 
teachers’ group is moderately large. The craft teachers in the different groups 
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have used the local crafts curriculum when they have planned their teaching, 
according to the following descriptions. 
When examining the results by craft teachers’ age groups, it seems that 
the 51- to 60-year-old teachers use the local curriculum in the planning of the 
teaching more often than the others. In addition, the 30- to 40-year-old craft 
teachers use the local curriculum less than the others do. Therefore, using the 
local curriculum is not dependent on the craft teacher’s age. In this case, the 
variation between different age groups in the context of using the local curri-
culum is not significant statistically. 
In assessing the craft teachers’ formal competency, it has to be noted that 
the teachers who have no teaching degree (no formal competency) to teach 
crafts have used the local curriculum a little more actively than did the other 
teachers who have a teaching degree to teach crafts. Thus, using the local 
curriculum is not dependent on the craft teacher’s formal competency. The 
variation between the groups of the formal competence in the context of 
using the curriculum is not significant statistically. 
When examining the results regarding the craft teachers’ gender and 
teacher background, it seems that female craft teachers have used the local 
curriculum more often than the male craft teachers have. Using the local 
curriculum is, thus, dependent on the craft teacher’s gender. The variation 
between female and male craft teachers in the context of using the curriculum 
is significant statistically. In addition, the interesting point is that distinctly 
more than half (56 %) of the textile work teachers use the local curriculum 
fairly much or extremely much. Correspondingly, only every third (32%) of 
technical work teachers use the curriculum as actively as textile work teach-
ers. Thus, using the local curriculum is dependent on the craft teacher’s 
teaching background. The variation between the textile work and technical 
work teachers is extremely significant statistically. 
When consideringhe craft teachers’ municipality type and geographical 
location, there is some variation between the different municipality types, but 
there is no statistically significant variation between the groups of geographi-
cal location. Thus, using the local curriculum is not dependent on the craft 
teacher’s geographical location. However, more than half (56%) of the craft 
teachers in densely populated areas have used the local curriculum more 
often than the craft teachers in the other areas. In the townships, use of the 
local curriculum is minor. Only every third (36%) craft teacher in a township 
uses the local curriculum as actively as his/her colleague in densely populated 
areas. Curriculum use is dependent on the craft teacher’s municipality types. 
The variation between the groups of municipality types is significant statisti-
cally. 
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According to the one-way Anova test, there is a connection between the craft 
teachers’ participation in local curriculum creation and the factor of the crafts 
in the working day of the school. The craft teachers who have participated in 
local curriculum creation regard the crafts in the working day of the school as 
more affirmative than the teachers who have not participated in this process. 
The difference is significant statistically. There is a statistically significant 
connection between these two variables, but the variables do not determinate 
each other. The coefficient of determination is non-existent (2%). 
According to the one-way Anova test, there is a connection between using 
the local curriculum and the factor of the resources of crafts teaching. There 
is an interesting point, in that it seems that the craft teachers who have not 
used the local curriculum, or craft teachers who have used it little, regard the 
resources of the crafts teaching as more affirmative than the teachers who 
have used the local curriculum fairly much or extremely much. There is a 
statistically significant connection between these two variables, but the vari-
ables do not determinate each other. The coefficient of determination is non-
existent (2%). 
The properties of variables, which are related to the realization of the 
local curriculum at schools, are divided relatively according to the participa-
tion in local curriculum creation and its use. The variation between the 
groups is minor. These variables do not determine each other at all. Thus, 
matters that are related to realizing the local curriculum at schools could not 
determine the participation in local curriculum creation and the use of the 
local curriculum at the teacher’s level.  
 
7 Conclusion 
Based on the results, it seems that two of three craft teachers have partici-
pated in local curriculum creation and nearly half of them have used the local 
curriculum in the planning of their own work. The result that applies to local 
curriculum creation is very similar to an earlier result found by Hilmola 
(2009), which is related to the technical work craft teachers. Compared with 
the mathematics teachers, the craft teachers are more curriculum orientated, 
because about only one in ten mathematics teachers is curriculum orientated 
(Niemi, 2004). The craft teachers used the local curriculum more often than 
other teachers did in a study carried out by Haaparanta (2005) and a study by 
Atjonen et al. (2008). According to these other earlier studies, only about 
every fourth teacher has used the local curriculum in the planning of his or 
her own work.  
The craft teachers that are 41- to 60-years-old have a teaching degree spe-
cifically for crafts; these teachers who work in Southern and Western Finland 
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are more orientated to helping in the creation of the local curriculum thanr 
craft teachers elsewhere in Finland. This means that the young craft teachers 
in Eastern Finland and in the Northern areas of Oulu and Lapland are not 
actively oriented toward such a process. This is an interesting point, because 
the national assessment results of the boys in these areas were better than in 
the other pupils’ results in the other areas of Finland (Hilmola, 2011, 190). 
Furthermore, those craft teachers who are oriented toward this process of 
local curriculum creation think more often than other craft teachers that their 
subject is seen in the workday activity of the school. 
The female craft teachers, who are 51- to 60-years-old, are textile work 
teachers located in the more densely populated areas and are more oriented 
toward using the local curriculum in the planning of their own work than 
other craft teachers are. This means that the young male craft teachers, who 
teach technical work in the less densely populated townships and rural areas, 
are less oriented toward using the local curriculum than other craft teachers. 
The members of this latter group think that they have more resources for 
crafts teaching than those who have actively oriented toward using the curri-
culum. The result, which is connected with using the local curriculum and the 
resources of the crafts teaching, is similar to an earlier result found by Hil-
mola (2009, 197). The effect of the learning environment will precede the 
local curriculum in the planning of crafts teaching. 
One can therefore state that the young craft teachers are not oriented to-
ward the curriculum. Both their participation in its creation, as well as their 
use of it is minor. The reason might be the fact that the curricula are seldom 
reformed and they have not yet had the opportunity to actively take part in 
creating their local curriculum. Even though the national core curriculum is 
reformed at intervals of 10–12 years, local curricula ought to be reviewed 
more often. In this kind of situation, the risk exists that there is not prior 
planning in craft teaching and the curriculum, which is realized in teaching in 
the classroom, and which pupils have experienced, is rather a hidden curricu-
lum, as Lahdes (1997) has stated. It can be that the young craft teachers have 
become estranged from the curriculum. In the future, it would appear to be 
important that the crafts curriculum be checked at least every second year and 
that the crafts curriculum be made familiar to all teachers, especially to the 
young craft teachers. 
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Learning through the arts: Developing teacher-
artist co-operation 
Inkeri Ruokonen, Ulla Salomäki & Heikki Ruismäki 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The article is a case study of teacher-artist co-operation in a secondary school. It presents the 
three different cases of how artists and subject teachers work together and how scientific 
school subjects like physics, history and languages can be studied through the arts by co-
operative teamwork and participative learning methods. Data has been collected through ob-
servations at school and by interviewing the artists and subject teachers. According to the re-
sults, the artist-teacher co-operation and learning through the arts are worthwhile tools to 
develop learning environmental solutions in Finnish schools. 
 
Keywords: learning through the arts, artist-teacher co-operation, learning environmental so-
lutions 
 
 
 
1 Introduction 
This article is a case study and description about what happens when artist 
comes to a school and starts teaching together with a subject teacher. In this 
study artist-teacher co-operation is introduced in one school where the com-
mon aim was learning school subjects through the arts. The background for 
this case and possibility occurred when one arts centre had a renovation of 
the ventilation system during 2010–12 and children’s arts centre moved its 
activities to day care centres and schools and provided an opportunity for its 
artists to try new working methods inside the school day.  
John Dewey (1934/2005), established the experiential and holistic learn-
ing movement andpromoted the important role of engaging the learning envi-
ronment in learning. Kolb (1984) includes his ‘cycle of learning’ to be a 
central principle of his experiential learning theory, in which ‘immediate or 
concrete experiences’ provide a basis for ‘observations and reflections’. In 
the learning process, the learner goes through various stages of, experiencing, 
reflecting, thinking and acting. Reflections are assimilated into more abstract 
concepts with implications for action in which a person can actively test and 
experiment the new experience or creation. There are many recent studies 
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which prove the importance and many possibilities of arts education in the 
school curriculum (Efland, 2004; Heilig, Cole & Aquilar, 2010). Learning 
through the arts and artist at school program may give more creative possi-
bilities to Gardner’s (1999) multiple intelligence theory to enhance learning 
in schools and use aesthetics as a way to provide richer and more emotionally 
stimulating learning contexts to various subjects (Eisner, 2002). 
Nichols and Stephens (2013) write in their study about the similarity in 
studying science and arts. The common factor is creative thinking, which is 
used in scientific learning as a way to explore a problem, form or test a hy-
pothesis, and answer questions and in the artistic learning processes to create, 
interpret and express. According to Nichols and Stephens (2013), inquiry is at 
the heart of both of these methods; they highlight in their study how the arts 
and sciences can be taught together by using their similar processes to im-
prove pupils’ engagement. 
The children’s arts centre called Annantalo is an arts centre for children 
and young people in downtown Helsinki. It offers arts education, exhibitions, 
dance performances and theatre productions by working together closely with 
schools. In the daytime, the centre is filled with primary school children who 
attend arts classes. Several times a year family event days are held at Annan-
talo. Due to a renovation of the ventilation system, about half of the artists 
joined a programme in which artists work in day care centres and schools for 
a certain period (Salomäki & Ruokonen, 2011).  
This ‘artists in the schools’ programme from Annantalo co-operated with 
the MUS-E® Finland Association. The artists in the school programme began 
when violinist and humanist Yehudi Menuhin (1916–1999) founded, together 
with Marianne Poncelet, the International Yehudi Menuhin Foundation 
(IYMF) in 1991 with its main office in Brussels, Belgium. Menuhin’s vision 
was to develop long-term projects, with the aim of giving a voice to every 
child through artistic expression in all its forms. The International Foundation 
is at the centre and coordinates a network of associations that act as the 
national operators of its programmes, such as MUS-E® in eleven European 
countries. The frst aim of this programme reminds the political, cultural and 
educational institutions of the central place of art and creativity in all the 
processes of personal and societal development. Secondly, these artistic pro-
jects give a voice and increase intercultural sensitivity between all cultures 
present in Europe. Arts at school: the MUS-E® programme introduces arts 
mainly in primary schools to develop children’s creative powers and release 
their creative potential, thus preventing violence and racism through fostering 
harmony and a sense of aesthetics from the earliest age. Implemented in 11 
countries, MUS-E® now involves around 55,000 children from 550 primary 
schools and 3,500 teachers, thanks to the support from the European Union 
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and many national and regional governmental authorities and partners. Over 
1,000 artists take part in the programme (Wichers, P. & Poncelet, M., 2011).  
 
2 Previous studies about learning through the arts 
In Finnish school history, arts has been used traditionally as a tool in learning 
other subjects especially on the primary school level. The generalist class 
teachers have integrated arts in other subjects. The systematic co-operation 
between artists and schools in the Learning through the arts theme has been 
piloted, developed and researched only during the last ten years. Ketovuori 
(2007) studied a project carried out in the Finnish schools of the municipali-
ties of Lahti and Rauma was based on the Canadian Learning through the 
Arts pedagogy (LTTA). During the project, artist-teacher pairs co-operated 
by teaching different school subjects through the arts to school classes by 
using a ‘project method’ style of learning.  
The Learning through the Arts (LTTA) programme was established in 
1995 by the Royal Conservatory of Music Toronto (Elster, 2001). It is the 
second largest educational programme in the country and involves over 
100,000 pupils, 240 elementary, and secondary schools, in six Canadian 
cities (Bamford, 2006; Ketovuori, 2007). This kind of learning has also been 
of interest to educators in other countries who wished to undertake similar 
pilot projects including Finland, Italy, the UK, Australia, Portugal, the United 
States, Singapore, Japan, Malaysia and Sweden.  
According to Ketovuori (2007), the core idea of LTTA is “to transform 
the goals, culture and methodologies of public education”. LTTA offers dif-
ferent kinds of learning methods and uses the arts when children are learning 
math, science, language, history, or social studies. Ketovuori (2007) stresses 
that before the artists and teachers begin to work together in close relation-
ship the teachers have some training in using the arts as a tool to learn differ-
ent subjects, and the artists gain some background on educational principles 
and in classroom dynamics. 
Researchers (Smithrim & Upitis, 2005; Gamwell, 2005) have found many 
benefits from the learning through the arts method: pupils became more en-
gaged with science and other school activities and they enjoyed learning. 
Surveys of LTTA pupils, teachers, parents, and administrators referred re-
peatedly to the “cognitive, physical, emotional, and social benefits of learning 
in and through the arts” (Smithrim & Upitis, 2005, 120). According to Gam-
well (2005), learning through the arts has increased all learning modalities 
(aural, visual, and kinesthetic). When students are engaging pupils physically 
and mentally in learning situations, they are more likely to retain the informa-
tion. 
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An, Capraro and Tillman (2013) studied how learning mathematics can be 
studied through the music at school. In their study, two teachers designed and 
integrated music activities to their regular mathematics lessons across five 
weeks. The results demonstrated that teachers could both plan and integrate 
various music activities with different mathematical content. According to 
their results, music/math interdisciplinary lessons had positive effects on 
multiple mathematical ability areas. According to Gardner (1993) people 
connect their intelligences with others. By integrating music in mathematics, 
teachers produce more effective instruction for students to better understand 
mathematics from multiple approaches (Fiske, 1999; Aprill, 2001). 
Similar to researchers examining the results of LTTA projects, Salomäki 
and Ruokonen (2011) have studied the experiences of six artists who were 
working at the schools in Annantalo/MUS- E® artists at a school project 
during 2010. Most of the artists had not had previous experience with work-
ing in school or in day care centres. The children’s cultural centre itself had 
offered great working ateliers and materials for the art sessions, so the chance 
to work outside of Annantalo was an effort that demanded eagerness and a 
readiness to experience something new and accept the challenges. The artists 
who worked for the first time in the schools attended planning meetings with 
the school staff. Some of them had draft plans ready, and the rest of them 
planned the project from the beginning with the teachers. Many of the arts 
educational projects were not connected to any other theme or subject in the 
schools.  
According to the artists, the beginning level of the school groups was 
quite good. The most negative feedback was received about the condition of 
the proper working space in the schools or the availability of arts educational 
materials. At the beginning, the interaction skills of the pupils were quite 
poor. According to the results of this study, there was not so much name-
calling, bullying or harassment, but on the other hand, nor was there much 
positive feedback or encouragement either. According to the artists, the group 
dynamics in the classes developed positively during the arts process 
(Salomäki & Ruokonen, 2011). 
 
3 Study design 
This case study is a qualitative approach to one school’s everyday life. The 
specialty of this school is that they have artists working together with teach-
ers and different subjects are learned through the arts. The research problems 
were first to discover and describe of what elements learning through the arts 
lessons consists. Three different lesson cases are described. A second aim of 
this case study was to determine how co-operation between the artist and the 
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teacher develops through their experiences. The aim was to asses how they 
experience and describe their roles and expertise in this co-operation. The 
research material has been collected through observations at school and by 
interviewing the artists and subject teachers. The school was in the Helsinki 
area and there were classes from 1st to 9th grade.  
The research material was collected in the spring of 2012 when the artists 
had been working in the school for one semester. The artists who joined the 
projects represented various fields of art: comic strips, dance, literature, 
music, textile art, theatre and visual art. The length of the projects was a 
minimum of 10 hours in a 5-week period. In most cases, the artists worked 
for a longer period. The projects were followed by a documentary team, 
which consisted of a photographer and video- and animation artists. The 
material had been qualitatively content analysed and reflected on by the re-
search team. As results, three different cases are described to show how ar-
tists and subject teachers work together and how scientific school subjects 
such as physics and foreign languages can be studied through the arts by co-
operative team work and participative learning methods.  
 
4 Results 
First, the results consist of short descriptions of three different’ Learning 
through the Arts’ lessons made according to the observations and secondly 
the results of the pair interviews in which artists and teachers shared their 
experiences and knowledge about the forms and contents of their co-
operative relationship during the ‘Learning through the arts’ teaching. 
 
Descriptions of three Learning through the Arts lessons 
Lesson 1: Eighth grade physic lesson: Learning physics through dance 
The aim of the lesson is to understand physical concept of work (W= F x s) 
and to count how much work is needed to lift up an object. The lesson starts 
with contact play, in which a joyful atmosphere is created and contacts be-
tween pupils become natural. After that follows another play exercise in 
which a group of pupils are dancing and then lifting up one of their class 
mates.  
The teacher explains the concept by drawing on the board. The 
term work was introduced in 1826 by the French mathematician Gaspard-
Gustave Coriolis as “weight lifted through a height”, which is based on the 
use of early steam engines to lift buckets of water out of flooded ore mines. 
The SI unit of work is the Newton-metre or joule (J). The work done by a 
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constant force of magnitude F on a point that moves a displacement s in the 
direction of the force is the product. 
After lifting dancers and measuring the weights of pupils start, they began 
to count.For example, if a boy named Eetu is lifted up and Eetu’s weight is 
m=57kg, it is G= 570 N. The boy, Eetu, is lifted up and travels 2 metres (s=2 
m), then it does thework W = (570 N)x(2 m) = 1140 N m = 1140 J. This is 
approximately the work done lifting up the boy, Eetu (57kg) from the ground 
to over a person’s head against the force of gravity. How many pupils were 
lifting him up and how much work did each of them have to do? The pupils 
were very interested in and actively counting and presenting their results. The 
aim of the lesson was reached in a very holistic way and everyone understood 
the concept of work. Co-operation between the subject teacher and the artist 
was very intuitive and fluent. 
 
Lesson 2: Seventh grade French lesson 7th grade: Learningthe French lan-
guage through comics 
The French Institute in Finland organized a comics competition and this class 
will take part in it. The lesson begins with French substantives that the 
teacher is saying and an artist is drawing on the board. After that, the pupils 
do the same working in pairs. Next, they begin to plan their design for the 
comics or cartoons for the competition. The artist advises them with tech-
niques and drawing. The subject teacher is teaching advises them with French 
letters and title texts. The pupils worked actively and their previous works 
were reviewed and the texts were readaloud. The pupils continued this pro-
ject during the next lesson. The pupils were animated by the competition and 
their work; French words and drawings were combined in their comics. The 
pupils were very motivated by the competition and they were continuously 
actively co-operating and working in teams. The teacher and the artist super-
vised and coached them. 
 
Lesson 3: Fourth grade German language class: Learning the German lan-
guage through drama and dance 
The aim of the lesson was to learn the names of the rooms or parts of a build-
ing or a house. The lesson began with a German dance. After that there was a 
lottery game. The pupils chose a paper from a hat. On every piece of paper 
some name of a room was written (die Keller, die Garage, die Badezimmer, 
das Dach, die Treppe, etc.). 
The pupil who chose the paper had to present or dramatize with his/her 
body something that is connected to the room or part of a house. The other 
pupils tried to guess and say the word. After that, the word was written on a 
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board. ‘Sehr gut;, says the teacher when the pupils find the right answer. The 
pupils like to play and very easily learn these words. The pupils were in-
volved in learning and participating in the lesson. The artist and the teacher 
worked fluently and intuitively by co-operating throughout the lesson in a 
very natural way.
In all the lessons the pupils experienced and tested new ideas, creations or 
concepts through the artistic work; they reflected on, and engaged with the 
problem solving in very experiential ways and learned the concepts in a very 
holistic way. In every lesson, Kolb’s experiential learning cycle (1984) was 
obvious (see Figure 1).
 
 
Figure 1. Experiential learning through the arts 
 
Experiences of co-operative teaching 
The results of the pair-interview of the artists and subject teachers show the 
interesting dimensions of the co-operation between artist and teacher. The 
first step of the co-operation is setting goals. The artists experienced many 
challenges in their work at the beginning: the busy timetable in the schools, 
the lack of materials, and proper working spaces and other needed items. 
Often the withdrawn and shy attitudes of the children inside the classroom 
with too large groups and too few adults made it difficult to get the exercises 
started. The most important was the attitude and support of the headmaster of 
the school. The information and support of the teachers was experienced as 
very important at the beginning for creating a good relationship for the co-
operation in teaching. 
The schoolteacher introduced the aims for the syllabus concerning the 
subject in the period when the artist was working in the class. The school-
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teacher also gave information about the pupils and some educational aspects 
concerning the group. In the beginning, the artists often find all this addi-
tional information to be very challenging, but it also also presents an interest-
ing task for the to master. The eachers shared their pedagogical knowledge 
about the subject and the pupils. The artist observed and began to plan his/her 
integrative applications about learning some subjects through the arts. The 
creativeness is needed when the artist is thinking about the arts pedagogical 
solutions and how to integrate his/her art form to a certain school subject. 
“When I got the aims of the physics syllabus in this period, I had to admit that I 
did not remember those issues from my school studies and I had to study it all 
over again. Naturally I got support and I could always ask the subject teacher 
about her opinion when I began to create my ideas of how to teach physical con-
cepts through dance.” (Artist 1) 
 
The joy of teaching and learning was mostly mentioned when asking about 
the benefits of learning through the arts method. The best moments according 
to the interviewees, were seeing the pupils’ joy in their faces during studying 
and learning. In addition, both teachers and artists noticed the effectiveness of 
this kind of co-operative teaching method. The pupils became inspired and so 
did the co-operative teaching team. The most positive feedback for the teach-
ers was that the most challenging group also participated very actively. Ac-
tive participation decreased negative behaviour in these classes. Teachers also 
found this kind of co-operation very fascinating and they mentioned that they 
learned something about a more holistic way of teaching the subject through 
the arts. 
This integration has been a wonderful experience for me. Co-operation has 
worked really well and I have learned some new ideas about how to teach lan-
guage by using art. I think this integrative method is very valuable especially for 
those learners who have difficulties in concentration and who like to learn in 
more holistic way by using their body or hands. (Teacher 2) 
 
According to observations and interviews, the co-operation was very fluent 
during the lessons, even intuitive. Teachers and artists were following each 
other and responding or sharing the leadership in a very natural way. 
We did not have much time for planning every lesson together, but we 
trusted and relied on each other. Everything has gone so incredibly well and 
we are partners who can give space to each other in a very natural way. In 
this integrative method, pupils participated in the learning process, so we all 
are working together in the same learning process. (Artist 2) 
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The feedback has been so good that teachers are sharing their experiences 
in the teachers’ room and when a certain period is ending and the artist is 
changing the subject area, theteachers almost have a competition about who 
is going to have the next period with the artist.
In this co-operative teamwork, the expertise is shared in both ways. 
Teachers are sharing their pedagogical knowledge of the pupils and the sub-
ject and the artists are sharing their knowledge and skills concerning their art 
form. The artists are also the main people responsible for the creative plan-
ning in learning through the arts process although the teachers are also co-
operating and sharing the subject knowledge in the artistic and holistic learn-
ing process. Both are working for the pupils and their better learning experi-
ences. For this co-operation, the support of the whole school culture and 
administration is needed. In co-operation with the artists, the school society 
can develop new methods for learning and collaborative work. This is shown
in Figure 2.
 
Figure 2. Collaborative learning through the arts 
 
5 Discussion 
This case study showed that artist teacher co-operation provided new diverse 
instructional tools in classroom situations. Experiential learning was used in 
every day learning situations and pupils seemed to engage in learning through 
School culture 
Learning society 
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their active artistic participating. Collaborative teamwork promoted creative 
methods and problem solving in every day pedagogical practices. Learning 
through the arts gave new opportunities for self-expression and self-discovery 
for all participant pupils as well as teachers and artists. Teachers recognized 
that arts promoted engagement and motivated learning among pupils and 
improved the academic achievement of all pupils.  
In the future, the key issues of the school society are to develop creative 
thinking and well-being. This is a challenge to every school environment and 
its culture. By doing more collaborative work between educational and cul-
tural administration, more creative solutions could be found. Schools are 
ready for artists to join the team. This is not away from the arts educational 
subjects of the schools; this is adding one creative person more to the school 
society to work with the teachers who are willing to develop and teach other 
subjects through the arts. 
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Conceptualizing adult piano beginners’ playing experience 
through the NKI-approach 
Marit Mõistlik-Tamm & Gerhard Lock 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Our aim is to conceptualize adult piano beginners’ playing experience. Empiric data of the 
present paper comes from the study conducted during a course ‘Piano Playing for Every-
body’ (PPE) at Tallinn School of Lifelong Learning in Estonia (Mõistlik-Tamm, 2012). 
From October 2012 to April 2013, three courses were launched with 22 participants (17 
women, 5 men). In order to analyse the data we apply the NKI approach developed first as a 
text reading strategy by Lock (2011). It is based on three categories–New, Known, Intrigu-
ing–which are applied here as analytical tools to detect the topics and situations equivalent 
to NKI in the participants’ responses on an open-ended questionnaire. We explore how par-
ticipants begin to manage ‘reading’ and playing appropriate sheet music (Päts, 2002). We 
develop a conceptual model based on NKI to conceptualize one-to-one instrument lessons’ 
feedback and give examples of its analysis taking into account different perspectives of NKI. 
Our conceptual model as well as the analysis of examples of verbal feedback may provide 
important insight for teachers who work with adult beginners in instrument lessons as well 
as in any other field of music pedagogy. 
 
Keywords: adult piano players, conceptual model, NKI approach, written feedback 
 
 
 
1 Introduction 
The mission of Tallinn School of Lifelong Learning (TSLL, Tallinna Rah-
vaülikool; established in 1959 in Tallinn, Estonia) is to offer a variety of 
theoretical and practical courses to the public, regardless of age and previous 
level of education (Missioon ja visioon, 2013). TSLL’s field of activity is to 
organise informal and continuing education, recreational activities and cul-
tural events maintaining cultural heritage (Tallinna Rahvaülikooli põhimää-
rus, 2013), mores pecifically in the following areas: culture, languages, 
music, art, nature, cooking, handicraft, theatre, photography, computers, 
movement, health, psychology, and hobby groups (choirs, dance groups) 
(Kultuur.ee, 2013). Furthermore, TSLL is also a partner institution to the 
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programme Adult Education in Informal Education Centres (2008–2013) 
(Programme, 2008). 
The aim of the current article is to conceptualize adult piano beginner’s 
playing experience. Empiric data of the present article comes from the study 
conducted during a course ‘Piano Playing for Everybody’ (PPE) at TSLL 
(Mõistlik-Tamm, 2012). The idea of the course was to offer adults the oppor-
tunity to (re)discover piano playing guided by the first author of this article. 
Individual lessons allowed each participant to set individual goals during the 
first meeting. Owning a piano at home or reading skills of music were not 
required as the course’s title suggests–piano playing for everybody. From 
October 2012 to April 2013, three courses were launched with 22 participants 
(17 women and 5 men): two of them have attended all three consecutive 
courses, eight of them took two consecutive courses and three had only one 
lesson. For total beginners the teaching materials used were the 1st and 2nd 
exercise books by the well-known Estonian music educator Riho Päts (2002): 
Piano Playing Instruction (Klaverimängu õpetus). General interests by be-
ginners were as follows: to learn music notation and to play with two hands 
at the same time. For those who had some preliminary experience with the 
piano, they mainly wanted ‘to play for the soul’ and to get confirmation about 
uncertain areas in piano playing (bass clef, different rhythms, fingering, sym-
bols, and pedalling). 
In order to analyse the data we apply the NKI approach developed first as 
a text reading strategy by Lock (2011). It is based on three categories–New, 
Known, Intriguing–which are applied here as analytical tools to detect the 
topics and situations equivalent to NKI in the participants’ responses to an 
open-ended questionnaire. We explore how participants begin to manage 
‘reading’ and playing appropriate sheet music (Päts, 2002). We develop a 
conceptual model based on NKI to conceptualize one-to-one instrument les-
sons’ feedback and give examples of its analysis taking into account different 
perspectives of NKI. 
 
2 Background and principles of the NKI approach  
Developed since 2007 as a reading and listening analysis strategy by the 
second author of this article (see Lock, 2011), the NKI approach is based on 
three basic categories: New, Known, Intriguing. The aim of their application 
is to enable the learners to approach texts including written text and other-
texts1 (in audio or videoformat, e.g., lectures) as well as music and other art 
                                                           
1 The term “text” is further used in quotation marks pointing to its broad definition including all 
kinds of text forms from oral and gestural texts to written texts (in a variety of sign systems), 
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works from exactly that level of knowledge, skills and experience they have 
achieved until that particular moment. A similar approach taking into account 
the pre-knowledge, skills and experiences of the learners is a basic aspect in 
the Critical Pedagogy for Music Education programme (CPME, based on 
Paulo Freire’s Critical Pedagogy) (see Abrahams, (2005a, b).2 The NKI ap-
proach can be used in both a university context (research or pedagogical 
purpose) and at earlier school levels. As long as the teacher neither assumes a 
certain level of pre-knowledge, skills and experience nor gives any specific 
questions or focus topic to be detected or analysed from the “text”, the NKI 
approach enables the learners to look at the text through their own eyes, be-
ginning a “communication” with the “text” without fear of making mistakes 
or mismatches in respect to pre-given tasks or expectations. 
The basic categories New and Known are facts categories including in-
formation, facts and relations of which the learners have no or little pre-
knowledge. The third category, Intriguing, should be considered as an evalu-
ative category in the sense that the information, facts and relations (both the 
Known and the New) may cause in the learners’ reaction and response to-
wards contrary opinions from positive to negative, from affirmative to nega-
tory attitudes, or exploring something that seems to be especially interesting 
to be contemplated later or in further research. 
The learner’s role while “communicating” with the “text” includes the 
following steps:  
1. observing (reading, listening to, examining) the “text”; 
2. detecting the New, Known, Intriguing (NKI), which requires reflection 
on pre-knowledge, skills or experiences and relating oneself person-
ally (interests ) to the matter; 
3. indicating (written or oral) the NKI to be found in the various ele-
ments of the “text” and express them directly in the “text” (marking in 
written texts) or separately verbally in keywords, phrases, sentences.  
 
The teacher’s role while looking at and analysing the learner’s accounts in-
cludes: 
                                                                                                                               
and artworks. For further background concerning cultural analysis of texts, meanings, lan-
guage and the world of texts, contexts, readers, see Lehtonen, 2000. 
2 According to Abrahams, the aim of CPME is to “break down the barriers that exist between 
the music students hear and love outside the classroom, with the music the teachers want them 
to learn. The teaching model suggests that when teachers connect school music to the child‘s 
own music, the music becomes empowering and offers more plentiful opportunities for mean-
ingful experiences inside and outside the classroom“ (Abrahams, 2005a: 2). 
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1. detection and understanding the level of pre-knowledge, skills and ex-
perience of the learners at the particular moment questioning NKI; 
2. a development option and opportunity to adjust the subject content, 
requirements and outcomes according to the diversity of learners’ pre-
knowledge, skills and experience levels; 
3. support for the learners not only in the purely quantitative increase of, 
but also in the qualitative transformation of the actual level of know-
ledge, skills and experience from New into Known through appropriate 
teaching and learning methods at the micro as well as macro time 
level,3 This depends heavily on the level of engagement the learner 
can achieve applying the third category Intriguing. 
 
The function and advantage of the NKI approach can be seen as follows: 
knowledge, skills and experience (1) immediately transform (dynamically, 
during the learning process) from New into Known (consciously and/or un-
consciously)4 even better they should turn into the category Intriguing; (2) 
they become part of the short-term or even long-term memory remaining as 
passive knowledge to be recalled in a situation where it becomes useful. The 
phenomenon of “conscientization” in the Critical Pedagogy for Music Educa-
tion (CPME)–becoming aware that one knows, which, in ideal cases, happens 
together in the teacher and learners5–can be observed while using the NKI 
approach. Insight as a transition from a “state of not knowing” to a “state of 
knowing” (see Schooler et al., 1995; Mayer, 1995–quoted in Trottier, 2003, 
p. 7) as well as the “Aha!” experience6 (see Trottier, 2003, p. 7) play an im-
portant role while “communicating” with “texts” and reflectively relating 
oneself (the learner) to the matter. 
The NKI approach was developed mainly as a tool for learners enabling 
them a first and individual approach that results in knowledge transformation 
(from New to Known) as well as insight and “Aha!”-experience (Intriguing), 
                                                           
3 The phrase “micro time level” means here: transformation of knowledge/skills during the 
immediate process of dealing (“communicating”) with the “text” (immediate learning proc-
ess). “Macro time level” points to learning processes requiring a longer amount of time (from 
days to weeks to years) including distancing oneself from the “text” for some time and includ-
ing unconscious processes supporting the occurance of insight.  
4 See an overview of consciousness research and different levels (minimal consciousness, 
perceptual consciousness, constructual consciousness, articulate consciousness). (See Ander-
sen, 1986. 
5 According to CPME music education is empowering (a knowledge with depth and more than 
the recall of information). (See Abrahams, 2005b, p. 4) 
6 According to CPME, music education is transformative (acknowledging a change in percep-
tion for both the learners and teacher): “When this type of transformation happens, and self-
knowledge results in a moment of “Aha!”–a feeling of revelation–one may claim that music 
learning has occurred” (Abrahams, 2005b, p. 8). 
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and offering the teacher insight into the learners’ actual level of knowledge, 
skills and experiences. In this article, the NKI approach is developed further 
into a conceptual model for analysing one-to-one instrument lessons’ feed-
back, and through the analysis of feedback, we may trace developments and 
transitions from one category to another.  
 
3 A conceptual model for analysing one-to-one instrument 
lessons’ feedback 
In this article, the NKI approach is applied as an analytical tool for the analy-
sis of the learners’ written (textual) feedback7 after courses of one-to-one 
instrument lessons directed by the first author of this article. In this article, 
the NKI approach is enlarged and developed further into a conceptual model 
that takes into account both the necessity of the teacher to appropriately tune 
the amount of the New in accordance to the individual needs of the learners. 
The learner can then reflect on and give feedback on the amount of the New 
and the Intriguing as well as insights and the “Aha!” experience during the 
learning process. With the help of a metaphorical image of a water tap crane 
and a glass of water, Figure 1 shows that we can understand the NKI ap-
proach and its functioning as a tuning process in which the teacher has the 
responsibility to dynamically react to the learners’ (changing, transforming) 
level of knowledge, skills and experience. The learners are asked to reflect on 
and express their experience in order to enable the teacher to find the appro-
priate tuning.  
 
                                                           
7 The learners responded to several feedback questions, but were not directed to answer con-
cretely to NKI categories. 
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* input=knowledge, skills, advice, material = “liquid” (several kinds of “liquids”) 
** “tap”=metaphor for source, direction from which input comes 
*** “glass”/“vessel”=learner’s brain/sensomotoric memory 
 
Figure 1. Conceptual model for analysing one-to-one instrument lessons’ feedback 
  
The conceptual model shown in Figure 1 consists on the left side of a meta-
phorical-pictural part and on the right side of a conceptual-schematic part. 
The tap water crane (left side) with a water glass (held by the learner) catch-
ing the stream from the crane regulated by another hand (that of the teacher) 
refers to the “liquid” as the New and the input either given by the teacher 
and/or asked for by the learner.8 The vertical double (actually triple) arrow 
with the percent symbol shows that the relation between the Known and the 
New may differ and change by percentage. The “liquid” being already in the 
glass symbolizes the Known while the tap crane is the source and the stream 
of the “liquid” refers to the New. The horizontal arrow in the triple arrow 
points to the third category (Intriguing), which leads, after insight or the 
“Aha” experience! as well as training and experience to understanding at a 
new level. On this new level the whole process of NKI and its tuning repeats; 
it should be actually in a constant dynamic flow. According to the model, 
both the learners and the teacher should obtain insight together. The learners’ 
insight appears as insight and “Aha!” experience as well as through reflec-
tion, training and growing experience. The teacher’s insight concerns the 
pedagogical-methodological side (“how to tune the stream of the New”) tak-
ing into account the learners’ individual interests, abilities and pre-
                                                           
8 In PPE lessons the input and content of each lesson and the course in general was chosen by 
the learner. 
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knowledge. In the case of the empirical data of this article, the pre-knowledge 
of adult piano beginners’ is mostly low or does not exist at all. On the other 
hand, adults bring with them a whole variety of experiences from other fields 
of their life into the one-to-one tuition and the teacher must consider this and 
be aware of how the learner (re)acts in accordance with this experience. A 
certain amount of passive knowledge and/or deep wishes or imaginations 
concerning music and piano playing plays a much greater role for adult be-
ginners than for young beginners.  
The following sections of this article introduce the empirical data we take 
as example using the NKI approach as an analytical tool for analyzing learn-
ers’ feedback after the courses. Actually, the dynamic process conceptualized 
in the model above also works throughout the teaching-learning process 
which should be observed in further studies analysing processual and conver-
sational data kept on audio and video.     
 
4 Qualitative data from the course ‘Piano Playing for 
Everybody’ 
Qualitative data is based on the participants’ written feedback for the course 
‘Piano Playing for Everybody’ (PPE) and have been gathered in the autumn 
of 2012 and in the spring of 2013. After the last lesson of the course cycle, 
participants received an online questionnaire form that enabled them to re-
flect on their own experience of PPE. 
 
The questions were as follows: 
• How were your expectations met with the piano lessons? 
• What was the most beneficial part of PPE for you? 
• What did you specifically enjoy/like? 
• What could be done differently next time? 
• Please comment on the role of the piano teacher. 
 
There was also a space for free comments and the beforementioned online 
questionnaire was designed to protect the respondent’s identity. Therefore, it 
did not include background data such as precise age and gender of the re-
spondent as many of them had mentioned before their will to continue with 
PPE and the first author of this article wanted to honor their right to privacy. 
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5 Analysis of qualitative data 
In order to detect from the verbal feedback the learners’ understanding of 
their learning process (including also their self-reflective pre-knowledge and 
goal achievement judgement) through the NKI categories we analysed six 
responses from five participants of two courses (three participants from 
autumn 2012 and two from the spring 2013 PPE course). The responses were 
chosen according to their ability to transport implicitly the NKI categories. 
Theyalso included self-reflective statements that may point indirectly to NKI, 
a state of pre-knowledge/lack of knowledge, or reflect on the working pro-
cess. The NKI categories may appear in the answers from different perspec-
tives:  
1. pre-knowledge reflection [pkr]—state of consciousness/ understand-
ing/ pre-knowledge/skills;  
2. process reflection [pr]—reflection of the consciousness/ understand-
ing/ learning/training process;  
3. achievement-reflection [ar]—achieved state of consciousness/ under-
standing/knowledge/skills, and 
4. future abilities [fa]—knowledge, skills, experiences useful for the fu-
ture. 
 
In the responses can be found learners’ reflections concerning the teacher’s 
ability to enable the learner to achieve the goal of the course. The direct in-
fluence of that will be indicated in the analysis as teacher ability [TA].  
The learning topics in the first feedback quotation are content related top-
ics: knowledge and skills of piano playing (general), musical notation (spe-
cific). The NKI categories and their transitions are the following: [N-pkr], 
[N-pkr → K-ar] (2x), [I-ar], [I-fa], [K-pkr → I-ar]. The colours used indicate 
self-reflection (dark yellow), New (red), Intriguing (magenta), Known 
(dark green) 
Since I had completely no prior knowledge [N-pkr], then I have acquired within 
those five lessons [ar] the initial knowledge and skills [N-pkr → K-ar] that will 
be useful [I-fa] to understand piano [N-pkr → K-ar] and for better [I-ar] under-
standing musical notation [K-pkr → I-ar]. (Participant 1, 2012 autumn) 
 
The learning topics in the second feedback quotation are content related top-
ics: understanding the piano (general), playing with two hands together (spe-
cific). The NKI categories and their transitions are the following: [N-pkr/pr 
→ K-ar], [N-ar], [I-ar]. 
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With my little practicing [pr] there was a surge evolution of my consciousness 
[pr] in understanding the piano [N-pkr/pr → K-ar]; at the end of the fourth les-
son I was able to play [ar] with two hands [N-ar] together [I-ar]! (P8, 2012 
autumn) 
 
The learning topics in the third feedback quotation are teaching methodology 
related reflections: kindness, proffessionality, support, tempo of achievement, 
teaching strategy (‘translation’, learner-focused approach). The NKI catego-
ries and their transitions are the following: [TA: I-pr/ar], [TA: N-pkr → K-
pr/ar]. 
I have already mentioned earlier, that there was a very pleasant and professional 
teacher [TA]. She contributed significantly to reach answers a far faster than I 
could have independently [TA: I-pr/ar]. She ‘translated’ a lot of things into a 
language suitable for me [TA: N-pkr → K-pr/ar]. (P2, 2012 autumn) 
 
The learning topics in the fourth feedback quotation are learning process 
related reflections: always something new, its working (or not working: frus-
tration), learners’ development. The NKI categories and its transitions are the 
following: [K-pkr → N-pr], [I- pr], [I-fa].  
In every lesson there was something completely new9 [K-pkr → N-pr]. In this 
moment it was frustrating because again things don’t work out, [I-pr] but that, of 
course, makes you develop [I-fa]. (P3, 2013 spring) 
 
The learning topics in the fifth feedback quotation are content related topics: 
sheet music, notes on the piano, time signatures, playing with left hand, play-
ing with both hands together. The NKI categories and its transitions are the 
following: [N-pkr], [N-pkr/pr], [N-pkr/pr → K-pr], [I-pr] (2x), [I-ar].  
Since I was a complete novice [N-pkr], everything was new: knowledge of sheet 
music, finding notes on the piano, time signatures sizes, etc., etc. [N-pkr/pr]. I 
have grown to learn those before mentioned elements [N-pkr/pr → K-pr], for the 
first time in my life I played with my left hand, [I-pr] too. It took a big amount of 
practice at the beginning [pr] to get to play with two hands together [I-pr], of 
course I see this as a quick development [I-ar]. (P3, 2013 spring) 
 
The learning topics in the sixth feedback quotation are content related topics 
as well as development in attitude: chords, rhythms, awe replaced with inter-
est to experiment and evolve further. The NKI categories and its transitions 
are the following: [N-pkr], [K-ar], [N-pkr → I-ar], [K-pkr → I-ar/fa]. 
                                                           
9 This means that something was already known.  
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Before the course I did not know nothing about chords [N-pkr], now I can say 
that I already know something [K-ar]. Slightly better I am able to read sheet 
music10 [N-pkr → I-ar], including a variety of rhythms [I-ar]. Awe concerning 
the instrument is replaced with interest to experiment and evolve further. [K-pkr 
→ I-ar/fa] (P6, 2013 spring) 
 
If putting all NKI categories analysed in the six quotations (in square brack-
ets) together into a matrix the following Table 1 and its graphical visualiza-
tion in Figure 2 shows how the different perspectives of NKI categories are 
distributed to the NKI categories in the feedback analysed. 
 
Table 1. Distribution of different perspectives of NKI categories: pre-knowledge 
reflection [pkr], process reflection [pr], achievement-reflection [ar], future abilities 
[fa] in the six quotations analysed. K (Known), N (New), I (Intriguing) 
 
 pkr pkr/pr pr ar ar/fa fa 
N 5 3 1 0 1 0 
I 0 2 4 1 0 2 
K 4 0 1 3 0 0 
 
Figure 2. Distribution of different perspectives of NKI categories: pre-knowledge 
reflection [pkr], process reflection [pr], achievement-reflection [ar], future abilities 
[fa] in the six quotations analysed. K (Known), N (New), I (Intriguing) 
 
The stacked bar diagram in Figure 2 shows that pre-knowledge reflection 
[pkr] was found in the quotations in connection with mostly the New (N) and 
                                                           
10 Obviously the learner already knew the notation system to a certain extent. 
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slightly less with the Known (K) categories, but not in the category Intriguing 
(I). This may mean that in the feedback there was found a high number of 
content or topics either known or new, slightly more in category N. Hence, 
[pkr] together with process reflection [pr] was analysed in connection with 
mostly N and less I categories, which may indicate that process reflection 
takes place in connection with something new and/or intriguing. Process 
reflection [pr] itself was analysed in all three categories; the most in category 
I, obviously indicates that learners concentrate the most on the process if 
something is intriguing. Achievement reflection [ar] was analysed in relation 
to mostly the category K (and less in category I), which may indicate that 
learners recognize an achievement best if it was achieved based on something 
known or something that is intriguing. However, [ar] together with future 
abilities [fa] appeared only in category N, which may indicate that an 
achievement which opens future perspectives is connected to category N. The 
[fa] was analysed in connection with category I, which may indicate that 
future abilities (often) not yet achieved offer an intriguing future perspective.  
 
6 Implication 
Here the authors would like to point out some key implication for teachers 
and learners concerning what the conceptual NKI model enables for the re-
searcher. 
 
The teacher’s role and challenge: 
1. Transmitting/mediating knowledge/skills, advice, material etc. to the 
learner; 
2. Providing support to the learner and supportive environment in the 
lesson; 
3. Tuning the stream of the new extremely carefully according to the 
learner´s comprehension level, and 
4. Taking into account the learner’s interests, abilities, pre-knowledge, 
and musical taste when developing a lesson. 
 
The learner’s role and challenge: 
1. Being interested in and open to the New and Intriguing and articulat-
ing it as clearly as possible to the teacher; 
2. Articulating/sharing preknowledge with the teacher without feeling 
embarrassed about its level, depth or accuracy; 
3. Being willing to try differents trajectories the teacher is offering and 
choosing the one that seems the most natural, and 
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4. Self-reflecting and giving feedback at different stages of the les-
son/course. 
 
The analysis through NKI enables the researcher: 
1. To analyse how learners verbalize/express their experiences in the 
categories of NKI; 
2. To see how NKI categories appear through the lens of the researcher 
(analyser); 
3. To reflect on the teacher’s teaching process, and 
4. To understand how much NKI depends on the different perspectives 
of reflection and future abilities.  
 
7 Conclusion 
The aim of this article was to apply the NKI approach as an analytical tool to 
detect the topics and situations equivalent to NKI in participants’ responses to 
an open-ended questionnaire of data derived from the first author’s course 
‘Piano Playing for Everybody’ (PPE) at Tallinn School of Lifelong Learning 
in Estonia. We developed a conceptual model based on NKI to conceptualize 
feedback on one-to-one instrument lessons and analysed six examples of five 
participant’s verbal feedback. The conceptual model and the implications 
intend that the teacher’s role and challenge include providing know-
ledge,material, advice and a supportive environment, and tuning the stream of 
the New carefully taking into account the learners’ interests, abilities and 
comprehension level. The learners’ role and challenge includes being open to 
the New and Intriguing and articulating it clearly to the teacher as well as 
articulating/sharing preknowledge with the teacher without feeling embar-
rassed about the level/depth or accuracy of it. Further, the learner should be 
willing to try differents trajectories the teacher is offering and choose the one 
that seems the most natural. The learner should also self-reflect and give 
feedback at different stages of the lesson/course in order to support the 
teacher in tuning the stream of the New appropriately.  
The analysis of the verbal feedback took into account the NKI as it ap-
pears in different perspectives: pre-knowledge reflection [pkr], process re-
flection [pr], achievement-reflection [ar], future abilities [fa]. The results of 
the analysis show that pre-knowledge reflection takes place in both the New 
and the Known categories, the process reflection takes place in the category 
Intriguing. If something is already known or evokes interest then it will be 
acknowledged through achievement reflection [ar]; in connection with future 
abilities it was found also in category New. Future achievement [fa] is ac-
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knowledged in the category Intriguing. While most participants’ feedback 
analysed in the current article was self-reflective, one participant explicitly 
drew on the role and ability of the teacher in a way that is worth quoting in 
our conclusion: “She contributed significantly to reach answers far faster than 
I could have independently. She ‘translated’ a lot of things into a language 
suitable for me”. The first sentence describes the importance of the teacher’s 
support in general. The second sentence points to the appropriate method-
ological strategy of ‘translating’ (obviously the New) as well as using the 
appropriate language. The analysis through NKI enables the researcher to 
analyse how learners verbalize/express their experiences in the categories of 
NKI.The analysis also shows how the NKI categories appear through the lens 
of the researcher (analyser) and it helps to reflect the teacher’s teaching pro-
cess and to understand how much NKI depends on the different perspectives 
of reflection and future abilities.  
This article presented a conceptual model and case study results of how to 
analyse verbal feedback of one-to-one lesson instrument lessons. It should be 
applied in the following studies on more qualitative data in order to confirm 
these preliminary results. Our conceptual model visualizes the role and chal-
lenges of both the learner and the teacher and may provide important insight 
for teachers who work with adult beginners in instrument lessons as well as 
in any other field of music pedagogy. 
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Developing Mental Training Methods for 
Student Teachers 
Outi Immonen, Anja Oksanen, Inkeri Ruokonen & 
Heikki Ruismäki 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The mental training typically takes place without an instrument or the physical act of playing 
and focusses on a particular activity, a conscious guiding of that activity, as well as on in-
corporating an emotional experience of that activity. The purpose of this study is to develop 
mental training methods for student teachers. The aim of the research is to determine which 
experiences student teachers have about their mental training.  
The article presents the results of a case study concerning the fourteen student teachers’ 
experiences of mental training. The data has been collected by using a questionnaire and 
interviews of student teachers at the Department of Teacher Education at the University of 
Helsinki in Helsinki, Finland. The research data has been qualitatively content analysed. 
These student teachers had not been taught in mental training, but they had used it in their 
learning and hobbies especially connected to music and sports. According to this case study, 
the methods of mental training can be developed further in teacher educational instrumental 
pedagogy.  
 
Keywords: Mental training, instrumental studies, keyboard harmony, teacher education 
 
 
 
1 Introduction 
The purpose of this study is to focus on the experiences that student teachers 
have of using the elements of mental training in their instrumental practice. 
The article introduces the piano studio learning environment developed at the 
University of Helsinki (Oksanen, 2003a, b; 2011; 2012) and the concept of 
mental training, which is according to Immonen (2007; 2012) very holistic in 
nature including different personal strategies and ways of training. The aim 
of this pre case study is to collect material from student teachers before teach-
ing them mental training and later develop the methods for mental training 
and do the follow up study after mental training has been linked to the in-
strument pedagogy of teacher education.  
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According to Tauriainen (2012), the increasing use of computers and In-
formation Communication Technology (ICT) in schools and homes has op-
ened new horizons for music education and instrument pedagogy (see e.g., 
Juntunen et al., 2011). Many kinds of technological applications for music 
are available for the recording, saving, editing and sharing of audio, video 
and music scores. Free software and extensive background information to 
support teaching and learning music is available on the Internet. This situa-
tion presents challenges to music teachers and students: is there a need to 
modify the music education environment and if so, in which way? In addition 
to the traditional piano playing, has come a form of group studying. Re-
searchers have noted too other research by Pike (2011) that shows the im-
portant physiological, educational and social benefits of group music study. 
In the past twenty years, computers have entered music teaching, and this 
has facilitated many developments. Learning environments, institutional 
culture, and attitudes to learning and performance have been changed (Papa-
georgi et al., 2010). Technology is often a motivating factor in itself, and 
through it, unique creativity in an overwhelmingly tonal society is possible 
(Ward, 2009). The important question is what music skills do we want differ-
ent learners to learn with the new technological applications? Technology is 
just an aid; teacher’s pragmatic experience in teaching music technology is 
essential (see Tauriainen, 2012; Papageorgi et al., 2010; Ward, 2009; Daniel, 
2004; 2006). 
 
1.1 The piano laboratory as a learning environment for instrumental 
studies in teacher education 
The piano laboratory is an environment of exploratory learning where learn-
ing takes place mostly by doing. The features of electric musical instruments, 
together with the digital learning material offer a great amount of information 
to the students, including the variables of different musical elements. 
Through an LCD display, the musical progress of notation and musical pa-
rameters (rhythmic, melodic, harmonic, structural patterns) can be followed. 
In a successful environment of exploratory learning, there is an emphasis on 
student activity, self-monitoring and interaction with the subjects to be 
learned.  
The starting point for learning music and keyboard harmony is listening. 
With the help of listening, cognitive processes are initiated that form images 
of musical patterns. A player should be able to create an aural image before, 
during, and after a musical event. The interactive material makes it possible 
to work playing situations in parts starting from a melodic or harmonic base 
changing tempi, rhythms, sounds and so on. The melodic and harmonic bases 
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can be listened to separately. Both hands can be exercised separately with the 
rhythmic background. Playing can be recorded and visualised, with either the 
keyboard or the score for purposes of analysis during the exercise. Rhythm 
supports training in different parts of the accompaniment. Simulations train 
skills in accompanying forming an environment that mirrors the accompany-
ing situation at school and thereby enhances the transfer effect of learning. 
Studying accompaniment skills in a digital environment can also be ap-
proached from the multimedia point of view, where the information is pro-
cessed separately for visual and aural channels (Mayer, 2001). A third chan-
nel processing the kinestetic memory is also necessary when learning the 
motorics of piano playing (Oksanen, 2003). 
Piano teaching and learning by using digital material has been studied in a 
piano laboratory in the Department of Teacher Education, Univeristy of Hel-
sinki during more than 15 years. When a student can set goals for her-
self/himself, adjust the learning process and influence the length and diffi-
culty of the exercises, the pace at which studying will take place is probably 
achieved (Oksanen, 2003, 2011, 2012). Student-centrism affects in-depth 
learning comprehension (Olkinuora, Mikkilä- Erdmann, Nurmi & Ottosson, 
2001). Further, a transfer effect is more probable if the student has experi-
enced that strategies help in learning and if learning has taken place with 
positive experiences (Salovaara and Järvelä, 2006). The motivation increases 
if the subject to be learned can be applied in the real world (Järvenoja, 2006). 
According to Oksanen (2012) by using digital learning material, teacher-
centeredness was reduced, the students were supported in reaching their 
goals, and the environment encouraged the use of self-instruction and self-
evaluation, thereby helping the students to manage as accompanists in differ-
ent situations. It was essential to differentiate part of the learning material 
during the lessons, which were attended by students with different skills and 
from different courses simultaneously. The student feedback has been posi-
tive. Especially good ratings were given to the aural images of the repertoire 
made possible by the digital learning material, the ability to practice each 
hand separately, to change the tempi, and to play with the harmonic ground 
only. The material demonstrated how things are to be learned. The package 
of various accompaniment styles could not substitute for the teacher, whose 
help was needed occasionally. The possibilities for self-monitoring in the 
learning process were appreciated. Students’ own playing recorded in a port-
folio makes it possible to skip the traditional exam situation. Recording the 
performances in a portfolio for later evaluation, encourages students to com-
pete with themselves and achieve good results. With the help of the students’ 
recordings, the development of their accompaniment skills can be demon-
strated (Oksanen, 2012). The learning process had fostered positive feelings 
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of success. The principal strategies in teaching keyboard harmony in a digital 
environment are modelling, training, support, verbal and comparative reflec-
tion, and finally, phasing out the teacher’s and the digital learning material’s 
role. 
The above experiences are consistent with those from computer-assisted 
education in general. With the help of computers, better learning results are 
achieved as compared to traditional education, and positive learning attitudes 
are achieved, while the memorization of learning material and carrying out 
different routine tasks are improved (Sinko and Lehtinen, 1998; Lehtinen, 
2006). 
 
2 Theorethical background 
The concept of mental training is seen as very holistic in character. In this 
article, the concept of mental training is connected to music and especially to 
instrumental learning and practising. The inner hearing and musical imagina-
tion are the most important abilities to be developed in music education (Elli-
ott, 1995, 227–228); they are connected to the ability of mental training dur-
ing the teacher educational studies. 
The principle is that every individual imagines him/herself as ideal as 
they can in the circumstances of their ideal situation or presentation. Mental 
training is a goal-oriented training procedure where the most important aspect 
is not only the improvement in the physical or technical issues, but also in the 
ability to control them mentally. The objects of mental training can be techni-
cal issues, movements, automation, confidence, or the ability to imagine 
(Immonen, 2007). 
The Musician’s mental practice may be separated into several different 
aspects; firstly there is the visual starting point; secondly, the motor-
kinesthetic issues, and thirdly, there are aspects of the auditory senses (Za-
torre and Halpern, 2005). Mental practicing may also take place without the 
visualization of, for example, verbal training, and self-encouragement is also 
a form of mental training.  
Murphy and Martin (2002) define mental processes and mental training as 
non-physical training of performance andtechniques. They also state that 
mental training is some kind of imitation of the sensory and perceptual aware 
of the experience and create images intentionally. Mental images can be 
created without any specific external stimulus. Murphy and Jowdy (1992) 
emphasize the awareness of the difference between imagination and dayprac-
tice processes (Hardy et al., 1996, 28). 
Moreover, mental training is not limited to extreme situations (such as 
contests and concert presentations), but it can also be used to achieve the best 
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results in normal training situations. Through mental training, it is possible to 
learn better technique and concentration. These are all important elements 
engaged in training and they also give the best motivation for practising. 
Development of physical skills through mental training is strongly related to 
a better performance and strengthened self-confidence (Liggett, 2000, 20). 
Imagining, and the mental work involved, includes much more than im-
ages. Imagining is a thinking process involving many of the senses such as 
sight, hearing, smell, and taste. Mental training can be seen as a communica-
tion mechanism between perceptions, the body and changes in the sense of 
the body or touch. Mental training has been used in improving presentation 
skills, awareness of the body and shape, and slimming. Even the idea of shap-
ing the immunizations of the cells through mental training has been devel-
oped (Esplen and Hodnett, 1999). 
The mental training typically takes place without an instrument or the 
physical act of playing and focusses on a particular activity, a conscious guid-
ing of that activity, as well as an incorporation of an emotional experience of 
that activity. The previous research (Immonen, 2007) showed that both 
modes of practising, mental as well as physical, involve three important ele-
ments: planning, realisation and evaluation of the practice and in music men-
tal training aims at the most ideal possible act of playing and the creation of a 
musical event. The purpose of this study is to develop mental training meth-
ods for teacher students. 
 
3 Research Problems and Methods  
The aim of the research is to determine which kind of experiences teacher 
students have of mental training. Research data was gathered though a ques-
tionnaire and interviews of student teachers (14) at the Department of 
Teacher Education at the University of Helsinki. The research analysis is 
qualitative content analyses of the student teachers’ descriptions oftheir men-
tal training. The open questionnaire for the student teachers consisted of the 
following questions. The discussions and interviews were held with the same 
themes: How long have you played the piano? What are your hobbies? Do 
you train in your mind? If you mentally train, when do you do so and how? 
What does mental training mean to you? The students were asked to describe 
in as much detail as possible some learning situations in which they had men-
tally trained. 
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4 Results 
The musical background of the student teachers varied significantly. The 
questionnaire was sent to those students who studied the basic course of 
music didactics (3cp), whichincluded keyboard harmony, and to those who 
already studied their minor subject studies in music (25cp) which included 
keyboard harmony. Student teachers had various hobbies, mainly sports 
(basketball, boxing, tennis, aerobics, gymnastics, riding, skiing, sailing and 
oriental martial art). Music was also listed as a hobby (singing, guitar, piano) 
along with dance (modern dance, ballet); one respondent mentioned the the-
atre.  
When asked students’ former studies in piano playing, five of fourteen 
had begun their piano studies at the Department of Teacher Education. Two 
of them had studied electric organ playing only by themselves without any 
teaching. Seven of them had studied piano playing in their childhood or youth 
and had played for a few years (2–3 years) and began again at the University. 
The students’s experiences concerning mental training also varied . It was 
surprising that almost all respondents (14) were already practising in their 
minds even though they were at the beginning of their keyboard harmony 
studies and without any consulting in mental training. One of them used men-
tal training in her piano practising without knowing what to call it. Nine de-
scriptions were connected to music and seven were connected to sports or 
dance. Two respondents had experiences of mental training in both music and 
sports. When asked, “Do you practice in your mind”, they answered:  
“Yes, sometimes. I hear the piece in my mind and I remember the movements of 
my fingers, but I have a need to control was it really so, for example I can’t be 
sure if my fingers are in the right position compared to the chords. I have a need 
to go to the piano to check if my imagining was correct”. (TS 1) 
 
The other interesting result was that student teachers’ experiences of mental 
training were very often connected to sports and the responses showed that 
students have been taught to use mental training for imagining the perfect 
performance. As one student commented, “In gymnastics, we used a lot of 
image rehearsals. The music of the gymnastic program was listened to with 
closed eyes and we were imagining for ourselves the perfect performance”. 
(TS 6) 
When asked when they mentally train, students describe the situations 
that are connected to their free time and to time when they cannot work 
physically. One student noted, “I mentalyl train when travelling on the train 
or during a boring educational lecture”/ (TS 1, TS 3) Another student thought 
about how well the training would work in different disciplines, “Mainly 
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after physical practising in sports and before it. I have not used mental prac-
tising in my piano playing, but I’m sure it would also work with music”. (TS 
4)  
When asked how they trained in their minds, students described their 
practising process and the most demanding phases of it. 
“I practice the tennis input in my mind in details. Usually I’m focusing on the 
most difficult parts of it: hold your back straight, your elbow relaxed, don’t hit if 
your input is bad. Usually I practise and concentrate on only 1–2 targets at a time 
for developing my playing. If I try to practise too many things at the same time 
there is too much in my mind and and I cannot progress.” (TS 12) 
 “I practice mostly when I already know and have the physical touch of the piece 
of music. I can feel the keyboard in my mind when the piece is automated for me. I 
have a strong feeling in my fingers, but when I play mentally I think about the first 
note of the piece. Sometimes I remember the visual notes, especially if I have 
practised the piece for a long time. Sometimes some suitable intros and fills can 
come in to my mind and then I’ll try to find out how it could sound.” (TS 11) 
 
When asked about what the mental training means to the students, they an-
swered that it helped them to practise and concentrate on a better perform-
ance. Mental training seems to be a very holistic way of learning skills.  
“I see the keyboard, notes and finger movements in my mind. Practising the most 
difficult parts of the piece in my mind has helped me to perform correctly without 
any mistakes. I think that I have my visual, aural and kinesthetic memory at the 
same time working when I’m practising in my mind.” (TS 5) 
 
The results show that mental training is naturally used by student teachers 
when practicing skills and performances. Many respondents connected their 
mental training in sports and according to one description, it was taught in 
sports as a method. When developing the method of mental training in in-
strumental pedagogy in teacher training it is important to focus on the visual, 
aural and kinesthetic learning styles and strengthening their mental well-
being. It is possible to imagine the perfect performance on the level of begin-
ners, e.g. “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” when the pedagogical guiding for 
mental training is used. 
 
5 Conclusions and discussion 
This study shows that mental training is an important part of student teachers 
way to learn and study and it should be more developed in instrumental 
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pedagogy of teacher training. Bernardi et al. (2013) have investigated mental 
practice as a potentially useful practice technique in different fields, such as 
athletics (Feltz & Landers, 1983) and music (Cahn, 2008; Theiler & 
Lippman, 1995). Converging evidence from different fields has shown that 
mental practice has a moderate and significant impact on performance, and 
that the effects of mental practice are weaker than the effects of physical 
practice (Gabrielsson, 1999). The efficacy of mental practice increases when 
the task involves cognitive or symbolic skills and when the subject has exper-
tise in the specific task’s domain (Driskell, Copper, & Moran, 1994). More-
over, several studies have shown that the proper combinations of mental 
practice and physical practice may lead to results that are close to or equal to 
those obtained in physical practice alone (Feltz, Landers, & Becker, 1988; 
Kopiez, 1990). 
Mental training can be used in basic instrumental studies so that mental 
training levels of planning, realisation and evaluation of the practice are tak-
ing in instrumental pedagogy from the beginning and the constructive and 
reflective methods are used in music education. Using the transfer effect 
when comparing mental training experiences in practising sports and music 
can be helpful for mental training learners. Mental training can also be used 
as a new method in studying music on a basic level. 
Mental training could be very helpful for beginners by creating auditory 
and motor images for their practising. Mental Training may also produce the 
effect of keeping the music in mind as well on the important technical issues 
when practising even for beginners. Many adult beginners have a real fear of 
beginning instrument playing. Mental training can also be effective to im-
prove their psyche and attitude towards playing. 
The piano studio as a learning environment supports students in reaching 
their goals, encourages the use of self-instruction and self-evaluation, thereby 
helping them to manage as accompanists in different situations. The digital 
learning material together with a self-assessment of the playing portfolio 
fosters students’ mental training. 
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Using Indigenous Research Methodologies in Arts 
Education Research 
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Abstract 
 
Methodology is the decision to use certain kinds of data collection and analyses in a research 
study. Indigenous research methodology is concerned with the use of methodologies that are 
culturally appropriate for indigenous people, such as Native Americans and Sami people. 
Indigenous research methodologies have the capacity to benefit both indigenous research 
participants as well as indigenous and non-indigenous researchers. Developing methodo-
logical frameworks that are respected equally by indigenous and non-indigenous scholars 
can assist the academic community in recovering the trust of some indigenous communities, 
help prepare non-indigenous researchers for work with indigenous peoples, and increase the 
likelihood that indigenous people benefit from research involves them. This paper describes 
six methodological guidelines for indigenous research. 
 
Keywords: indigenous research methodologies, arts education 
 
 
 
1 Introduction 
As a researcher in art education who is of Native American descent and who 
is also an enrolled member of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma, I am con-
cerned about how research focused on Native American artists, culture bear-
ers, teachers, and students is conducted. I am also concerned that research 
meets the needs of both academe and Native American communities. My 
concern extends out to all indigenous communities, such as the Sami people 
of Finland, Norway, Sweden and Russia. 
The history of Native American, European, and European-American in-
teraction is a story of cultural destruction. In the early 1800s the American 
federal government began an education policy that eradicated Native Ameri-
can students’ home cultures and replaced them with mainstream American 
values and culture. It was also during this time that the federal government 
began enlisting ethnologists and anthropologists to research Native Ameri-
cans and to collect data that would inform the development of policies about 
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them. The early researchers’ methods were embedded in their time; they 
regarded the people they researched as subjects and the researchers as experts 
who would benefit from the research. Thye conducted research on and about 
their “subjects” and not with Native people (Blanchard, French, Galleguillos, 
Lui-Chivizhe, McKnight, Sherwood, Smith & Wray, 2000). These research-
ers did not collect their data with consideration for the cultural context of the 
research subjects. They collected material in ways that were not acceptable to 
Native communities, and they did not share their results with the research 
subjects. 
Because of the history of their exploitation, some Native people are reluc-
tant to work with researchers, and particularly with non-Native researchers 
(Cajete, 2000; Mason, 2002). This relationships issue is of international con-
cern (Harslett, Harrison, Godfrey, Partington &Richer, 1999), and past 
abuses have led some countries, such as New Zealand, Canada, and Australia, 
as well as some Native American tribes, such as the Navajo Nation, to de-
velop research protocols to authorize research in Native communities 
(Harslett, et al., 1999).  
Recently, the increase in the numbers of indigenous people who have be-
come trained researchers and the emphasis on the importance of pluralism in 
the postmodern era has led to the development of ethnomethodologies, in-
cluding indigenous research methodology, in a variety of fields, including 
education, anthropology, medicine, and psychology (Hosmer, 1997; Szasz, 
1994). This type of research involves indigenous people in every step of the 
research process—research participants and institutional review boards agree 
upon the appropriateness of the objectives, instruments, and procedures, as 
well as how data will be interpreted and used; they share ownership and re-
sponsibility for the production and use of knowledge (Stewart & Williams, 
1992; Harslett, et al., 1999; Baskin, 2002; Lomawaima & McCarty, 2002). 
Additionally, ethnomethodological researchers must acknowledge the socio-
historical contexts of indigenous communities and consider them when 
choosing data collection instruments and analysis techniques. The ultimate 
goal is to ensure that indigenous communities benefit from research and are 
not inadvertently harmed. 
Since the 1970s some scholars have supported the idea that indigenous re-
search should be managed by indigenous people. One of these views argues 
that non-indigenous people have no place in indigenous research (Busby, 
Johnson, Kendal, Hill, Marshall & Schacht, 2002; Swisher, 1996). The meth-
odology that I outline in this paper is more in line with that of Lomawaima 
and McCarty (2002) and finds value in non-indigenous and indigenous re-
search working together in respectful collaboration for the benefit of the both 
indigenous communities and the arts education community. Indigenous 
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methodological frameworks, such as the one described here, that are re-
spected by indigenous and non-indigenous scholars (and indigenous commu-
nities) could possibly rebuild lost trust and increase the benefit indigenous 
people enjoy from research that involves them (Weber-Pillwax, 1999). 
 
2 Developing an Indigenous Research Methodology 
Because I am a Native American researcher, Native American research par-
ticipants hold me to different standards than they do non-Native researchers. 
They expect me to work within the Native American customs of consensual 
decision making and a social culture that privileges group over individual 
needs. Native American researcher V.F. Cordova has perceptively and skill-
fully written about these expectations and defines them as the “we” of Native 
American ethics (2004). For example, for a Native American community that 
I once worked with, my academic credentials were less important than my 
morality in terms of honesty and intent. As such, they asked me not to write 
about or discuss certain religious traditions that have not been published but 
are of interest to anthropologists and other academics. So, when a non-Native 
research colleague outside of art education who holds advanced standing in 
his field asked to co-author academic manuscripts with me about these par-
ticular practices, I chose to refuse. My adherence to the Native American 
“we” was a gesture of solidarity with the Native community in respect of 
their privacy and their desire not to be exploited. The individual advances I 
may have gained for my career had to be weighed against the wishes of the 
Native American community. 
Because of these personal and professional conflicts, I needed to develop 
a complementary methodological framework for my research. I looked 
among researchers in art education, but could not find an indigenous re-
searcher who had published a specific indigenous methodology for his or her 
work. Thus, I began to read about Native American concerns in diverse fields 
such as anthropology, ethnology, ethnohistory, American Indian studies, 
psychology, medicine and education. I found it useful to integrate what I 
learned from these various disciplines into my indigenous research method-
ology for arts education. 
Ethnomethodologies continue to be developed in response to the long his-
tory of indigenous people being researched and represented from viewpoints 
other than their own. The information in this chapter is part of a larger correc-
tive effort that is ongoing in many disciplines and that is beginning to be 
addressed systematically in art education.  
Indigenous scholars have often written about the need for indigenous re-
search methodologies for conducting research that involves indigenous peo-
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ple. Indigenous research is research conducted by an indigenous researcher 
(Weber-Pillwax, 1999), and indigenous research methodology is concerned 
with the ethical conduct of researcher and their use of methods that are cul-
turally appropriate for Native people. 
But some disparity exists in the literature concerning with methodologies 
are appropriate for indigenous research. Notions about indigenous research 
exist along a continuum that includes on one end the idea that indigenous 
research methodologies should not contain any references to Western meth-
ods or thought and on the other end, the idea that researchers can and should 
use Western methods that are compatible with indigenous methods. My 
methodology aligns more closely with the latter because I value research 
methods that are culturally relevant and appropriate, and that also satisfy the 
rigors of the academy in general (Durie, 1996, Smith 1999). I argue that 
when indigenous methodologies are developed in this manner they benefit 
local indigenous communities and both indigenous and non-indigenous re-
searchers. 
 
3 Six guidelines for an Indigenous Research 
Methodological Framework 
Native American families and individuals (like all indigenous people) are 
wonderfully complex; there are no essential Indians, tribes or groups within 
tribes, Indian nations or communities. Maori researcher Linda Tuhiwai Smith 
echoes this statement when she warns against a “one size fits all” methodol-
ogy (Smith, 1999, 2000); however, some indigenous scholars have written 
that there may be some general principles that can be drawn from the litera-
ture. In summation, the keys to indigenous research are inclusive decision-
making, mutual respect, the participation of indigenous people, equal sharing 
of input and control, acknowledging and respecting indigenous knowledge 
systems, and ensuring that all parties benefit from the research (Bishop, 1996; 
Durie, 1996; Horne & McBeth, 1998; Smith, 1999, 2000; Weber-Pillwax, 
1999; Blanchard, et al., 2000; Cajete, 2000; Manson, 2002). 
I started with these principles when I began developing my indigenous re-
search methodology. Further, Cora Weber-Pillwax, who is First Nations 
Canadian, Gregory Cajete, who is Native American, and Linda Tuhiwai 
Smith, who is Maori New Zealander, have written extensively on this topic, 
and from their work I further synthesized my six guidelines for an indigenous 
methodological framework. 
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Guideline 1: Connect research to indigenous philosophies and principles and 
consider indigenous ways of knowing as valid, legitimate and important. 
 
Research need to connect to indigenous philosophies and principles and re-
searchers should consider indigenous ways of knowing as valid, legitimate, 
and important (Smith, 2000; Weber-Pillwax, 1999). One example of this 
connection is respecting differences between traditional indigenous ways of 
generating meaning and traditional Western research paradigms. In general, 
indigenous epistemology can be described as holistic, contextual, reflective, 
and non-linear (Cleary & Peacock, 1997). Additionally, Cajete explains that 
Western positivist science follows a linear path and contrasts with “the In-
digenous mindset [in which]arrival at [point] B occurs through fields of rela-
tionships and establishment of a sense of meaning, a sense of territory, a 
sense of breadth of context” (2000, p.81). Listening to research participants’ 
voices and stories, and using these stories to create a context for understand-
ing is one way scholars can apply this guideline to research, as McBeth did in 
her collaborative biography of Shoshone Native American educator Bessie 
Horne (Horne & McBeth, 1998). McBeth documented Horne’s life stories 
about her youth, teaching experiences, and her ancestors, and then collabo-
rated with Horne to edit and compile her biography. 
 
Guideline 2: Respect and try to reflect traditional ways of being and knowing 
while creating new knowledge. 
 
The second guideline, to respect and try to reflect traditional ways of being 
and knowing while creating new knowledge (Bishop, 1996; Weber-Pillwax, 
1999; Cajete, 2000) indicates that indigenous epistemologies, cultures and 
language are dynamic, not static, yet they also show great respect for histo-
ries and traditions. Many indigenous researchers respect traditional episte-
mologies and use them when appropriate to collect, analyze and interpret 
data. For example, scholars can use narrative, a traditional indigenous way of 
creating knowledge, as one means for collecting and analyzing data as Arohie 
Durie did. As a member of a Maori research team, Durie talked with Maori 
participants in their homes, then interpreted finding through a framework of 
Maori cultural identity (Durie, 1996). 
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Guideline 3: Acknowledge experiential learning as an important means for 
creating knowledge. 
 
Because indigenous people respect experiential learning for creating knowl-
edge, research should ground their work in the lives of indigenous people and 
learn from their lived experiences (Weber-Pillwax, 1999). Phenomenology is 
a questioning of the way humans experience the world (Van Manen, 1990). 
Cajete (2000) postulated that examining lived experience is the basis for all 
indigenous knowledge. 
 
Guideline 4: Conduct research that has the potential to transform. 
 
Transformations occur when the natural process of learning is internalized. 
Additionally, transformations can occur within the research and the research 
participant when the research process is reflected upon by both parties. Re-
sponsible researchers try to assure that transformations benefit stakeholders. 
For example, in my study of the lived experiences of Ruthe Blalock Jones, a 
Native American woman who is an artist, educator, and religious leader, each 
of us found during our reflections that we had learned about ourselves and 
about pedagogy during the course of the study (Eldridge, 2006). 
 
Guideline 5: Conduct research from a “good heart” 
 
The idea that research must be conducted from a “good heart” means that the 
researcher has good motives and intends to benefit everyone (Weber-Pillwax, 
1999). In other words, the researcher must perform with integrity; good inten-
tions followed by good actions. Additional aspects of integrity include adher-
ing to protocol of tribal review boards and placing the researcher in the re-
search by using critical self-reflection, avoiding the posture of the superior 
expert that has plagued writing about indigenous people, and realizing that at 
all stages of the research that indigenous people will read and make judg-
ments about what is written about them. 
 
Guideline 6: Allow indigenous research participants control over the types of 
research that are conducted on and about them. 
 
The sixth guideline is that indigenous people should have control over who is 
allowed to research them and what is done to them. Indigenous people value 
having autonomy over their well-being and avoiding the perpetuation of 
stereotypes (Bishop, 1996; Harslett, et al., 1999; McBeth, 1996; Smith, 1999, 
2000; Weber-Pillwax, 1999). Manson gives an example of why this is impor-
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tant in her 2002 position paper, which recounted an incident where investiga-
tors from the Center for Disease Control (CDC) agreed to requests made by 
the Navajo nation not to name Navajo communities where studies of Hanta 
virus were conducted. However an article was published that did name the 
communities. Soon after publication of that article a large newspaper printed 
a front page story that labeled Hanta virus as the “Navajo flu” and implied 
that living a traditional lifestyle contributed to the risk of that disease. This 
incident is an example of why indigenous communities can be way of outside 
researchers, and that it is paramount that academic researchers establish trust 
and abide by agreements made with indigenous communities. 
 
4 Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 
In summary, as a Native American researcher, I am concerned about research 
that focuses on indigenous peoples, such as Native American and Sami peo-
ple. I found that I needed to develop an indigenous research methodology for 
my own research with indigenous research participants that is ethical and that 
uses methodologies that are culturally appropriate for indigenous people. 
Indigenous methodologies can benefit indigenous research participants 
and both indigenous and non-indigenous researchers. But because indigenous 
people in many countries, including the United States, Australia, New Zea-
land, Finland, Sweden, Norway and Russia, are plagued by ongoing social 
disadvantages and a history of the majority culture’s destruction of indige-
nous languages and lifeways, researchers need to respond appropriately to 
expressions of resentment and bitterness by indigenous peoples so that the 
mistrust and suspicion will not continue (Busby et al., 2002). By developing 
indigenous methodological frameworks that complement and enhance tradi-
tional academic research approaches, academicians can begin to recover the 
trust of some indigenous communities, help prepare non-indigenous re-
searchers for necessary and important work with indigenous people, and 
increase the likelihood that indigenous people benefit from research that 
involves them. 
The methodologies described in this chapter are not the only methodolo-
gies that are useful for indigenous research, and more work needs to be done 
to define philosophical frameworks and methodological guidelines for re-
search concerning indigenous people. My hope is that these and other indige-
nous research methodologies will build upon each other until the need for 
education about the realities of indigenous people are erased because these 
sensibilities have been mainstreamed. 
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(Dis)course of Tomorrow’s Audience 
Aspects on art institutions’ audience engagement as 
education, art and participation 
Pisko Aunola 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Audience engagement is a large field of different actions taken by the art sector, such as 
workshops, guided exhibition tours, open rehearsals, tours behind the scenes, and discus-
sions after performances. It is often referred to as audience development or audience build-
ing, and in that case, the main interest of an art institution is generally in attracting new 
audiences. However, when considering audience engagement from an educational point of 
view, it is possible to ask questions such as what kind of art education is audience engage-
ment and what kind of a learning environment can audience engagement create? Can audi-
ence engagement be seen as sociocultural animation? The aims of this article are to over-
view shortly on the situation of audience engagement in Finland and discuss the audience 
engagement as a form of animation. 
 
Keywords: Audience engagement, sociocultural animation, artistic learning environment 
 
1 Introduction 
Art institutions’ audience engagement is a large and emerging field, and 
discussion and debate in the field is vivid. This article focuses on the theory 
and dimensions of audience engagement, and proposes aspects especially 
from the standpoint of animation.  
Internationally audience engagement is a controversial topic, and in Fin-
land art and culture institutions also have to seriously consider their stance. 
For example, the City of Helsinki has stated in the Strategy for Cultural Pol-
icy that audience engagement will be emphasized in the future when evaluat-
ing and financing projects (Kunnas et al., 2012, 11–41). 
The terminology is continually changing and terms such as audience de-
velopment, audience building, and outreach are used as synonyms oroverlap-
ping terms. Often audience engagement is related to the discussion of acces-
sibility of the arts, applied use of art methods, outreach of an art institution 
and participation in general. On the other hand, audience engagement is con-
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nected with marketing arts in different ways, reaching new audiences and 
researching present audiences by surveys in order to better target art 
institutions’ actions. In this article, audience engagement is bundled with art 
education, and the questions on the speciality that art institutions’ art educa-
tion brings to education and lifelong learning. 
Educational aspects might be obvious for some art institutions, such as 
museums, where museum pedagogy has evolved into its own remarkable 
field and where the educational dimension is recognized and acknowledged. 
One researcher notes, “In the end, a museum is a pedagogical institution, 
otherwise it should be called a warehouse” (Kallio et al., 2004, 7). A theatre, 
dance company or orchestra might not be called a warehouse, but the need 
for a livelier relationship with the audience seems to be clear. 
My position as a researcher is to bring out; I am entwined with the subject 
as a theatre teacher, who has been working for several years in a theatre in a 
position where many sides of audience development coincide. This immer-
sion into the subject is beneficial yet important to disclose. 
According to Brown & Ratzkin (2011), audience engagement is a some-
what bewildering array of programs and activities. In recent seminars and 
various publications on this theme, the picture of this wide repertoire is tak-
ing shape: audience engagement is as multifaceted as the field of arts itself. It 
might be strategically thought through and long term based, or even random, 
but it contains different actions taken by the art sector, such as workshops, 
guided exhibition tours, open rehearsals, tours behind the scenes, discussions 
after performances, courses, and art projects. A report of the project YLÖS (a 
development project of professional theatres’ audience engagement executed 
at the University of Tampere during 2008–2010) states that audience work 
(as is the common way to put it in Finnish) is a wide ensemble of different 
procedures, which aims to deepen the relation between theatre and audience 
(Torkko, Haapalainen, A., Malte-Colliard, K., Himberg, N. & Laiho, M., 
2010, 2). 
The roots of audience engagement are in British orchestras’ audience de-
velopment projects, and the theoretical models come from this tradition. 
Rogers sees audience development as “collaborations between the elements 
of art, education and marketing” (Rogers 1998, 7). Rogers (1998, 1) states 
that education can function without audience development, but it is hard to 
imagine audience development without education. Similarly, Heather Maitl-
and (2000, 4) states the same by saying that audience development is princi-
pally performed from three directions: educational personnel, artists, or mar-
keting projects. Even though the perspective in this article is from art educa-
tion, it is essential to bring out the whole spectrum of audience engagement 
in order to conceive the dimensions and broadness of the concept.  
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2 Small overview on the situation in Finland 
The first theatre curators studied in the Theatre Academy updating education 
in the mid-1990s and in January 2012 began a new programme called “Man-
aging audience work” at the Sibelius Academy. There are professionals such 
as producers, teachers and actors taking part in this education. The profes-
sionalism of the people working in the field of audience engagement is 
rapidly developing (e.g., Torkko et al., 2010). Professionals are needed, when 
the significance of audience engagement is highlighted (Kunnas et al., 2012, 
41). Networking and seminars are increasingly common as demonstrated by 
the fact that the YLÖS project arranged two international seminars on audi-
ence engagement in 2009 and 2010, and Annantalo Culture Centre has orga-
nized four HIMO seminars on art education and audience engagement.  
The Finnish National Opera has been performing consistently in audience 
engagement since 1990. First, it was called Audience Education, next OOP! 
Children and Young Audiences and since 2008 the opera has been using the 
term Audience Co-operation exclusively, which emphasizes the bidirectional 
character of the activity (Hietanen, 2010). As well as The Opera, the Theatre 
Museum’s theatre education has deep roots: the theatre education in this 
special museum for performing arts has been the museum’s audience en-
gagement since the early 1990s. 
More and more theatres, orchestras and other art institutions have audi-
ence engagement programs. A full-time working audience educator/worker 
(or even its own department devoted to audience engagement) can be found 
in many institutions such as Zodiak–Center for New Dance, Q-theatre, the 
Finnish National Theatre, the Finnish National Opera, Kokkola City Theatre, 
Helsinki City Theatre, Rovaniemi Theatre, Lappi Region Theatre, Theatre 
Museum, EMMA–Espoo Museum of Modern Art, Helsinki City Museum, 
and Kiasma Museum of Contemporay Art. Many institutions have audience 
engagement programs, but no full-time employees.  
 
3 Audience engagement as animation 
To animate means, literally, to breathe life into something. A transformation 
is involved; what once was still now moves (Smith, 2009). The roots of ani-
mation are in community education and social pedagogy (Kurki, 2005; 
Smith, 2009). Smith recognizes three types of animation: 
1. Creative-expressive animation (encouraging people to engage with art 
forms) 
2. Sociocultural animation (participation in communities) 
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3. Leisure animation (developing opportunities such as adventure play-
grounds, toy libraries, and outdoor activity centres) 
 
Animation is a pedagogical movement, which aims to get people to partici-
pate in their own lives and actively develop the life in their communities 
(Kurki 2005, 344). Audience engagement has similar goals: in addition to the 
most “obvious” goal, accessing new audiences, it is possible to see participa-
tion and inspiration as important starting points.  
As mentioned in the introduction, audience engagement can be seen from 
many directions. Maitland sees audience development with different aims, 
depending on who is performing it: marketing projects focus on the direct 
benefits for the organization while artists want the audience to have a better 
understanding of their form of art. Educators are usually more interested in 
the personal experience of a participant, and their work can also be seen as 
“growing the audience of tomorrow”. (Maitland, 2000). 
When considered in the frame of art education, audience engagement can 
be connected tightly to the idea of animation. Especially within the first 
model of animation, where animateurs encourage people to engage with 
music, theatre, dance and other art forms for the enjoyment participation 
brings, the self-expression it fosters, and the learning that can flow from 
involvement (Smith, 2009). Participation is the basis of the animation, and 
the processes of participation are created by arousing the audience’s initiative 
and responsibility (Kurki, 2005, 345). For example, in a theatre project this 
can be seen as an opportunity for everyone to participate, if not on stage, 
maybe in costume making, light design, writing or creating something else. 
Furthermore, animateur can be seen as a “job description” of an audience 
engagement professional. For example, the Finnish Science Centre Heureka 
in Vantaa calls their guides in the exhibitions and programmes “animateurs” 
or “inspirators” (innoittaja). The task of an animateur can be seen as Thomas 
Cabaniss, composer and animateur with the Philadelphia Orchestra describes 
in the case of orchestras: seeing that audiences get a chance to connect to the 
orchestra and its music in new ways and helping players to reach out to the 
communities where they reside (Cabaniss, 2007). 
Many audience engagement projects can be examined from a sociocul-
tural standpoint. For example, Lahti City Theatre made a project in a village 
community and suburb (described in the report of the YLÖS project, Torkko 
et al., 2010). Now there are several audience engagement programmes going 
on in Finland that have the goal of animating the life of a community (e.g., 
the Finnish National Theatre’s Project “Village Lives!” and Zodiak’s project 
“My Name Is”, which are completed in different districts of Helsinki). 
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In Finland, especially in youth work, the sociocultural animation is estab-
lished and might even appear obvious from the art educators’ points of view. 
In art education, the participation of “audience” is a matter of survival, but 
with the theory of animation it is possible to deepen the understanding of 
audience engagement and especially the profession of the people doing the 
work. As Cabaniss (2007) describes it: animation ensuries that the interac-
tions with audiences are lively, creative and inspiring. 
 
4 Discussion 
In the field of arts, there is a huge paradigm shift in progress. The world is 
changing and many art institutions have to fight for their survival. On the 
other hand, many art forms are more accessible than ever and there is a great 
number of choices when it comes to art experiences. At the same time, arts 
education has decreased in schools, and dance does not exist in schools at all; 
furthermore, drama is often an extracurricular activity (e.g., Ruokonen, 2009, 
142). Audience engagement can answer on its behalf to the need for new 
ways of art education. It can also build bridges between participation, learn-
ing, art and education. As learning environments, theatres, dance floors, mu-
seums, and orchestra rehearsal spaces create new and different worlds to 
explore and experience. Audience engagement has huge potential as a way to 
reinforce art education in schools, kindergartens and different formal or in-
formal spaces of education. 
As mentioned in the introduction, audience engagement will be empha-
sized in the future when evaluating and financing projects, and professionals 
carrying out audience engagement projects are needed. TINFO (Theatre Info 
Finland) has gathered statistics of audience engagement events in Finnish 
theatres. Their results show that audience engagement has become everyday 
life in theatres; there were 1252 audience engagement events during spring 
2013 (TINFO 2013). Future audience will be related to art forms and also art 
education in many new ways.  
Animation as a viewpoint to audience engagement is valid. Art education 
is animation, “breathing life into something”. In the context of art institu-
tions, it can get many meanings, one being the new relationship between 
audience and the art form. Audience development is actually creating arts 
development, when there are new forms of art and art education spreading in 
the art sector. It can also be seen as part of a person’s path in life and the field 
of art education.  
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The Phenomenon of Song Celebration in the Narratives of 
Singers of Children’s Choirs 
Kristi Kiilu & Kristiine Mõttus 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The tradition of Song Celebration has united Estonians throughout their history and offered 
people a chance to express themselves musically. The constant changes of social context and 
globalisation have put the whole cultural side of life to the test. The purpose of the study was 
to gather information related to participation in Song Celebration from children who sing in 
choirs in order to analyse and interpret their personal experience. What meaning does Song 
Celebrations carry these days in the development of cultural identity and the values of a 
singer? The empirical research is based on the tradition of qualitative research. Semi-
structured interviews were used to interview 20 singers from various children’s choirs, di-
vided into groups of 3–4. The study results demonstrated that the tradition of Song Celebra-
tion as a phenomenon supports and develops cultural identity, creates values, and maintains 
the continuity of the Estonian language and culture. 
 
Keywords: Song Celebration, children’s choir, singer, identity, values, phenomenon 
 
 
 
1 Introduction 
For Estonian people an important form of communal activity is choral cul-
ture, which also serves as a means of shaping adolescents into full-fledged 
citizens, developing the participants emotionally, spiritually and morally and 
promoting their organisational skills (Estonian Choral Association, 2007). 
Song Celebration is a unique phenomenon of Estonian national culture with 
continuous traditions that have played a significant role throughout history, 
unifying the Estonian people and being a medium of the national liberation 
struggle. Estonian choral music and the tradition of Song Celebration are held 
in high esteem, which is testified by the fact that in 2003 the tradition of 
Estonian Song and Dance Celebration was included in the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation’s Representative List of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity (UNESCO, 2003). 
The purpose of this study is to collect, analyse and interpret singers’ per-
sonal experiences related to the Song Celebration process and answer the 
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question about the role of Song Celebration today in the development of the 
cultural identity and values of singers of children’s choirs. The research is 
focused on human and personal experience and therefore based on a phenom-
enological-hermeneutic approach. From the hermeneutic point of view, all 
interpretations are influenced by people and their background knowledge and 
that sets certain limits on the researchers’ knowledge, skills and experience 
while dealing with this topic. While planning the study, the intent was to 
draw on relevant treatments by Estonian researchers of education and culture. 
The theoretical basis for the interpretation of the topic relies on values-based 
educational ritual and cultural identity, which are explored through narra-
tives.  
 
2 Theoretical framework 
Singing is an artistic means of expression that reflects changes taking place in 
the socio-cultural context of the society. In traditional societies, singing con-
stituted part of communication with its primary meaning related to 
rites/ceremonies. People sang to convey emotions and strengthen group iden-
tity (Kuutma, 1998). At Estonian schools joint singing has had a very long 
tradition, from learning the common church song repertoire (17th century) to 
performing patriotic and nationalistic songs during the Singing Revolution (in 
the 1990s). In the broadest sense, joint singing may be viewed as unison or 
polyphonic choral singing, which aims to create a common identity. Com-
munal singing is also a form of collective identity, which through musical 
symbol expresses the feeling of connectedness with a group of people with 
common geographical origin and traditions. This phenomenon has helped to 
maintain Estonian national culture in the conditions of different political 
systems (Puur, 2004; Rüütel, I., 1999, 2002; Rüütel, E., 2003; Selke, 2007). 
 
Choral singing as an essential part of music education  
Choral singing is connected to the general competences of the Estonian 
National Curriculum for the Basic and Upper Secondary Schools, which are 
shaped by school subjects and extracurricular activities. The general compe-
tences are important for the development as a human being and citizen and 
are influenced by the collaboration between the school, home and teachers 
(National Curriculum, 2010). The new pervasive topics of the curriculum are 
values and morals and cultural identity, which are reflected by the goals, 
content and learning outcomes of the music syllabus. Song Celebration with 
its social, educational and musical aspects is the greatest outlet for school 
choirs, where through their own and fellow students’ participation in musical 
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activity students become familiar with and learn to value each other’s skills 
and differences. At the same time, through that process their values develop, 
they reflect on identity issues, prerequisites are created for the development 
of the integrity of their personality, and they familiarise themselves with the 
Estonian lifestyle and worldview (Sassian & Liimets, 2009).  
 
Song Celebration  
Song celebration constitutes a form of a cultural manifestation of traditional 
values, which has a symbolic role in the national development. Today the 
tradition of Song Celebration has become a social process involving repre-
sentatives of different social groups who together learn and perform historic 
and modern repertoire, which forms the basis for the development of com-
mon values and identity. Song Celebration supports rituals related to cultural 
traditions. The tradition with a deep symbolic meaning greatly contributes to 
the creation of the worldview that respects human values. Peeter Põld, an 
Estonian pedagogical researcher, lists seven types of values: vital, economic-
technical, cognitive, ethicals, legal, aesthetic, and religious.Education aims to 
achieve thse values and form a hierarchy–from lower to higher. In Põld’s 
approach to education, the goal of education is more than the goal of a single 
person; he believes that there are values that are higher and greater than a 
person. Individuals, personalities find their objectives in the cultural society 
in which they exist. They do not live only for themselves; they do not set 
targets only for themselves. The objective of education has to be defined so 
that it involves both an individual and the society (Tuulik, 2010, 88–91). 
 
Identity and Song Celebration 
Identity and what is associated with it, including identity layers, is viewed in 
this study as self-definition, which is part of a person’s self-concept, organ-
ised knowledge in social situations and relationships, andidentification with a 
group (Rüütel, 1999, 7). One of a person’s identities is the cultural, national 
identity or a sense of unity with other people in a cultural space (Valk, 2010) 
and it develops based on the shared customs and norms of behaviour and 
common values. In the Estonian context, such a phenomenon is Song Cele-
bration, which can be viewed as the bearer of cultural identity, where the 
common historical experience together with cultural forms and language 
shape the identity. In her retrospective treatment of cultural identity and 
manifestations of nationalism, Kuutma (1996, 1998) explores situations in 
which the singing tradition that is related to cultural identity and Song Cele-
bration is viewed as a great national celebration (festival). A celebration is a 
body of cultural performances and shows and is characterised by a repetitive, 
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systematic, impressive and predictable process. Rituals created in its course 
generate the ground for national identity, because it has a community that 
determines its power. Rituals not only unite social groups, but they also re-
build and recreate them in the course of ceremonies (Siikala, 2003). The 
above characteristics can also be found in the most noteworthy and the most 
numerous manifestation of nationalism in Estonia–Song Celebration, which 
provides an opportunity to experience cultural and ethnical identity as 
national unity.  
 
3 Research methods and process 
This empirical study relies on the tradition of qualitative research and princi-
pal positions of phenomenology and hermeneutics, focusing on describing 
and interpreting people’s views and experience (Laherand, 2008). The aim of 
the study is to collect, analyse and interpret personal experiences of singers 
who have been involved in the process of Song Celebration. What meaning 
does Song Celebrations carry these days in the development of cultural iden-
tity and values of a singer? The sample consisted of 12- to 19-year-old sing-
ers of children’s choirs in Tallinn and Harjumaa County, 19 of whom were 
female and 1 was male. 
A semi-structured group interview was conducted with singers of chil-
dren’s choirs, where a group included 3 to 4 children. The interviews were 
held in the children’s own schools and lasted for an average of about 35 min-
utes. The advantage of a group interview over individual interview is that 
together children more boldly show their attitudes, express their opinions, 
give assessments and contribute to each other’s ideas. The goal was to iden-
tify the values and beliefs prevailing in the group. According to the interview 
plan, the questions were divided into four categories: 1) descriptive questions 
that wereaimed at knowledge, experience; 2) interpretivequestions that fo-
cused onopinions, attitudes, and values; 3) emotional questions that focused 
onemotions and feelings, and 4) factual and background questions about the 
interviewees. The data was analysed in five stages (Laherand, 2008, 88–98) 
and two larger content categories were formed: 1) value-shaping ritual, which 
was divided into smaller subcategories: values, social interaction, emotional 
education, which in turn contained the categories of positive and negative 
emotions and2) cultural identity, which was divided into smaller subcategor-
ies: national identity and musical identity.  
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4 Results 
Song Celebration as a value-shaping ritual 
According to the participating singers of children’s choirs, Song Celebration 
is above all a creator of positive emotions. A large crowd that has gathered 
for a very special action creates an emotionally positive atmosphere. One 
student noted, “I’ve usually sung with my tiny choir, and there suddenly a 
huge number of choirs have joined and are singing this song”. (Z2) 
Song Celebration is the bearer of the Estonian identity and a place where 
one can strongly feel as an Estonian. Its meaning is different for everyone 
depending on his or her point of view, but central is the understanding that 
Song Celebration generates an emotion that allows everyone to feel as a full 
member of the country, to feel a part of the nation of Estonia. The Song Cele-
bration experience allows a child to understand more clearly what it means to 
be an Estonian and makes the child think more intensely about that than a 
person who has never had such experience. These were some reactions 
recorded in the data: 
1.“You come and sing as if for the whole ESTONIAN nation, that other countries 
don’t have such things as Song Celebration, then it makes you feel so GOOD, that 
here in Estonia we have such a Song Celebration.” 3. “Actually, indeed, it makes 
me feel that I’m proud to be Estonian.” 2. “I’m proud of myself that I was born in 
this country.” 5. “Maybe it makes you love your country even more.” 2. Yes. 4. 
“And the whole of the culture as well.“ (X1–3) 
 
The interviews revealed that it is also important for the singers to introduce 
the Estonian culture to other countries. They value the contribution of their 
ancestors to the cultural history–they feel thatit is thanks to them that they 
live in the Estonia of today and follow its traditions. 
1.“I think this singing is like appreciation of something, of those who have fought 
to allow us to live in the freedom, in a free country. Not to forget the people 
thanks to whom we are here, in our Estonian Republic. 2. At the same time, to 
make all the others notice us as well. When Estonia is not very well known, then if 
anyone knows anything at all, it’s that we are a singing nation. 2. Although in 
English there could be a special word for it, because Song Festival11 (laughs) is 
not quite the right one. Maybe it’s because I’m Estonian and for me Song Festival 
means something much bigger than just a festival”. (W1, W2) 
                                                           
11 Until 7 November 2003, the official English translation of the name of the event was Song 
Festival, which was then changed into Song Celebration. 
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These comments show the students awareness of their place in the larger, 
global world, while still valuing their own Estonian culture. Postmodernity is 
characterised by integration and a blurring of boundaries, and the emergence 
of the information society. Respondents assert that in today’s open society it 
is important to go and study abroad, but they all find that it is essential to 
return to the home country. The narratives of the two school choirs revealed 
that their schools carry out active patriotism training.  
“This is obviously because it has already been for such a long time, the whole 
Singing Revolution of Estonians. All that is taught at school, and passed on by 
parents and the family. 1. The feeling for the homeland. 2. Yes, exactly, the feeling 
for the homeland as well, and that’s why, as we’re a small nation, we stick to-
gether and singing is something that’s united us from way back. Maybe if there 
wasn’t that much of the historic background, this feeling wouldn’t be as strong. 
Nowadays this whole pop culture has influenced people, young people. I think 
there are people who won’t forget Song Celebration and all that. I think that es-
pecially those who’ve been to Song Celebration. It gives exactly such feeling, and 
if the people are active, it will continue.” (W1, W2) 
 
Respondents listed as the most important values the traditions and rituals with 
symbolic meaning. They attached value to folk costumes, nationalistic ele-
ments and ritual actions, such as the procession, the lighting of the Song 
Celebration fire, joint singing, and the fact that Song and Dance Celebrations 
take place concurrently. 
“The procession is always cool, in addition to that Estonian feeling it’s also that 
our school has such great sense of unity. When you’re walking with your school 
choir, then this feeling, the sense of unity DOUBLES”. (W2) “Definitely the Song 
Celebration fire. The way it’s lighted creates the sense of unity”. (Q1) 
 
Children consider the wearing of and attaching value to folk costume import-
ant, as well as joint singing and making an effort together with their ac-
quaintances to achieve a common goal.  
“The folk costume is so cool! When I borrowed my mum’s folk slippers, it was 
ESPECIALLY cool to walk in them. (W1) I have so many of such acquaintances 
and I know that they often say, like, I hate to put this folk costume on again, but 
this is exactly what gives the ADDITIONAL VALUE”. (W1) 
 
The group interviews revealed that besides the need to gain a special and 
powerful emotion and attaching importance to music, another important fac-
tor was social interaction that creates positive experiences and sensations.  
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“You can go there (to the Song Celebration) with the friends with whom you’ve 
been singing and going to school together; you don’t have to go with strangers. 
There’s always someone who’ll keep spirits up (3) and always some mishaps oc-
cur”. (Q3) “You can sing together with people you usually don’t have a chance to 
sing together with”. (X1) 
 
In the Song Celebration situation, circumstances are created for the develop-
ment of social skills and values. It is important for students to learn to cope in 
the Song Celebration situation, to consider their companions, to meet and 
stay with their acquaintances and relatives who are otherwise difficult to 
meet. 
“One of my relatives lives in the south of Estonia and for him it is a great experi-
ence to SIMPLY come to Tallinn. Simply coming to Tallinn is brilliant for him and 
[he likes] to listen to those songs there. To be there on the spot is a much MORE 
POWERFUL feeling”. (Y2) 
 
Song Celebration is a tradition with its ritual actions and elements, which 
emphasises the value of the ancestors’ contribution to the history of culture, 
thanks to which people can live in the Estonia as it is today and pass on the 
proud traditions. In Estonia today the invasion of pop culture also challenges 
the survival of traditions, but the interviewed students do not consider the 
influence of pop culture fundamentally dangerous to the tradition of Song 
Celebration. 
 
Song Celebration as the shaper of cultural identity 
The phenomenon of identity acquires greater significance in dealing with 
problems of self-definition. The students’ results show that the motivation to 
participate in the Song Celebration is maintained at a high level and contri-
butes to their own high self-esteem. The singers involved in the study attach 
more value to their group than others do, thus clearly relating themselves to 
the genre of choir music. The music that sounds at Song Celebration has 
great power to generate positive emotions. Through joint singing of the Song 
Celebration repertoire opportunities are created for the development of the 
singers’ musical identity and vocal skills. The data revealed that for the sing-
ers a varied repertoire is important. Song Celebration is made meaningful by 
the music ringing under the arch of the stage of Song Festival Grounds and is 
strongly valued by all respondents. They consider important Estonian songs, 
their musical mother tongue–folk songs, solemn and patriotic songs, includ-
ing both anthems and more modern songs. According to the results, children 
think that a song with an ideal structure has a beautiful tune, is mostly joyful 
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and with deep content that addresses people personally. They consider im-
portant both older and newer a cappella songs and songs with interesting 
instrumental accompaniment.  
“Well those (songs) when you rehearse them in the choir lessons, then, like, in 
what sense it’s a song, but when later the band and the crowd join in these songs 
while sung by the joint choirs, it’s all hugely powerful. Maybe some years while 
learning, there’s been a song that wasn’t right up my alley, for instance the tod-
dlers’ choirs sang this ‘Train Ride’ song one year. To begin with, it was, like, 
really, it’s not a song, only three pages of pauses, but when everything fell into 
place, it sounded really cool and on top of that the feeling it created”. (W1) 
 
In the interviews students mentioned joint choir songs with special meaning 
and great significance for them, for example, “My Fatherland is my Love” 
(Mu isamaa on minu arm) (by G. Ernesaks), “It’s Flying Towards the Bee-
hive” (Ta lendab mesipuu poole) (by P. Sarapik), “Northern Land” (Põh-
jamaa) (by Ü. Vinter), and “What is This Land” (Mis maa see on) (by 
S.Sisask). Respondents describe their positive experience: “Well, some songs 
are such that when everybody sings, it MAKES YOU SHIVER; it’s such a 
powerful emotion”. (Z3) “When you sing them, it’ll make you feel so good”. 
(Z1) The data demonstrated that in addition to the Song Celebration reper-
toire, it was important for the two groups to learn songs that they could sing 
together with their choir, for example, when walking in the procession to-
wards the Song Festival Grounds.  
The majority of the students participating in the interviews stated that 
they consider important the effort they make to achieve a common goal, co-
operation and the emotional value of the Song Celebration, and support of the 
growth of national identity through the Song Celebration repertoire. Com-
munication also has an extremely important role in the process of develop-
ment of young singers. A common goal develops children emotionally and 
aesthetically, and creates the sense of unity. In addition, they also learn to 
value their culture and traditions. Children learn about history and interpret 
essential values, lifestyle and culture. The bond between students as well as 
that with teachers strengthens.  
To achieve reliability of this study, the researchers have analysed their ac-
tivity in research diaries, collecting and systematising notes related to the 
topic throughout the whole period of this research. Considering the specific 
features of qualitative research methods, the received data does not allow for 
making fundamental generalisations. The results only apply to the given 
research and the given sample. 
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5 Conclusion 
Song Celebration is an important shaper of values, the influence and meaning 
of which is wider than merely the context of Song Celebration. Children 
develop and learn to adhere to agreements, take responsibility, appreciate, 
value and support their team. One of the main values of Song Celebration is 
growing and educating with music. Together with music and repertoire, a 
singer’s musical identity develops and prerequisites are created for mediation 
of values. The research confirmed that amidst the vortex of changes charac-
teristic of postmodern society Song Celebration is not likely to lose its special 
significance. The motivation for participation in Song Celebration is to keep 
high self-esteem. Students also attach value to their group/choir while defin-
ing themselves through the genre of choir music and these musical prefer-
ences have an important role in the development of values and musical iden-
tity.  
Song Celebration with its ritualistic structure and content is an important 
part of Estonian national culture. The musical perception and cultural identity 
of Estonians have developed together with the tradition of choral singing. 
The characteristic features of postmodern age, identity problems and changes 
in lifestyle, have inevitably transformed the understanding of oneself and the 
surrounding world and in this context musical identity has changed. How-
ever, repeatedly the basic human values, the ability to appreciate oneself and 
the surroundings are important. It is critical to survive in the conditions of 
value pluralism. Song Celebration is a common and unifying value of the 
Estonian nation in the Estonian culture. 
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